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Photography evolved from its inception in the

late 1830s to become

a

primary

communication tool in missions. The

photographs produced by North American

missionaries served

by home

as

windows used

constituents to understand the

Liberia, their cultures, their ways of life, and they were also used

missionary

to raise financial

particular view

left to the

interpretation

masses

or was

in the West, the local

omitted in the

This dissertation takes

methodology using photography
African

photographs

of others, often had unintentional

because of the lack of analytical reflection and

photographed.

community heavily

tool for the

support. While these elements of 'seeing' have provided

of Africa for the

most often not considered

as a

people of

as a

a

taken. These

was

photographs,
in part

from the communities

focus toward

developing

way of understanding how Liberians

influenced

voice

negative implications,

understanding

missiological

community's

a

by North American missionaries)

(as

a

one

make

local

sense

of

their world.

Drawing

from the

disciplines

studies, I created and tested
Liberia. SBMS makes

use

a

of photography, visual

anthropology,

and missions

methodology called "Sight Beyond My Sight" (SBMS)

of the

qualitative

methods of participant action research

in

(PAR),

a

method called

'photovoice',

researchers have

SBMS,

as a

and

participant observation.

already involved local

research method,

provides

communities' worldview and cultural
visual research to

a new

level

SBMS

communities in visual

a more

research, advancing the field to embrace

a

participatory research,

but

holistic way of understanding local
SBMS builds

categories.

by incorporating

that

recognizes

local

on

participants

PAR and

moves

each level of the

on

method that is relevant for 21^^ century

research.

Taking

its

theological groundings

from the biblical narrative found in Mark 8:22-

25, SBMS argues that the local community producing, reflecting
to their own

photographs

of their culture and
of photography

opportunity
they hope

a

offers

identity

a more

a

for both themselves and outsiders. Thus,

deeper level

giving meaning

complete picture (both literally and figuratively)

researcher, missionary,

to learn at

on, and

the

or

visitor from outside the

locally interpreted context

through the

community

has the

of the communities

to understand.

By employing

SBMS and the

overarching

research

question: "If someone

coming from outside ofyour community, what photographs would you take
outsider about you and your
methods and

group

medium

applications

settings

about their

community?

"

I

was

able to train eleven

to

were

inform

participants

the

in the

of photography, then interview them in both individual and

photographs,

thus

gaining

critical

insights about their

worldview, cultural vernacular and categories, and the experiences that have contributed
to

shaping their identity.

This dissertation is divided into two parts: the first

detailed
the

description of SBMS

disciplines

(chapters
was

four to

utilized to

perspectives,
categories

gospel

in

of visual

and how SBMS

serves as a

anthropology, missiology,

nine) demonstrates

the

and

(chapters

photography;

application of SBMS

providing a mirror for Liberians

to

three),

is

a

methodological contribution in

gather new knowledge about Liberian culture

while also

one

the second part

in Liberia and how SBMS

and

identity

to reflect on

from Liberian

their

own

cultural

and distinctions. The method should allow missionaries to contextualize the

a

way that better reflects the local

participation in the process

of looking

community's understandings through its

beyond what

is in front of them.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

In this

study,

America, usually

vestiges

slaves, between

of African ancestry

people sharing
experience
world

as

African Americans:

in

a common

save

community of African Blacks brought to

1619 and 1808. In

slavery they were stripped of all

the color of their skin and then remolded into

history of oppression and subjugation.

America, Rick Gray has identified this

group

as a

a

single

Because of their shared

"unique" people to

the

(2003).
Americo-Liberians: African Americans that left America in the nineteenth-

century and settled the land of the "Grain Coast," which is currently the country of
Liberia. Liberia is the first African country to
American Colonization

governed by

a

(1822 -1847).

key mobilizing

American slaves

missions

going

to

developed and

or

a

American

or

Established

the West Coast of Africa

by

pseudo

in 1847.

humanitarian association

politicians,

and abolitionists. The

the United States in 1818, the

(AIC): refers

(Levitt 2005, 3).

to Christian churches in sub-Saharan

functioned outside the control of Western -led and influenced

churches. Some AICs

Indigenous Churches
African

independence,

force behind tens of thousands of free and former African

African Instituted Church

Africa that

an

its

influential white American slave owners,

ACS ruled the dominion

ACS became

Society:

gain

(also called African Initiated Churches,

Afiican Instituted

religions, including revelatory

Churches) incorporate aspects

dreams and visions,

spirit world (Lugo 2010, 59).

xvi

African
of traditional

healing practices

and belief in

Black Manifest

Destiny: ideology based on a prophecy found in Psalms

"Out of Egypt princes shall
Most

come

and

Ethiopia shall soon stretch forth her hands unto the

Black Christian Nationalist

High."

presence and

experience

leadership used this prophecy to help explain the

of Africans in America.

to America in order to be

68:3 1 :

They asserted that Africans were brought

prepared by God to fiilfiU a divine "redemptive mission."

mission was to learn the best of Western civilization, commerce, and

That

Christianity and to take

those three Cs back to Africa in missional outreach. Li this way, blacks would become
source

of blessing to the whole of humankind

Ethnicity:

the social

distinguish themselves
markers
in

a

relationships

(e.g. language, cultural,

hierarchically

and/or

structures within

a

shape

assumed

ones sense

hair color

or

style)

or

subaltem level

observations reveal the

Oligarchy:

organization,
aristocratic

or

a

complexities

oligarchy of the

Paternalism: the
in

restricting the

on

Can be

either

exist where members

align themselves

a

a

collective association of attributes

codes, vices, and meanings given or
surface level

(e.g. historical,

ethnic

(e.g. physical

religious,

or

attributes

cultural).

-

skin,

These two

of defming the characteristics of identity.

small group of people

institution. A state

particular group

society.

of purpose; or, the hidden

individually or collectively

a

given population. Generally distinctive

geographic)

Identity: defined in numerous ways.
that

(Gray 1996, 2).

in which people from

from another group in

a

having governmental

governed by

such

a

group

control of a country,

was

the

English

19th century in Liberia.

policy

freedom and

or

practice

on

responsibilities

the part of people in

positions

of authority

of those subordinate to them in the

xvii

subordinates'

authority

over

It may also be defined

as

"the exercise of power

another person to prevent self-inflicted harm

or

to

supposed best interest.

or

promote that persons

welfare, usually usurping individual responsibility, and freedom of choice" (Levitt 2005,

33).
Photovoice:

a

participatory tool, giving a population the encouragement and

means

to express themselves

health

promotion principles

through photography.

The

and the theoretical literature

consciousness, feminist theory, and

a

thinking behind this
on

is based

education for critical

community based approach to documentary

photography.
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PART 1: THE METHOD

CHAPTER ONE:

THE ASSIGNMENT

Introduction

This

chapter introduces

Sight" (SBMS),

use

newly developed research method, "Sight Beyond My

which I created for

identity using photography.
the

a

To

understanding indigenous perspectives

lay the groundwork, I present the complex background of

of photography in mission studies. I

explore

when outsiders take

photographs

cormnunity's input.

I then present the research

argue for the need of a

gives
with

a

a

photographic

uses

problem that

and

questions

is

brought to

bear

analyze them without the
and

anthropologically

voice to the local

analytical

historical look at the

the

in diverse contexts and

missiologically

and

of culture and

reasons

for the

study.

local
I

relevant research tool that

community.

I conclude the

of photography in missions, and the

plan

chapter

of study.

Research Interest

In

to

1983, 1 enrolled in

understand how

program

was

an

photography

for "at

after-school

could be used to make

young, poor, African American males
who did not live in

or

sense

risk"^ youth in various Pittsburgh public

1 I have taken deference with the term "at

understand the

the
group of outsiders did not have

living

to

stereotype

began

a

city

as

"at

risk,"

schools. I

I did not want to be labeled

worldview informed

whole

community.

1

me

my quest

of the world around

was a

that everyone

was

as

me.

The

middle

risk", since being labeled in the early 1980s. While the idea seeks

in the inner

neighborhood. My

right

This

photography program.

to

identify

such, especially by people

"at risk" to

some extent

and

one

school

student, from

a

single parent home,

impacted by the demise
grandparents

held in

of the steel

changing

smoky places;
outsiders the

able to

neighborhood

of my

an

Recently,

seedy
trying

I read

to show

the old

comer

The

news

Outsiders who neither lived in the

pictures

stabilizing force,

serve as a

Wolcott

lady on the porch;

at the

barbershop;

that my Dad and

1999). By recording

the children

playing

in

the jazz musicians in

all became fair game for

me

to show

balanced

a more

the

the

opportunity to represent
not.^ Photography

gave

of the world in which I lived.

of community and the harsh realities.

and

by legal

respectable

found dead

coverage, yet

again,

served to

they

could

at

nor

had

the

a

am

using OG,

it refers to the older

people that ran numbers, sold marijuana,

a man

neighborhood,

picture

But in the context that I

report about

sense,

me

that traditional media did

They were generally

one

afforded

tool!

to make ends meet

a news

longer

making pictures

Original Gangster.

lives.

shown may be accxu-ate in

who have taken the

and

empowering

acronym for

who lived

early photographs.

images

camera

an

positive values

(Berger 1972,

visually represent both the beauty

streets while others were

3

the

neighborhood in ways

Photography was

2 OG is

on

changing neighborhoods

I called home.

voice; it allowed me

was

as

school; the athletes

community

and describe my

I

way of "seeing"

OGs"^ hustlin'

the

Having the

me a

a

of the

As the

industry.

faces of my world, such

the sand box at the local

one

esteem seemed to no

high

photography provided me
the

in

one

in the

block from where I

was

reared, the place where

shape people's perceptions about my neighborhood.

same

time represent

community

a

of the broader

myopic perspective

for the outside world.

dynamics,

in the

I took many

While the
context.

have often been the persons

(See:

http://pittsburgh.cbslocal.com/201 l/04/09/police-probe-man%E2%80%99s-suspicious-death-ovemight/)
2

hung out

vocations.

vested interest in its sociocultural

that represent life in the former

men

shot craps, and

After
successfiil

nearly thirty years

career

in

by a post-graduate

removed from photographing my
for two of the

photojournalism

education at

Asbury Theological Seminary,

to understand issues of identity and

representation

I decided to focus my research

on

African American. I also realized when

Fitts 1978;

researching

photographic representation and understanding

noting

the

missiological

the

missiological

contributions

Goatley and Leonard 2010;

I also realized the

a

newspapers/ followed

I found God

resources were

2002; Stevens and Johnson 2012; Walston 2002;

under/misrepresented to

in

directing me

context.

and

et

am an

by Afi^ican Americans

slim. While

some

exist

Jacobs 1982, Jacobs 1981; Johnson

al.)

so

does

a

void when it

comes

to

the host culture.

photographic image

of Afi-ica is

Richard Dowden puts the issue in

masses.

a

the continent of Afiica, in part because I

about African Americans in mission studies the

(Clegg 2004;

country's top

conunimity,

greatly

perspective,

following:

conjures up in most people's mind is the Dark Continent,
The
a place of horrific savagery: inhumanity.
image they give of Africa is just wars and famine and disease. We can
change that. What Africa needs are success stories. We are going to rebrand Afi-ica. (Dowden 2009, 2,4)
The

image

Africa

the heart of darkness,

What

a

largest

...

forth

unique perspective put
continent in the world.

Specifically,
issues of its

where I worked

a

former journalist turned advocate for the second

.

I focus my research

on

the West- African country of Liberia and

pictorial identity and representation. Liberia,

4 I have worked in various

photojoumalistic

by

career.

as a

photographic capacities

The two most formative

staff photojoumalist

were

for

as

many

as ten

which bolsters

newspapers around the world

the Detroit Free Press, 1995-2002, and the St. Louis

covering news, sports, features,

3

and

war.

one

of the

over

my twenty year

Post-Dispatch

2002-2006

greatest missional endeavors of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, is
of the "Golden

Age"

1800 and 1900s had outsiders

come

communities, photograph them, and represent their culture and themselves

outsider's definition and
not have

a

highlight

of black missions.

Many indigenous Liberians during the
their

a

say in how

Most of the

perspective.

into

with

an

time, the indigenous community did

they were visually represented,

or even

if they wanted to be

photographed.
As

previously noted,

missionaries have used

in the first half of the 1800s. For this

apply

it within

a

missiological

how missionaries have used

why this study

is

study,

early

photography
identity

as

I utilize my

photography

as a

since its

experience

context. The next sections of this

in

development

photography

and

chapter will highlight

communication tool, thus

shedding light

on

important.
Understanding

In

photography

the Power of

October 20 1 1 1 trained
,

seven

a

Photograph

Liberians in the art and

part of my dissertation research. The study sought

and culture

through the use

of photography. This

4

training

practice

of

to understand Liberian

session

was

held at the

historic Providence Baptist Church^ in Monrovia, Liberia.

participants
marching

and I stood in the church

and

four bands the

chanting slogans
marching

were a

(CDC) political party, rallying to
study's participants
loincloths,

doorway watching hundreds

noticed two

were

express their support for the CDC. Then

men

photograph

societies],

dressed in

of the

men

one

the

a

white

chalky

flip-flops, shorts,

substance

and various

study's participants eagerly

and group.

"Yes, they

Liberians," another participant

added.

conversation

participants

began

distinguish persons

among the

found

listening

constituted

a

to the

more

participants' lively

culture and

interaction,

about who is
or

a

men are

.

.

a

they

are

a

"images" mean

Baptist Church

The

passion

the

Carey

a

one

could

As the researcher

religious context,

I

participants expressed

to the

participants?

observations of two

men

How

walking

is considered the cornerstone church of Liberia. Founded

Monrovia by former United States slave Lott

taking

of

ten-minute

society.

identity in

one

true

Liberian and how

traditional

from

interactions and comments about what

fascinating.

identity wrapped in the

5 Providence

the

.

stood

designer t-shirts.

conversations about the power of photography to define

culture. What did these

of the

(fig 1). They

shouted before

from Liberia

Liberian culture and

"true" Liberian to be

would lead to
or

study about

are

Following

from another ethnic group

and facilitator of the

one

walking barefoot, wearing only traditional

"Look, they're from the bush" [referring to the fact that the
the traditional

women

part of the Congress for Democratic Change

and covered from head to toe in

out because the others

of men and

the

Broad Street in Monrovia's downtown. Divided into

on

groups

During one of the breaks,

and associates, Providence

of the country. The constitution and declaration of independence

was

5

signed

at

Baptist

has been

on

community

Liberian

among the

group?

the shores of modem

played

Providence in 1 847.

was

a

a

day

central role in the formation

What motivated the

participants

to

photograph the men?

regarding Liberian identity were unearthed

What memories and

questions

from this interaction?

Figure 1. Members of the Congress for Democratic Change surround two men dressed in traditional garments and
covering while marching on Broad Street in Monrovia, Liberia, Saturday, October 1, 20 11. Photo by: Ignatius
Choloply/SBMS�

Regrouping

the

participants

uploaded the photographs.

around the computer for the next

A number of conversations^

were

taking place

photographs with each person engaged on a number of levels.

6 As way to capture the

dialog

6

I

about the

The students realized

of these sessions I will interweave the conversations

style.

training session,

throughout

this work in

a

narrative

photography can convey Liberian identity to

others. The

participants then turned toward

the computer.

Introduction of the

Showing them a photo (fig 2),
One

participant said,

community
reading

the

"I

am

told the

Study

I asked the group, "What is this

image

is of two Liberians

from the jungle, with their spear and sword in hand."

caption information attached to

representative^ ca.

1860.

Gathering

the

7 Liberia has

developed
know

as

a

unique relationship

communities and abolitionist
a

repatriation

(which

into another small huddle the

more

The

a

settlement

participant was

participants

with the United States. In 1816, members of the U.S. congress in

included

Quakers

and Christian

detailed analysis of the endeavor will be

anachronistic)

7

provided

continued

validity of the image.

in the

partnership with

followed the model of the British and

program the would send free and former African American slaves "back"

"Grain Coast." A

in

photograph taken by an unknown (ACS)

discussions amongst themselves about the accuracy and

religious

arriving

photograph of?"

to

the small West African

chapter three.

territory

Figure

Boys from the jungles of Afiica, as they come into Liberian Settlements, with Sword and Spear ca.
by: Unidentified photographer /American Colonization Society. (Courtesy of the Library of Congress

2. Native

1860. Photo

archives)

After
the ACS

a

photo

photograph

few

comes

onto the

They

are

photograph. "They are

affirms

we

archive at the

about the context.
the

minutes,

reconvened to look at another

Library of Congress

screen

each

in

describing

from the settlers'

to the

to share his or her

and

community,"

this, suggesting how the image represents

from

in the United States. As the

participant begins

fiilly engaged

photograph (fig. 3)

thoughts

trying to place

the context of

participant

says. Another

one

participants, through clothing,

posture, and props; all intrinsic differences between the indigenous culture and the
settlement

community.

For the

participants,

the

been Liberian.

8

men

in the

photograph could

not have

Figure 3. Native African Boys, as they come to the Christian School House at Arthington, Liberia with Ploughshare
and Prunning Hook ca. 1860 (see: Isaiah 2:4). Photo by: Unidentified photographer /American Colonization Society.
(Courtesy of the Library of Congress archives)

Then
at him

one

trying to

participant said, "Stop!

discern what he had

(fig. 2)

the others did the

we see

these

Still
the

the

people?

The other

the

photos

missionaries'

photographs

As he

I loaded the

photos

compared,

the

community.

a

from the ACS. But what

was

side

by

side

on

asked, "Can

the computer.

asked, "Are these

part of the settlement community?"

said, "They are!"

indigenous community

This realization

The group looked

the discussion

hand to his head and

Are these Liberians that became

in amazement

photo!"

intently examined the previous image

participant driving

participant put his

participants looking

When

seen.

Then the

photographs together?"

exploring

same

same.

Go back to the other

emerged

is

vastly

different from the

from the discussions about two

not evident was who

were

the

people

in the

they Liberians?

photos?

Were

answers

in the

were

for ACS

they models

indigenous

of the missionaries'

right and the power

voices

largely have not been considered in missional
should be asked. What

questions

photography?

outsiders and insiders

In what ways

can

can

issues of identity and

Historical

West Africa

and

were some

a

derived from both

may

provide

a

useful lens for

missional context.

Western^

missionaries

(Boone 1929),

anthropologists (Johnston and Stapf 1906) working

of the first to

use

own

Background

In the first half of the nineteenth century.

(Reef 2002),^

in

the purpose

[and is]

communities represent their

indigenous

representation

and

mission field? Who has the

through photographs produced in the

of publication? How

was

meanings be

identity utilizing photography? Addressing these questions
understanding

were

caption or the photographic representation.

further

anthropological fields;

settlers

Whatever the

propaganda?

short-term, the fact remains that the indigenous participants' voices

not considered in either the

Since

Or

in

Liberia,

photography^^ as a way to communicate their

encounters.

8 No clear

approach

exists in

defming the concept of "Western."

Europe and North America and their hegemonic practices, it

approach there

eighteenth

and nineteenth century colonialism is

think of The

Enlightenment

"western" to

mean

people

9 In this

basis for this

point

is

and its movement to

generally

example

when

modernity

and

post-modernity.

Europe but also

the

particular cultural

as a

talking

assumed. If speaking about

from North America and Western

study,

best be summed up

other ways to understand the term. For

this broad

are

can

While the term has become synonymous with

a

about "western"

"western"

Given this

people's

statement that all

returning "Negros"

this

construct, many will

study

will

use

the term

cultural way of thinking.

the terms missionaries and settlers in the Liberian context will be used

Henry Clay's

political systems,

ideological

background,

mainly

way of thinking. Given

to Liberia do so with the

interchangeably,
understanding

unless noted. The

that

they

are

both

missionaries and settlers.

10 In this

study

I will

use

Daguerreotype (produced through

the terms

the

synonymous with the visual record

daguerreotype, photographs, images,

early twentieth) cenmry

produced by

a

and

pictures interchangeably

is the technical term in the

photographer using

10

a camera.

eariy photographic

unless noted.

process. All

No distinction is made between

are

daguerreotypes (a

Thompson, and Miss Davis standing before native carriers and hammock in Liberia ca.
regarding the natives or the settlement. Photo by: Unidentified photographer
/American Colonization Society. (Courtesy of the Library of Congress archives)
Figure

4. Rev.

Thompson,

1890s. There is

no

Mrs.

additional information

Augustus Washington,
New

an

Jersey, traveled to Liberia,

Colonization

and the

understanding

1 1 T. Jack

how

physical photograph.

an

part of the American

as

movement. As

a

highly respected

This research will not consider

participants mechanically "capture"

Thompson presents

daguerreotypists'^ from Trenton,

West Africa in 1853,

Society (ACS) repatriation

pre-photographic process)
interested in

African American

informative

the

drawings, paintings,

images that are

chapter on the beginning

and

within their

etc. This

study

is

sight.

spread of photography

in Africa (see

Thompson 2012, 18-55).

12 A

daguerreotype

iodine-sensitized silvered plate
nineteenth and

portraits

early

persons

is the earliest
or

practical photographic

mercury vapor metal

plate.

twentieth century of daguerreotypes

being photographed

may appear stoic

or

was

process that

produced

L.J. M.

Daguerre invented

that the

pictures

were

disassociated because

11

one-off positive

image

the process in 1839. One

staged,

they

a

on

either

problem

an

of

due to limitations of equipment. In various

had to remain still

during

the timed exposure.

daguerreotypist in the United States, Washington was "cheered" by ACS
because he would be
arrival in Liberia

photographic

producing daguerreotype views

(Shumard and Washington 1999, 10). The ACS

views that could be

photographing missionaries

and

president Joseph Jenkins
The

studio after

arriving

prominent members^^

Roberts

of the ACS upon his
was

in their

reproduced as engravings

Washington established a daguerrean

first

at the behest

looking

in Liberia and made

of the ACS

bear issues of identity and

representation;

native^"^ people. They also helped

viewers

land. Decades later, issues of identity and

still arise in the

photographs

13 The United States

(see:

taken

a new

of Congress has

Library

a

digital

generation

representation

of missionaries.

archive of Augustus

Washington's

most

prized daguerreotypes.

http://www.loc.gov/pictures/search/?q=washington+augustus&co=dag&st=gallery)
14 The term "native" will be used

indigenous. Occasions exist,
centuries),

where terms like

communities. While I do

distinguish
at

by

living

including Liberia's

outsiders viewed the

new

a

(fig. 5).

daguerreotypes brought to

the settlers'

for

publications.

particularly concerning how
see

officials

Oxford

interchangeably

out of fidelity to the

"heathen(s)"

not view the

and

local

language

"savage(s)"

University, held the

view that

'"savages'

and text of the

a

period (generally

pejorative way, historically

Joy Hendry notes
were

anthropological terms like, locals, nationals, others,
the nineteenth

through

and

mid-twentieth

will be used to draw attention to labels associated with the local

community in

between Western cultures and "others."

with other

that Edward

the above noted terms have been used

Tylor,

somehow different from 'civilized'

12

to

the first holder of the chair of anthropology

people" (Hendry 1999. 10).

Figure

5. This

portrait of Joseph Jenkins Roberts was produced by Augustus Washington ca.
president of Liberia. (Courtesy of the Library of Congress archives)

1851. Roberts served

as

the first and seventh

These

.

.analysis

about the
came

of missionary

meaning

from

in their

basis for discussion and research in

photographs

compassion

in Africa. These

disciplines.

adds

and effects of pictures"

varying backgrounds

"tensions between

subjects

a

and many of the social science

missiology
".

photographs provide

new

anthropology,

Marianne Gullestad

insights

to the

(Gullestad 2007, 1).

ongoing

conversations

While the

photographers

in the West, the tone and purposes of their

and

pity" (xvi)

photographs

and

13

images

reveal

in the responses from the West about their

prints

ftmd-raising campaigns.

posits that,

taken

by missionaries became

a

key

tool

Terrance
as

Wright grounds this perspective noting, "Images have been employed

conveyors of information,

have provided

of discovering aspects of physical

means

(Wright 2008, 2).

Donald Senior

metaphors

understanding

were seen

in the

and

and

symbols,

well

as

taken

or

they

psychological worlds"

element in

stating, "Image

metaphors that capture the driving

experience" (Senior 1995, 3-4). Many of these

photographs

twentieth centuries. To this

as

explores the psychological

evokes those fiindamental lead ideas,
force of one's

of devotion and sites of social interaction,

symbols

by missionaries during the

ideas and

nineteenth and

perspective Wright again notes.

The

popular notion that 'seeing is believing' has always afforded special status to
image. So when the technology, in the form of photography, was
developed, not only was it considered to provide a record of vision, but the fact
that it was able to produce the images as a permanent tangible object accounted
for the extent of the medium's social and cultural impact. (Wright 2008, 3)

the visual

Elaine
reasons

Magalis

missionaries

takes

use

a more

general

photography is

and

to show that their purpose is to

cultural context and to raise financial support.
been to show the missionaries

they

served"

who

imposed

view of their

(Magalis 1988, 7).
a

in

visual

time

The

identity that

Thompson

and devoted in contrast to the

image

in

a cross-

has

"[T]he tendency (often unconscious)

of the

people

was

people

controlled

by

may not have been consistent with the

engaging the

affirms that in many

local

people

other. He says missionaries had
same

capable

serve

two

whom

outsiders

people's

own

self-identity.

T. Jack

approach

as

practical approach suggesting

exposing

the mission field.

a

with the

cases

missionaries had

gospel

in

one

hand and

a

dualistic

a camera

in the

desire to bolster their missional cause, while at the

for the "Western"

public

the fact of transformation

Thompson notes:
14

taking place

in

[I]t is quite

missionary photography of the nineteenth century
was aimed at a home audience. Here a
predominant motivation was to show the
of
the
Christian
transforming power
gospel, and one common way of doing this
was to emphasize photographically the
perceived backwardness of traditional
and
culture.
peoples
(Thompson 2007, 6)
clear that much

Gullestad notes, "the

suffering

of the African" is the

representations (Gullestad 2007, xvi). This motif,
evolved in
colonial

general from "a dispute about the merits
But it

productions.

was

also

representation and communication to
to

a

as

of epic reform"

passion

an

exercise in

arouse

primary motif of the photographic
Jean and John Comaroff note,

and morals of different modes of

forms of

mobilizing new

the middle and

laboring classes (in Europe)

(Comaroff and Comaroff 1991, 87).
"Sight Beyond My Sight"

"Sight Beyond My Sight" (SBMS) methodology

developed and tested in Liberia.

SBMS is based

on

is

a

photographic methodology I

the biblical narrative found in

(Mark

8:22-25)^^ where a blind man receives a healing from Jesus and "... his eyes were opened,
his
to

sight was restored,

get

to this

voices

are

which

point. Looking

omitted from the

photograph,
the way

and he

at the

previous examples

live. A

more

limited cultural

again

see

gain a

clearer

experiences

at the world

Jesus

are

and

this

are

community's

analytical production

and contexts, make

and

not

sense

in

defined

solely

(NTV), unless

figuratively)

of

of the world in

(Luke 7:36-50), asking

1 5 All Biblical references will be from the New International Versions

of the

chapter three.

something beyond what they had been seeing;

15

second touch of Jesus

picture (both literally

available that

emphasizes

a

where the local

in-depth explanation will be presented

categories.

and

But it took

photographic, descriptive,

in their different

Ways of looking

to look

everything clearly."

this method aims to

people,

they

saw

this

noted.

the

by

our

community

provides

the

basis of "Sight

Beyond My Sight."

personal interest

in

development of my

In the next section I discuss the

photography and the

research

questions

that

guide

this

study.

Statement of the Research Problem
Ever since the first documented

mission journals

(ca. 1840s), foreign missionaries

images to represent their perspective
cultures in their host communities

MagaHs 1988,
exposed
were

images appeared

Maxwell 2000,

in Western

in Afiica have used

of mission work and

insights

(Comaroff and Comaroff 1991,

previously unseen by outsiders.

These

photographs

of others, often have had unintentional

consequences, and

photographic

about the

people

and

Gullestad 2007,

Scruggs 2010, Thompson 2007). Many of these images

issues of poverty and cultural differences to the world

interpretations

books, papers, and

interpretations (Boone 1929,

and

(Tienou 1991), which

images,

left to the

negative implications,

Johnston 1906, Levitt 2005, Walker

1911).
Have these

been used

properly to explain

voices of the host

explore what
relate to

the

I

photographs

insider's

photography to

perspective

photographic method,

representation?

realities of a

community been heard?

information

use

to their

existing

explaining the ethnographic

problem,
an

images been true

can

These

particular

questions give

provide

context of a

Have these

on

context? Have the

rise to the need to

the mission field

particular culture.

learn how effective

problem
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as

Based

photographic images

of previously missionized communities. In

SBMS. The research

is

photographs

on

are

doing

methodological.

the

at

photos
this

exploring

so, I test the

Research

This research is

culture and

what ways

guided by three questions: 1)

identity through the use

community regarding
can

SBMS

the SBMS

method? These

Questions

of photography?

participants

and their

methodology contribute

questions have

a

What

can we

2) What is

learn about Liberian

the response from the

use

of photography in Liberia?

as a

missiologically relevant research

dualistic purpose: first to test the SBMS

identity through photography

photographs produced by the participants.

Given these purposes the first two

to

more

with the

application of the method.

In order to

see

comprehend if new knowledge was gained through the use

what

was

that

Another

knowledge.

and their levels of participation would aid in

empirical

evidence to

and not first. In this

RQ #1

What

answer

study,

can we

brought forth.

were

the third research

I address the

use

Scarce data exists about the

photographs collected through the
categories,

Previous studies

was

evaluating

These two

and the

(Dowdall

if SBMS worked

questions provided

question. Hence, RQ

#3 is

the

placed

last

following three questions.

of

identity through

photography?

relationship between photography

identity as represented in photographs.

their cultural

of photography and if so

learn about Liberian culture and
the

needed

made their

photographs

of adjustment

we

Understanding how the participants

SBMS in their context.

areas

if SBMS works

questions

community

consideration

responded to

and what

and the

how the

important

hi

methodology;

second to learn about Liberian culture and

deal

3)

This research seeks to

SBMS

methodology as

meaning they give

a

to these

use

and Liberian

photography

and the

way for Liberians to express

categories,

to outsiders.

and Golden 1989; Freire, Brizuela and Soler-Gallart 2000;

17

et al.

Hergenrather,
and

2009; Kessi 201 1; Meyer and Kroeger 2005; Mclntyre 2008; Meyer

Kroeger 2005; Wang 2002; Wang and Burris 1997) that have utilized participatory

action research

those

(PAR) have shown that

photographs
that

concerns

allow

people

participants

on

the

use

of photography and the discussions from

the outside to better understand the values and

share. This method seeks to examine the visual

literacy^^ of a

segment of Liberians (i.e. Christian, members of a particular church) and how they view
themselves in relation to other Liberians, and non-Liberians.

RQ #2 What is the response from the community regarding '^Sight
Beyond My Sight" (SBMS) participants and their use of photography
in Liberia?

Learning what happens when Liberians employ the innovative^
photography
how

in Liberia is

participants

invest

a

main

focus,

negative perceptions

(Thompson 2012). Understanding

viability of using photography

use

content of the

of

photographs

and represent their

own

and

cultural

and emotions. In many African cultures and
abound

how the

regarding

the

camera

community responds

and the discussions that

taking photographs

learning the

meaning to produce, interpret,

knowledge, self-identities, experiences,
around the world,

as are

^

come

and the

to SBMS

about may offer

photographs

participants

insights

into the

in this way within missions to better understand the local

sociocultural context.

1 6 Visual

literacy

photographic, theoretical,

17 While

funerals), and

photography

is

and

a

term Terence

practical applications

photography

political campaigns

as a

Wright (Wright 2004, 7) uses

research tool,

of reading

to express

portrait studies,

it has not been used

PAR research tool to

serves as an

certain competency to

understanding

the

photographs.

is used in many Liberian
as a

a

innovation.

18

on

social occasions

acquire

new

(e.g. graduations weddings,

and

knowledge. Thus, SBMS, employing

RQ#3

In what ways

can

the SBMS

missiologically
In the late

a

of fihnmaking

test

a

Navajos

made

sense

Michael

findings.

One

they

going to effectively speak to

"suggests

the conditions from which the world

can

1988, 19). The fact that

their research

from which the world

one can use

can

be

for social scientists who have

incamational

recorders,

of the

community,

context. These

a

points

approach of understanding

similar sentiments

approach to

vital if

looking

at

Strathem

"enhance the conditions
a

critical tool

missionary's ability to embrace

research methods, like SBMS, that seek to learn information

19

are

personhood but to constantly build up

cultures allows them the space to

section of chapter two.

and

that the job of social scientists is

slant. The

level. The incamational model will be further

in

people.

apprehended 'anew"'(156, citing

missiological

'

tool to learn

comprehended [i.e., viewed] anew," highlights
a

SBMS

participants

the existential needs of the

once-for-all model of culture and
be

and

is that SBMS is

Rynkiewich (Rynkiewich 2003) highlights

a

cameras

also wanted to train

major difference

Strathems' work in Melanesia. She

not to establish

an

community they were studying.

of the world around them.

points that can be explored in a missiological

the missions field is

Marilyn

tool to understand the

methodology, get at a deeper knowledge

inform outsiders of these
contextual

as a

similar to Worth and Adair in that

photography,

as a

relevant research method?

small group of Navajo Native Americans with

Worth and Adair learned how

approach is

contribute

1960s, anthropologists Sol Worth and John Adair (Worth and Adair 1974)

explored the use

Empowering

methodology

on

the emic,

developed in the theory

or

and

develop

insider's,

theological

Outlined

are

three

follows: 1) What do
is the broader
SBMS teach

voice)

or

we

overarching thematic questions that can be

learn from SBMS about Liberian culture and

society's attitude towards

us

about how to

use

the

use

of photography? and,

photography to better understand the

perspective? Through this

photographs they produce

world. In this process, I

identity? 2)

as

What

3) What does
emic

(insider

lens this research tries to understand how Christians

in Liberia understand their connections with their
the

summarized

offer outsiders

proved a critique

pan-ethnic

a more

Christian

identity

complete understanding

of missionary

photography as

and how

of their

it has been

practiced in the past.
The Goals and

The

but

are

goals

focused

and

on

objectives

developing

Objectives'^ of the Research

of the SBMS

and

testing the

methodology have
SBMS research

SBMS to empower Liberians to expresses and reflect
In

doing this we

at

learning about Liberia

are

gaining new knowledge
from Liberians. In

on

the

different

trajectories,

methodology.

I created

photographs they produced.

from the local context. The

goals

reviewing the research statement,

are

aimed

we see

this

empowering step

is necessary. The local communities' voices must not be omitted from

the reflective and

representational

1 To
.

use

communicative

photography and the photographs

way for Liberians to express to outsiders

give

to these

dynamics.

goals

are as

follows:

collected from the SBMS

methodology as a
their cultural categories and the meanings they

categories.

2. To encourage Liberians to reflect

on

personal

and

community

photography.

1 8 The

The

objectives

are

the attainable outcomes that

point

to the

20

larger goals.

concerns

through

3. To foster

dialog

a

gain knowledge about personal and community issues through
discussions about photographs among participants.

and

individual and group

gain a clearer picture (both literally and figuratively) of the way Liberians, in their
different experiences and contexts, make sense of the world in which they live and

4. To

educate outsiders about that world.
The two

of this

objectives

study,

while still focused

about Liberians from Liberians, follow the main
1

To

.

2.

develop

SBMS

as a

on

learning new knowledge

trajectory:

general photography based research methodology.

To test SBMS in the local context of Liberia.

a.

To learn how different

b.

To

explore

participants

view the world.

how Liberians express cultural and

religious

identities

through photography.

Throughout this dissertation,

I show how

anthropologists use(d) photography to
which
that

they come

come

inform outsiders about the communities with

in contact. This historical lens is used to illustrate the current realities

to bear when local voices

inform outsiders about their culture
corrective to

missionaries, settlers, and

are

omitted.

provides

a

Utilizing indigenous communities

valuable

resource

for

previous interpretations (photographic hermeneutics).

methodological contribution becomes

a

learning
SBMS

way for outsiders to learn the

host culture.

21

and

to

a

as a

meanings

of the

Delimitation and Limitation
In

SBMS.

writing

this

ethnographic study

Taking into consideration

Churches

about Liberian

identity,

I focus

testing

on

the recommendations of the Liberian Council of

(LCC),^^ I have limited this study to four mainline churches in Liberia:

African Methodist
Pentecostal

Episcopal Church,

a

Baptist Church,

a

Methodist Church,

Church, and two Afiican Independent Churches (AIC),

the Christian ethos of Liberia. I

provide insights

to this

an

a

to better understand

acknowledge that other churches may be viable to

research, but this study will follow the recommendations of the

LCC.

The AIC Church of the Lord

seeming ability to unite various

(Aladura) (CLA) was

ethnic and cultural groups

from 1989- 2003. The inclusion of this church allowed

me

selected because of its

during
to

the Liberian civil crisis

explore

how members of

this denomination represent their cultures

compared/contrasted to other,

denominations. The CLA is

this

another lens with which to

important to

see

and

gaining

an

because their

insider

I

am

also interested in

perspective

of the

testing

indigenous

mainline

participants provide

if members of this AIC have different

perspectives regarding their identity.
methodology

study

more

or

similar

the SBMS
culture

photographically.
Limitations exist for the

missionary photography

20

study.

and its

This

study will

20 Historical

study

is

looking forward

missionary photography
to

learning

serves as

will be mentioned in this

what information

can

be

gained

from

22

specifically

but instead seeks to

methodologies,

19 The Liberian Council of Churches, created in 1982,

not focus

on

provide

past

a new

the official umbrella of all churches in Liberia.

study,

but will not

serve as a

examining the photographs

comparative

taken

by

the

model. This

participants.

twenty-first century method on how photography can help people

explore

cultures. This research will not focus

will instead focus

on

the

as

some

but

expressed by the participants

study by selecting participants

photographers. Participants may have

a

political events of the community,

daily (grassroot) activities

involved. I will fiirther limit this

camera as

on

learn about and

familiarity with

a

who

are

not

professional

camera, but do not

the

use

part of their daily vocation. Finally, the researcher is concerned with collecting

diverse group of participants, which will include various age groups,

groups, and

religious expressions within the

genders,

ethnic

Christian context.

Structure of the Dissertation

This
then to

see

study is to develop "Sight Beyond My Sight"

how well it works in

that of Liberian.
SBMS
and

Thus,

methodology,

I have

a

understanding

a

as a

research

particular case

methodology

of culture and

dualistic focus in this dissertation: first to

and second to "test" the method

by learning

identity

�

develop

the

about Liberian culture

identity through photography and the photographs produced by the participants.

dissertation is structured in the
In this

with

chapter.

photography

The Assignment, I shared my

was

drawn to the

in missions and the issue of the local

that

personal history

and interactions

and how these interactions influence how I understand the world and

how that affects missions and those who

questions

The

following way:

others. From these "formative encounters" I

photography

and

came

about

provide

of

community's voice being omitted,

participate

in missions. This

the basis for the research

"Sight Beyond My Sight" (SBMS).

complex problem

problem

methodology

and the

referred to as,

SBMS seeks to empower members of the local

23

and

culture(s)

to take and reflect

about who
In

and

on

their

own

photographs

as a

way to inform outsiders

they are.
The

chapter two,

Theology and The Theory, I present the theoretical framework

theological basis that guides

this

In

study.

doing

so, the

chapter explores

the

unique

relationship that photography and mission have had in their seemingly parallel histories
with the

photographs

photography became

and reports sent home from the "mission field." I also discuss how

"dominant mode of communication"

a

(Edwards 2006, 3)

in

missions.

Chapter three. Participant Action Research
and

highlights existing

and their

uses

influenced my

and Photography,

literature that addresses the various

of photography. I conclude the

development of SBMS

as a

approaches

chapter by discussing

data collection

SBMS is both similar to, and different from, these other

the Liberian

depth look at Liberia

setting

as

and

history within the

Africa's oldest

republic

the United States. I discuss the barriers faced
the context of the

indigenous populations

Chapter five.
lens

Liberian churches.

respective

churches

see

chapter is vital

were

selected. This

as

well

as

how

approaches.
Part 2 of the

study,
an

in-

and its historical "missional" link with

by African Americans going to

Liberia in

of Liberia.

and understand the SBMS

This

other methods that

Afiican context. Here I take

Churches and Participants, offers

through which to

to action research

methodology,

Chapter four, A Setting and Historical Context, begins
outlining

SBMS

grounds

for

a

biographical

participants

and

and their

ethnographic
particular

understanding how participants

chapter also

24

aims to

highlight the

and their

intended

diversity

of people v^ho vary in age,

makeup,

and Christian

Chapter six,
sessions and the
seven, The

religious expressions.

The SBMS

dynamics

I also

explain

in

some

particular photographs

drawn from the

study useful

detail how

In

that

they

participants' photographs

complete understanding

this

that made this

chapter eight.

The

Meanings,

chapter I seek to

some

whether

or

participants' willingness
This

challenge

the

four themes

offer

photographs

a more

participants

and I offer cultural

analyses

photographers

study,

was

trying

to

heard. These critical

conversation.

of the insider/outsider

language brought to

In

identity.

to understand the voices of the

missiological

some

people

were

from

Finally,

dynamics

bear because of the

as

in the
well

photographs

as

and the

to educate outsiders.

study concludes

where I examine the

selected and deemed

identity.

not the voice of the

chapter we explore

of the jargon and

chapter

lenses to better understand Liberian culture and

often omitted from the cultural and

conclusion of this

In

training

chapter I present why participants

and how these

issues go back to the intended purpose of this

people

in this

were

SBMS

resulting

Finally, I explore the top

did.

the

participants.

of photographs and the

understand and present what the

accomplish, and, explore

for its

photographs

of Liberian culture and

photographs produced as

learn

in-depth explanation of the

an

important" by the participants. Moreover,

made the

the

Training, is

Photographs, I explore the typology

categories.
"most

ethnic groups, social status, educational

gender,

findings

in

chapter nine.

and the

The Mission and The New

missiological significance

missiological community not to

25

use

SBMS

as a

Beginnings,

of SBMS. I also

practical

tool to

simply

take

photographs, but rather as

a

from communities that have

missiological tool used to gain greater knowledge
a

voice and

Chapter nine views the use
and

identity,

the

new

image,

something to

say.

of photographs used to understand Liberian culture

and the creation that is realized

through a transformed sight. Highlighting the possibilities
renewed incamational

and leam

ministry model,

SBMS utilizes the

by the new expressions

of contextuaUzation and

photograph as

a

tool to

transform, and refocus the outsider's perspective of Liberian culture and identity.

26

seen

a

inform,

CHAPTER TWO:

THE THEORY AND THE THEOLOGY

Introduction

Behind every

theory

and/or

photograph is
of doing

theology

a

photographer,
The

photography.

and behind the

photographer is

theory concerns

a

modes of

communication, visual semiotics and aesthetics, the historical reflection of the

photographic context,
theology

concerns

and the process of understanding how others

how

one

belief system, and how this
In this

chapter,

understands God,

why this understanding

understanding manifests itself in the

I will

develop

the theoretical and

stages. In the first section, I will explore previous
to

uncover

public

the motives behind

uses

the story. The

influences his/her

individual's actions.

theological argumentsjn

four

of photography in missions to try

of the missionaries'

use

of photos for

informing

the

By examining the photographs produced in journals, magazines,

about their work.

and mission letters I

some

see

highlight

a

few themes

or

tropes^

^

that evolve from this

analysis.

In

the second section, I examine how the concept of communication informs both Clifford

Interpretive Theory of Culture and

Geertz's

examine what

21

Trope

we

of metaphors,
he cautions,

may leam about Liberian culture and

is the term used in

Greek word tropes 'turn

figures

Stuart Hall's

anthropology

(of phrase) (Hiley

of speech, and

"Metaphors [or tropes]

to define

and Latham

2012).

general categorization

Theory of Representation.

identity through these

specific categories of analysis.
James W. Fernandez

that

are meant

to

do not juxtapose two incoherent domains"

27

(1991)

illustrate

an

The

notes

origin

lenses.

of the word is traced to the

in culture, tropes

all-encompassing

(Fernandez 1991,197)

I

are

rhetorical

aspect of the

society.

uses

But

In the third

section,

I survey several

models of incarnation and otherness should
embrace

"Sight Beyond My Sight"

I describe how

as an

and discuss how the

theological concepts

and

guide missionaries

anthropologists

to

informative research method. In the final section,

listening to subaltem voices ahgns well with the

SBMS

method; SBMS

seeks to empower communities whose voices have often been omitted.

Knowing the Purpose

Before

photographers head out to

understand what
understands the

they

are

history

trying to accomplish.

of the story makes

understanding photographers
informed
the

position.

they

For the Christian

photographer

22 In

marks

an

photographers
elements

are

uses

am

not

tend to

use

'visual acuteness' of their environment

degree

to

an

which these three

points

process, "a

a more

points of knowledge presented

in

of their context the

additional

perspective

will be

is needed when the

on a

special assignment

lens

theological

for the Farm

through

Marty (Marty

and

Security Administration's (FSA)

photography.

prayerful

(Fong 2012).

are seen

from

is filtered. For Martin and Micah

approach the photographic process with

"

assignment

to communicate their context�a

of documentary

photographic

photographer

not a

photographer is

implying that non-Christian photographers do not have

present in the

or

should

subject matter.

1939, the work of forty photographers serving
first time in the

assignment, they

difference.^^ With clarity of historical

informed the

more

missiologist,

pictures

Whether

leam from the usefiil

photographic approach

important

23 I

The

a

an

able to document their

can

understand their

can

which their

are

The reader

photographer's images.

better

the field for

an

added

sense

a

theological

of spiritual purpose.

communication with God,

This informs the

largely based

on

a

am

noting

photographer's

that Christian

Gary Fong suggests

spiritual sensitivity

photographer's theology.

the Christian

28

lens. I

I agree with

devotion to

to the

Fong,

that three

Holy Spirit,
but

note

and

that the

spiritual development.

a

Marty 1998)
with the
not

in their collaborative

photographs they believe speak to

unique,

it does

the vantage

understanding

of humanity, and thus the

that

We look at these

First,
For

we

operate from

points

the theme of simplicity. While their effort is

our

and

2)

more

The cards often featured the

often

missionary

from

our

visual) we use to represent

do not

or

take,

of scriptures. This may have both

implications. Negative examples were

photos

depth below.

Christians, the photographs participants take,

participants' understandings

or

context and "worldview"

particular

take

we

theology informs

our

images (verbal

in

interwoven

theology is

highlight the following two important points: 1)

point of our particular context,

humanity.

their

photographic project,

seen

in

surrounded

are

(Hiebert 2008).

influenced

negative

and

missionary journals

by the

positive

and

postcards.

by their converts and/or people

in the

community.
In

St-Esprit

"Congo Francais
it shows

carry sacks

children
The

over

clues

hope,

are

"Five

of this

and

a

are

postcard

postcard which states,

partir!"

a

postcard issued by Missions

indigenous boys
as

from the local

if to

depart

carry

on a

is that these children

possible meaning

are

Mission

or

features

already on a journey.

scantily dressed, destitute,

through missionary work.

of the

image

after

Further

reading the back

Holy Spirit

is dedicated to the health of the black race,

(International

for

des Peres du

two of whom also

journey." This image

"Mission of the Fathers of the

Africa, the Antilles, and

walking sticks,

community preparing

thus in need of being saved

observed into the

Holy Spirit

Prets

their shoulders,

presumably

implication

without

(fig. 6),

-

-

the

of the

Congregation

evangelising [sic]

of

one-third of

most of America. It is devoted to the abandoned races and works"

Photography Archive 1900/1930).
29

Figure 6. Congo Republic, ca. 1900- 1930. Photo by:
(International Mission Photography Archive)

A

positive example

is found in the

examined the concept of "Strength"
submission

as

process allows both the

Secondly,
Edgerton

6:25-34. The

a

Langness define

explain

a

on a

theory

some

a

theory is,

1999, 279). A

"a way of asking that is

more

space to

provide

a

as

"an

integrated body

given universe

the

specific

accompanied by

visual concept of theory is

30

a

more

The

Robert

of general

(Edgerton

and

simply, suggesting

reasonable answer"

presented by

idea

commentary.

of behaviors"

the concept

who

of trust and

particular theory. Anthropologists

Langness 1974, 128). Harry Wolcott approaches
that

perspective

a

Martys conceptualize

photographer and writer the

that purports to

it from

photograph accompanied with written text.

research is often based

and Lewis

assumptions

through

St-Esprit.

previously mentioned work of the Martys,

by approaching

presented in Matthew

of strength and represent it

Unidentified photographer/ Missions des Peres du

Terrance

Wright,

(Wolcott
who hones

in

on

what the

photography.

anthropologist hopes

accomplish looking through the

to

medium of

He notes,

The theoretical dimension examines the determinants of selection
the

photographer is

able to make both

an

while at the

image
considering and reflecting upon his/her own social
and spatial location. (T. Wright 2004, 8)

foundation for this
observation

But

study.

Gary Ferraro

Theories enable

us

these

should then enable

on

different

picture

aids

us

to reduce

Ferraro's definition

given the context,

ethnographic

reality into

taker and theorist

with

us

simplified

a more

a

usefiil

and usable

an

abstract set of principles, and

we can see

that while these theories

provide

a

on

(or principles)

general understanding

identifying theories

from Liberia to

identity. Theory comes

descriptions

variety of
(Ferraro 1998,

may be

of diverse

information.

participants

culture and

lays

to make sense out of a

that will assist in

methodology that incorporates indigenous photography
is for

time,
cultural, temporal

different parts of the world.

each aims to

This research focuses

goal

and

use

same

suggesting:

principles
ethnographic information from
56)

Based

a

that

informed choice and efficient

of the medium to deliver the desired

Wright's placement of the photographer as

so

and

explanations

use

into

draws from the

disciplines

photojournalism,
Representation

is

of mission

for

missiological

play

in

interpreting

photographs

appropriated

the

a

research

context.

My

issues of Liberian

disparate indigenous

"mean."

for this

exploratory study

that

studies, anthropology, visual anthropology,

research methods, and

helpful

a

photography to explore

of what their

What theoretical tools should be

in

testing

informing

sociology? First,
the SBMS

31

Stuart Hall's

methodology

as

Theory of

tested in Liberia.

Hall's

directs

theory

us

the process of taking

to

examine the way

interact with the

participants

He also focuses the researcher

photographs.

community in

how post-

on

development^"* analysis of the photographs, in conversation with the photographers, leads
us

to

develop

interested in
whether

or

an

indigenous theory

exploring how

not SBMS is

an

of photography and

Not

meaning.

only am I

SBMS works in the Liberian context, I also want to know

effective

means

of revealing

an

indigenous understanding

of

aspects of Liberian culture and identity through photography. These questions guide the
research in

assessing the

SBMS

and

methodology, critiquing the results,

adjusting the

methodology for other research.
Another stream of anthropological

theories"

(Heider 2004, 87),

(1973) (which will be

participants

on

with this

as

discussed later in the

community. Again,

gathering

local

chapter).

knowledge (Geertz 1983)

Kathryn

the

T.

Long's article,

interpretist

Interpretive Theory of Culture

Geertz'

approach provides

photographs

interviews)

or

testing

a

and the shared

a

lens for

means

meanings

associated

in Missions

"Cameras 'never lie': The Role of Photography in

after the

would account for

images

our

have been

post-development 24analysis

printed. Currently we

contemporary digital

age where

would

photographs

update
are

32

of the

photographs.

and

printed.

at

This is the process of analysis that

his reference to include

processed

to

method, it is also

Story of American Evangelical Mission," she takes ahistorical look

24 Stuart Hall makes reference to

place

it

or

knowledge.

In

takes

(be

"symbolic

while this dissertation is

Photography

Telling

involves

Clifford Geertz's

to tell the researcher what the data

them and their

focused

such

theory

post-processing analysis. This

evangelical

mission service and hov^ the

story. In this

account

camera

has been used to tell the

missionary's

she notes,

Since the nineteenth century,

evangelicals had taken for granted that
photographic images provided incontrovertible proof of the subjects
recorded on film ^American missionary activities and the needs of the
non-Christian world. The introduction of documentary photography
brought a new level of complexity to the relationship between evangelicals
and images. (Long 2003, 851)
�

Her

approach^^ was unique, since the implications of her work reoriented the
and researcher to ask critical

photographer, historian, missiologists,

questions

about the

photographs being uncovered and presented in missions. Building on Long's work,
section will look at
uses

in

a

1839, photography was developed

various surfaces.

case

with the

vital

This "dark area"

camera

relay (or link)

photography

obscura
in

to tell their stories. In

sense

26 For

Photography

of the

a

hole in

one

mission

Leggat,

new

These

were

small

questions

Beginning

one can

to narrate

draw the

are

through many technological

still valid

today

and

box

an

or a

darkroom,

camera

as was

"What

missionary photographs;

when

considering

can we

of the Modem Era. New York:

image

and. How

the power of each

can we as

same.

33

digital

History of

McGraw-Hill, 1969.

seen on

camera

the

image.

notes the Camera Obscura was a dark box

would be

advancements to get to the

have used

leam from the

consider Gemsheim, Hehnut, and Alison Gemsheim. The

inverted

the

obscura constituted

help readers navigate how missionaries

following questions:

(A History of Photography),

enough,

a

light in a dark area

spatial arrangement (McQuire 1998, 20).

Who is the attended audience of the

in "Camera Obscura,"

end. If the hole

medium of capturing

historically

photographs

comprehensive history of photography

27 Robert
a

complexities?"

as a

for "dark room" f\ The

studying Long's article,

From the Camera Obscura to the

Obscura has gone

was

normalizing the

photographs that missionaries have taken;
viewer make

(Latin

Kathryn Long analyzed historical

25

with

of some of its

newsletters, journals, and newspapers.
In

on

photography and missions to gain a historical picture

this

the

opposite wall.

of today, but the

or room

The idea of the Camera

original concept

remains the

argued in chapter one,

As

become

early

a

inception, photography has

"dominate mode of conununication"

advances

were

and to

Thompson continues,

.

.

many of whom

were

of historic ruins and artifacts."

"The motivation was, to

records of Egyptian remains

a

ethnographic

mode

a

merely temporary visitors

large extent, scientific,

decade from its

incorporating

.

.

.

(Thompson 2012, 31-32).

already known from drawings

of photography would transition in about
a more

in missions. But its

Thompson^^ notes how, "Its use was mainly confined to coastal

European practitioners.

producing photographs

method to

(Edwards 2006, 3)

evolved to

slow, expensive, and scattered. Used on the continent of Afiica by

the end of 1839, T. Jack
areas

since its

and

to make accurate

paintings" (32).

more

science and

This

use

traditional archival

missionary interactions

in the second half of the nineteenth century.

Realizing the power of photography in communication, Thompson notes

photograph became part of the "ideological
On

one

level, the photographs provided

present" (Palakeel 2003, 91).
customs were

now

voyeuristic replication

a

The exotic cultures

one

local

people

of the forefathers of missionary

chronicling missionary photography

of Africa

during

made

sense

photography research,

the nineteenth and

34

society

or

at

home"

(36).

"proof of what they

(fig. 7), geographic locales, rituals,

accessible for all to observe. On another

helped viewers understand how the

28 Considered

armory of the mission

how the

early

and

level, the photograph also
of the world around them.

T. Jack

Thompson does

twentieth centuries

a

thorough job

(see bibliography).

Figure 7. Man standing by the decapitated head of a hippopotamus, Congo,
photographer. (International Mission Photography Archive)

Still

on

allows both the

another

level, photography is

a

ca.

1920- 1940 Photo

reflective and

projective medium that

photographer and viewer the opportunity to experience

inferences of what is

presented.

In many ways,

photography

by: Unidentified

could

and make

reignite

memories and

narratives of the viewers.
Clifford Geertz, the father of interpretive

complexities

(symbolic) anthropology explores

the

of culture in the well known quote.

Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal suspended in webs of
significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those webs, and the
analysis of it to be therefore not an experimental science in search of law
but an interpretive one in search of meaning. (Geertz 1973, 5)
For Geertz, culture is

interpreted

a

complex system

of symbols and

meaning that need to

be

from within the culture.

Historian and art critic Dalila

photography and missions.
American Colonization

Scruggs

further

bridges

the gap between

An examination of the American missional

Society (ACS)

reveals that

35

photography was

enterprise

an

of the

important

tool for

for mission service in Liberia.

mobilizing thousands of African Americans

Scruggs

notes,

imagery is as useful as textual documentation in deepening our
understanding of the cultural underpiimings and propaganda strategies of
the American Colonization Society. Far from being straightforward
images, artistic compositions are actually informed by a web of visual and
cultural associations formed in nineteenth-century American popular
visual culture. (Scruggs 2008, 1)
Visual

These

"web(s)

settlers
a

of visual and cultural associations" laid

seeking to

major problem

document their

arose, the

the cultural context in which
voice

was

historically America
Virginia,

as

general

thinks it is

they were being

has

struggled in

its

on

how to

own

in

Virginia

Negers,

and

Negars."

until the latter part of the

legitimate reasoning

to use

Negro,

materials,

in

community's

a

Spanish

I will

and

associated with them.

36

(2007, 39) notes,

Portuguese

term for

As the terms have evolved

use

"Negro,"

etc. In

fact,

of Afiicans, who arrived in America via Jamestown,

of Black America

History

century" (17th century).

source

only understood

"Black Americans," "Blacks,"

the term Afiican American. Therefore, this

However, in maintaining fidelity with primary

deeper meaning

"The word

A

images

photographs (fig. 8).

original descendants

Mayflower:

were

sent to America. The local

identify "Afiican Americans,"

labels for the

slaves. Lerone Bennett Jr., Before the

called Blacamoors, Moors,
use

and cultural associations

omitted and not considered in the

29 Much debate has focused

foundation for missionaries and

in the fields of Africa. From these

experiences

meanings

a

study

will

the terms of the

use

"The first Blacks

black, did not

over

come

were

into

the centuries, the researcher

the term "Afiican American."

given period

as a

way to

emphasize

the

Figure 8. A photograph identifies the bare breasted lady as only "Vey Princess
photographer /American Colonization Society. (Library of Congress archives)

Christraud
offers

a

Geary,

link between

in his

''Missionary Photography:

30 No

"Book illustrations,

subsequent data is provided.

do not know where the
knew

or

photograph

was

understood the purposes of the

3 1 Christraud

production

missionaries

Together

We know the

photograph.

This

were

They

using

these tools

were

were

highlights

and

using visual
sources

public

and

a

private settings

among

Liberia, but additional data is

photograph,

or

if the

its^'

scarce.

We

participant

central component in the missionaries cultural
The

missionary

as a

change

forth the colonial motif of "expanding civilization".

production of stereotypes

37

Readings,^'

overarching problem.

bringing

missionary producers,

and

photography were

the occasion for the

ideological images were

media in the cultural

for the

in

projected two propaganda type visual records: 1)

"disseminating Christianity"

usefiil

the

by: Unidentified

in service and the "Other."

and

was

Photo

Private and Public

ethnic group is located in

taken, who the photographer is, what

Geary suggests propagandistic

were

Vey

uses

missionary

drawings, paintings,

toolbox. Geary notes how the missionaries

agent in the culture.

and their

missionary photographs

to influence the colonial discourse about the

Geary notes,

Mamma."

and the

categorization of the

but offered limited data about the local

people

"other".

in the

2) The

most influential

participated
and

components. Missionary societies and missionaries actively

in and

shaped this

image" (Geary 1991, 48).

discourse when popularizing their achievements in word
As I have stated

elsewhere.

Missionaries

(and settlers) were early adopters of the camera. They
quickly recognized the potential photography offered for communicating
with home constituencies. By means of photographs they could introduce
the people with whom they worked in remote comers of the world and do
so with an immediacy that went beyond words printed on a page. (Tait
2010, 321)
In

Liberia, photography was

project and portray images

used to

American missionaries and settlers in sociocultural connection with the

people with whom they
and pastor fi-om
in

came

into contact

(fig. 9).

The Rev. E. H.

Richmond, Virginia, is photographed in the

1930s

of Afi^ican

indigenous

Bouey,

a

missionary

officiating a baptism

Krootown,^^ Monrovia, Liberia.

photographs. Geary concludes

that if one examines the missionaries'

private photographs,

one

would

see a

different

the missionaries.

32 Current

spelling

on

"Krootown" is Krutown, which

is named after the Kru ethnic group in Liberia.

38

perspective

about

Figure
Africa

9. A newspaper clip (ca. 1930s) highlights, "A recent baptismal scene from Krootown, Monrovia, Liberia, West
Rev. E. H. Bouey is officiating. "Go ye therefore and teach all nations baptizing them. ." a reference

(where)

.

to Matthew 28:19a. Photo

by:

Unidentified

photographer /American Colonization Society. (Library

of Congress

archives)

Randolph Nugent continues,
has remained constant

"The chief purpose of taking

throughout the

effectiveness of missions to church
effort"

(The

Sontag takes

so

that

ethics of seeing"

photographs

to show the usefulness and

they will support their missionary

another look at

photography suggesting

code," where "photographs alter and enlarge

at and what we have a

an

people

is,

right to

observe.

(Sontag 1977, 3).

and visual documents

In

They

are

our

grammar and

light of this

33 C.f. Tite

3

it

provides

"a

notions of what is worth
even more

new

looking

importantly,

"ethics of seeing," many of the

produced by missionaries

follow this code. This notion formulated what Tite Tienou

no.

of missionaries

United Methodist Church 1988, 7).

Susan

visual

years, that

photographs

and settlers in Africa did not

(1991)

and Annie Coombes

Tienou, "Invention of the "Primitive" and Stereotypes in Mission," Missiology: An International Review XIX,

(1991): 295-303, where he argues that the concept of "Primitive"

39

as

well

as

the "Evidences" of primitiveness

were

inventions

or

call

(1994)

a

concerted effort to

marginalize

imperial propaganda" (Coombes 1994, 2).
Afiican

the continent

as

part of a "monolithic

Heike Berhrend in his

chapter, "Images

of an

Modernity," restates how,

European travellers, adventurers and missionaries in Afiica, by playing the
primitive as well (and by writing for a European audience about it),
transferred a European concept to the Africans, from which they
themselves as enlightened scientific people had distanced themselves.
(Behrend 2002, 87)
To this

same

ideological persuasion Annie

Coombes reflects,

uniformly reproduced through a series of tropes as a 'land of
darkness', 'the white man's burden', people with savages of an inherently
inferior order, both intellectually and morally, to the white colonizer.
Consequently, the material culture that was brought out of Afiica as a
result of the 'civilizing mission' of the white colonizers is usually
understood in most historical accounts as being relegated solely to the
demeaning category of 'trophy or 'curiosity over this period. (Coombes
1994, 2).

Africa

These

was

ideological

Thompson

differences in

calls "tensions."

photography

The first

was

in the nineteenth century

how to

navigate

between

presented what

"reality

and

impression" (Thompson 2012, 33).
Thompson
to show

observes that the purpose of many of the

things (in Africa)

the accuracy of the

as

they "actually were."

daguerreot3rpe

in

recording

already alluded

and the 'Other'"

creations

on

and is the basis of this

(33).

(33).

Egypt were

the human mind for the purpose of apprehending

dissertation,

provided Europeans

reality.

with

a

In

essence

laboratory
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too

easily

The second tension, to which
was

they

for the

are

ideological

study

we

the distinction "between 'us'

This distinction between the Western "us" and the

"For years the so-called Dark Continent

was

continues, "The opinions about

the relics of ancient

transferred to the studies of Africans themselves"
have

He

European photographers

non- Western

inventions. He further

posits,

of the antithesis to their societies."

"Other"

was

in

non- Westemer

some

help,

people

a

double

the

seen as

while the

insidious

more

campaigns used to distinguish the

from the "Modem" Westemer in Westem

images resulted in
would be

of the

society.

The end result of these

identity projection. According to Thompson,

helper who was making

a

sacrifice to God and the

indigenous community would be

seen

through a

in need of help and transformation. This dissertation is

"backward"

the

missionary

people needing

series of tropes

a

critique

as

the

of the ways that

photographs have been interpreted and used in mission in the past.

Tropes

in

Photography and Missions

Two main types of photographs emerge from the Liberian context. The
were

photos

taken of the settlers. Some of these

by African Americans. Many
Augustus

of these

photographs were

images represented the

taken and

settlers

as

first,

published

astute

dignitaries.

Washington,^^ produced a series of daguerreotypes^^ of government officials,

merchants, and religious leaders in the United States and in Liberia. Many of the
these

portraits

donned black two and

butterfly collars,
of which

black bow ties,

receiving

and the clothes

in their

own

shoes and many times top hats and tails, all

spit-polished

symbolized their prestige (fig. 10).

images

they wore

The
and

women

also

projected elegance,

displaying manicured hair

resembled

a

status

they

and nails.

did not believe

they were

country, the United States.

34 The National Portrait

Gallery has produced

a

web series that

highlights the

life and work of African American

photographer Augustus Washington (see: http://www.npg.si.edu/exh/awash/awintro.htm)

35 A

daguerreotype

iodine-sensitized silvered

plate

is the earliest
or

practical photographic

mercury vapor metal

in

three-piece suits, freshly pressed white shirts,

wearing full-length dresses, pearl necklaces,
These

men

plate.

process that

L.J. M.
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produced a

Daguerre invented

one-off positive

the process in 1839.

image

on

either

an

Scruggs continues
Americans

identity,

that the

through their dress

photographs provided an opportunity for Afiican

and the way

construct self according to

relished the

opportunity to

bourgeois

have one's

2010, 1-2). The photographs became

a

contact.

photographs

"Liberia," according

and dreams"

image

cast in

to

tool for

of regality,

pride,

African Americans

.to convey

absent of racist distortion"

sharing their message

Liberia.

Unfortunately, this

of indigenous persons with whom

Benjamin Dennis,

(Dennis and Dennis 2008, 29).

.

criteria and 'like many blacks in America'

portrait taken

considering the journey from America to
portrayal they

they presented themselves,

"was the

(Scruggs

of hope to outsiders
was

not the

they came

into

image of the Negro's hopes

The settlers' desire

was

also to

project

an

and stature amidst the racist backlash from Southerners towards

considering traveling to

the Liberia

(fig. 11).

Figure 10. This photograph was taken of ca. 1890s of Day's Mission missionaries. Photo by: Unidentified
photographer /American Colonization Society. (Courtesy of the Library of Congress archives)
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On the other side of the

indigenous

Liberians

as

photographic

discussion

heathens and savages. These

produced by missionaries, settlers,

and

in

how the

dignity

prestige

and

opposition to

photographs were taken and

anthropologists with the intent

West of their encounters with the so-called lost

presented themselves

ioiages portrayed the

or

this other.

exotic other.

of informing the

They then visually

The first set of photos discussed shows

of the African American settlers

was more

of an insider

perspective.

Figure

11. Trade cards

produced ca.

1865-1870. These cards

were

lithographed. Usually handed out by merchants

to

promote product. Children and adults would often collect them and place them in scrapbooks. Courtesy of John
Kemler

The second set of photographs offers
in the United States. Seth

an

opposite perspective

Quartey notes,
43

of the Liberians for viewers

broad sense, the intersection of European and Afiican cultures set the stage
for social marginalization, colonial discourse, and the splitting of consciousness,
In

a

which

often

characterized

by portrayal of non-Europeans as primitive in
comparison to the supposedly superior identity of Europeans, or creating the sense
of the self against the "other". (Quartey 2007, 140-41)
This

so

are

highlights the

different from the first

Figure

12.

second classification of photographs that

are

qualitatively

(fig. 12).

Indigenous Liberians work at Day's Mission is the only caption information provided. Photo by:
photographer /American Colonization Society. (Courtesy of the Library of Congress archives)

Unidentified

These
bare

photographs

often showed

indigenous

Liberians in

loincloths, bare feet,

breasted, with disheveled hair. These photographs of the Liberians

degrading
images

to the northern

became

prime

Negro

and to

material for

some

white

propaganda to
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people

were

considered

in power. Therefore the

raise financial support and to

use as a

means

of development.

Despite

this fact, the

images

were

ostensibly taken as

a

way of

"helping" the Liberians.
African Americans in the United

States, particularly in the northern and westem

states, often challenged the derogatory images of the poor in the U.S. and of the
Africans. Lott

indigenous

Carey,

one

of the

early missionaries

and settlers to Liberia

states,
I

African

and, in this country, however meritorious my conduct, and
respectable my character, I cannot receive the credit due to either. I wish
to go to a country where I shall be estimated by my merits, not by
complexion; and I feel bound to labor for my suffering race. (Fisher 1922,
389)
am an

Carl ElHs says that

form(s)

of protest"

culture's"
Ellis

as a

either in Africa

2005, 30). Reflecting

subjects.

photographic representations

evolved, if only ideologically,

tagging blacks,

photographers

result of these

a

counter

contradicted these

or

as a

America,

"subtle

response to the "dominant
as

"Negroes"

and

"savages" (C.

F.

narrative, Deborah Willis notes, "Many black

depictions by making representative portraits

of their

Most of their African- American clients wanted to celebrate their achievements

and establish

bell hooks

a

counter

image

acknowledges

this

that

conveyed

same

In the world before racial

theme

a sense

of self-worth"

(Willis 2000, xvii).

presenting:

integration,

there

was a

constant

stmggle

on

the

part of black folks to create a counter-hegemonic world of images that
would stand as visual resistance, challenging racist images. All colonized
and

subjugated people who, by way

of resistance, create

oppositional
recognized that the field
others see us) is a site of

subculture within the fi-amework of domination

representations (how we see ourselves,
ongoing stmggle. (hooks 1994, 46)
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how

an

of

Figure 13. Liberian Senator Edward J. Roye standing, with hand raised in a portrait taken ca.l856 and 1860.
Augustus Washington /American Colonization Society. (Courtesy of the Library of Congress archives)

Thus, the concepts of "Negroes" and "Savages," depending
were

labels that many African Americans

concludes his

thoughts regarding the

sought to

on

refute fi-om their

Black church and their protest

one's

own

context. Ellis

observing,

knew whenever you allow others to label
you, you also allow them to define you. Therefore, they said, 'We are not
going to accept what the larger culture is calling us or how they're trying
to define

us.

No, God did not

Ellis 2005,

we are

going

create

us as

Negroes;

He created

us as

to affirm what God created us to be.'

30)
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by:

geography,

They [black church members]

Africans. And

Photo

(C. F.

Scruggs gets

at the sentiments of the time

by discussing how the images described were
For the

Society and its photographers.

in part the rhetoric of the American Colonization

ACS, Augustus Washington, and the Afiican American missionaries and settlers, these
were

images that they wanted to project to
".

were an

.

.

ideal tool for colonization

the West.

Scruggs

propaganda that

notes how the

claimed its

photographs

authority based on

reportage" (Scruggs 2010, 2).
To

summarize,

I have

argued that two types

African American settlers/missionaries to

indigenous persons

as

to the United States.

"heathen" and

of images�those that lifted the

level of nobility and those that

a

in Liberia's

"savages"�were used

represented

history

Furthermore, I have demonstrated how photographs became

universal mechanism for missionaries and settlers to document their travels in
land. In

addition, I have provided

communication.

Finally,

representation were

a

brief development of photography

I have shown the

drawn to the forefront

background

her

in

photography. Scruggs

on

a

distant

a

tool of

as a

how issues of identity and

through photography.

issue still needs consideration�the Liberian voice

representation

and sent

regarding

And yet,

an

overarching

issues of identity and

notes that in all of the

photographs

research, Liberian communities' voices have been "omitted"

or

she studied in

misrepresented

(Scruggs 2010).
Theoretical Framework

Thus far

we

have looked at the

use

of photography in

will look at the theoretical framework for this

our

understanding

of the local

community's

theoretical lens, John Creswell reminds

us

study

voice

that it
47

a

historical

and how its

sense.

Now

application will

assist

through photography. Regarding

"provides

an

overall

orienting

we

the

lens that

is used to

study questions"

of interest for the researcher.

The Communicative Lens

Since

photography is being utihzed as

concerned with
issues that

gathering

data that

provides

an

an

important from the perspective

are

ethnographic method,

emic

perspective,

will leam about

we

of the communities

in that it is

being

studied. James

Spradley notes,

"The central aim of ethnography is to understand another way of life

from the native

point

of view" in

own

.

.contingent.

.

.contested.

.

and

.

particular worldviews, symbols,

W.

and ways of making

posits,

own

"Culture hides much

participants" (Moon 2009,

more

attempt

to

get

at the natives'

points

of view

best way to do this is to involve them in the

leaming
a

or

cyclical

the

exchange

rather than

36 Italics added

a

linear process

as a

whole,

on a more

(fig. 14).

by researcher.
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a

are

with

of "others."

1959, 29-30).

work of E.

effectively

I believe

Hall,

valid and researchers

intimate

learning process

of communication is

sense

than it reveals, it hides most

26 cites E.T. Hall

point

and its cultures are,

to consider as he looks at the

Moon, Spradley, and Rynkiewich' s points, taken
must

This concept of the "native

complex" (Rynkiewich 2003, 155-56)

Jay Moon offers another perspective

T. Hall who

from its

(Spradley 1980, 19-20).

ethnographic research reveals that each community

"Constmcted.
their

of view"

level;

itself. This

I

assume

means

the

the

collaborative process that travels

through

Figure

14. Communication

Moon

proverbs.
This

proverbs

than those shared

fi-om these

we

co-learning process

approaches

He says that

means

culture"

as a

this

take

the Masai in

realize the

In this

the

language,

of Liberians, while

not

a

genres"

sign systems people use

but it must go far

Communication

primary means

They

study we

keeping
in

language

share about

Kenya

can

as a

also

of analysis, it

an

understand the theoretical framework for this

different

quite

for

people

and

within

a

study of "language genres"
unique

cultural

life. It

begins by leaming

Shaw and Tienou 1999,

overarching

in this

study.

their

253).

While

perhaps

tool from which to

project. Communication theory
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African

that, "Effective communication requires

important role

serves as an

on

perspectives

tool to understand the

everyday

plays

may be

reality

substitute the

beyond this" (Hiebert,

theory

agriculture

each have different

in mind

study

genres in different contexts.

that describes

"unique perspective

with the concept of "photographic

leaming

different

Builsa in Ghana.

(Moon 2009, 29).

perspectives

on

leaming new knowledge.

communication process in his

co-learning

proverbs

by the

contributes to

opens the

door to the
receives

in which

profound ways

approaches communication theory from a geographical perspective

noting the "divergent views
territory when

on

the

as

to

what communication is, and it's hard to map the

surveyors don't agree

(Griffin 2006, 21).

For

on

the

size, shape

or

exact location of the field"

Griffin, the key to understanding communication

approach,

be it

an

"objective"

or

Stephen Littlejohn also acknowledges,

"interpretive"

ofHuman

A Theoretical Approach. He then defers to Dance, who

a

purposeful message
accurate

or

identity

a

a

if coded), and

successful) (12-13).

approach, provide
for

even

having: (1)

as

structure for

formation and

.

.

.

These

(3) having

while not

X. Dance and

three-step process

(2)

an

totally definitive

for communication"

of the

Christian

communication in his detailed observation

as

(was

seen as

"a tool

(Van Dijck 2008, 58).
in his classic work

Faith, reflects

on

Message

the many aspects of

speech. We receive communication by
means of all our senses: (1) hearing (language, music,
barking dogs), (2)
seeing (words, pictures, signs), (3) touching (kissing, stroking), (4) tasting
(the gourmet's language of good and rare foods), and (5) smelling
(pleasure in the rare symbolism of perfumes, the painful response to foul
odors). Moreover, communication comes to us through an amazing
variety of forms (e.g. speech, gestures, dance, drama, music, plastic art,
50

it

of the

follows,.

Communication is not limited to

toward

intentionality (or

understanding why photography can be

means

Communication:

mechanism of judgment

some

Finally, regarding communication, Eugene Nida,
Mission: The Communication

gives

level of observation,

points,

process is

"communication is not easy to define,"

Carl E. Larson's 126 definitions of the term in The Functions

communication

as a

one.

(Littlejohn and Foss 2005, 12) making his point by footnoting Frank E.

defining

and

words, actions, symbols, and meanings.

Em Griffin

to focus

humanity with its many complexities transmits

and

painting) and is transmitted to us through many media (e.g., radio,
television, books, billboards, and even sky writers). (Nida 1990, 4-5)
and

Nida

adds.
We

assume

this

means

that communication is designed to convey information, and by
to influence or control the behavior or attitudes of others, much

that purports to be communication of information is

merely self-

expression. (5)

While Nida in these observations does not

information

1)

or

What

their diverse contexts, my research

can we

We

between the

can

subject,

3)

In what ways

can

identity through the use

of

leam about the various levels of communication

the

photographer,

is the response of the

(SBMS) participants

transmitter of

does, and wants to discover:

leam about Liberian culture and

photography?

2) What

necessarily address the

the presenter, and the

viewer(s).

community regarding "Sight Beyond My Sight"

and their

the SBMS

use

of photography in Liberia?

methodology contribute

as a

missiologically

relevant research method?

Thus, the focus of this
The receivers
for

are

research is directed toward the

asked to embrace

understanding the
Earlier in this

a

learner posture. In

environment in which

chapter,

we saw

happen with
own

they

are

a

of the

participants.

missional context this is vital

serving.

how missionaries from the West used

to communicate their encounters. We also

interpretation

interpretations

saw

how the

photographs,

photography

when left to the

of outsiders, formed messages of othemess and division. While this

any

photograph,

photographs,

reflect

on

SBMS proves that

their

photographs,
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empowering the

and

give meaning

can

host culture to take their
to these

photographs

this process offers
culture and

of their

complete picture (both literally and figuratively)

a more

identity to be understood by outsiders.

Given the broad

providing ethnographic

approach of this study,
data from the

in that

we are

of the

interpretations

testing

a

method and

photographs,

Clifford

Geertz's, Interpretive Theory of Culture and Stuart Hall's, Theory ofRepresentation will
serve as

also

the theories for

provide the

analysis. While both theories

space for the

theological work being

Interpretive Theory
Many theories

of interpretation

are

have

a

social science

done in this research.

of Culture

available

(Adams 1979;

Batchen 2004; Cartier-Bresson 1979; Collier 1961; Edwards 2006;

and

Sampson 2002;

interpretive analysis

Poole 2005;

in the visual arts from the viewer

tool because it allows the viewer to

perspective.

the visual record in

place

Barthes 1982;

Geary 1991; Hight

Most of these theories

Sontag 1977).

focus, they

a

are

This

centered

can

be

a

on

the

useful

particular historical

context, but it does not go far enough.
This reflective aspect is beneficial for the viewer but it omits direct
creator. These theories often alienate instead of empowering the insider.

provide
image)

the space for the
to tell

why they

creator(s)

of the

image (or people

created the

image

or

input is omitted, key questions

community's socio-cultural
Who

are

the

people

in the

are

context?

properly interrogate

missed: What does the

Why was

photographs?

What

52

the

image

meanings

They

from the

do not

in the cultural context of the

the

Thus, critical pieces of the photographic and reflective process[es]
this

input

are

image

created at

are

image

a

given to

in its context.

omitted. When

mean

in the host

particular time?
the

signs

and

symbols

in the

members of the culture
T. Jack

or

meaning consistently received amongst other

is the

photographs? And,
society?

Thompson (Thompson, Light on Darkness? : Missionary Photography of

Africa in the Nineteenth and

Early

Twentieth Centuries

2012, 1-9) tells of his passion for

missionary photography (thirty years ago) starting with a photograph that did not identify
the

people

about the

in the

picture,

the

Peterson affirm this

historical and

As he asked the

picture.

people,

and their narratives.

point arguing,

autobiographical

and Peterson 2003,

1-19)

people

"the

in the

more

and Nicolas

of photographic records in the

people

is useful. These facts

he learned

Christopher Pinney

importance

formations that

community,

can

construct for themselves"

best be recovered and

interpreted

from within the context. In view of this observation, the researcher believes that

adding

Clifford Geertz's

discipline,

a

interpretive (symbolic) anthropology model to

greater knowledge

Terence

proposing what

Wright
a

directly recorded,

means,

or

image. Looking

for its broader

definition

highlights

their

photographs they produce gives

a

glimpse

of

appears,

historical, political
several

arguments for this study. First, understanding the meanings and values
to the

the visual

activity

signifies apart fi-om that which

significance" (T. Wright 2004, 224). Wright's

(interpretation)

by

be learned.

defines the concept of interpretation as, "The

photograph
in the

can

(Pinney

one

or

or

is

cultural

important
attaches

of that person and/or

community.
Since SBMS seeks to understand from the

"... what photographs would you

outsider

to

participant

(the participant)

know about you and your

community?
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"

in

a

Liberian context,

take that would be

The researcher is

important for the

employing

a

theoretical tool to
in their

leam how the

help

community.

In

chapter

participants

seven, The

offer

meaning to the important issues

Photographs,

we

will

see

many of the

participants' photographs.
One of the
to sell

(fig. 15).

participant,
is located

this

on

photographs

included

To the outsider the

m

this

study is

of two Liberian ladies

photograph is just that,

photograph exemplifies

an

the Atlantic Ocean and fish is

ladies

essential part of the Liberian culture. Liberia
of its cultural

one

Had the

stmctures, and limited financial opportunities.
of the

image,

associated with the

meanings

A second

staples. Many women

signs

which don't

photograph is
analyzed by

more

in the

for

taken fi-om

Wright's

interpretive process.

about its reference

information].

points.

points

As

In

Stuart

foreign

perspective

definition is the

points

or

[i.e.

to the

importance

of

posits, "photographs

of data,

one

photographs

might

look at

subject matter. They will

Gullestad

a

are

photograph

then examine the

particularly important with missionary
(Gullestad 2007),

particular interest in photographs because they were
a

limited

Roland Barthes

of interest

This idea becomes

photographs. According to Marianne

done in

a

take, (but) which turn" (Barthes 1982, 6). For Barthes, the

its viewers for initial

new

family

image.

because of it's aesthetic characteristics

image

in

participant not offered an

outsider, I would only have

point that can be

signifiers (or symbols)
are

as an

But to the

selling fish.

this culture engage in small trade because of lack of education, traditional

interpretation

drying fish

a

missionaries took

visible reference to the work

being

land.

anthropology

and

Hall, giving credit

to

communication, the study of signs is referred
Ferdinand de Saussure
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to

as

semiotics.

(Saussure 1959) for his early

contributions to semiotic

theory, observes, "Saussure, divided language

1) the rules and codes of the linguistic system, and 2) the particular

writing or drawing,

Figure

For

15. Winifred and

Hall, these

or

acts of speaking or

taking photographs"^^ (33).

Jerolyn dry

two

into two parts:

fish in

preparation to

sell in the market. Photo

by:

Amos P. Korzawu / SBMS �

pieces,

[T]he codes between the forms of expression used by languages (whether
speech, drawing, or other types of representation) -which Saussure called
signifiers and the mental concepts associated with them -the signified.
[M]ade a connection between these to systems of representation produced
signs; and signs, organized into languages, produced meanings, and could
be used to reference objects, people and events in the 'real' world. (Hall
1997, 35-36)
�

...

This

perspective according

culture, and of culture

37 Italics added

as a

to Hall establishes

sort of

a

"general approach to

'language' (which)

by researcher.
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is

now

the

generally

study

known

of signs in

by

the term

semiotics"

(36). Appreciating

Saussures' contribution to the

signs give meaning to understanding
observations

on

Griffin

Continuing
they

on

describe"

symbols

culture

observes, "words
this vein he

(27).

must be decoded

or

are

Em Griffin's

signs,

but of a

While Saussure offers

someone

us

camera as a

an

is the observable

example

a

pushback,

reason

that

Each

who knows the code and

on

or

signs

and

sign and sjmibol

meanings

Interpretive Theory of Culture.

what Gilbert

metaphor Geertz

of a wink

I

deeper process.

into Clifford Geertz's

Clifford Geertz focuses his research

movements and with the

some

something else,

interpreted by

description." Using the

special kind" (Griffm 2006, 27).

adds, "symbols have no natural connection with the things

associated with them. This leads

the

helps us appreciate

and how

the issue.

direct the observer to

identical; from

study of signs

Ryle

as

"thick

description"

in two

first described

describes "thick

twitch, observing, the first, "as

movements

I-am-a-camera, 'phenomenalistic' observation" (Geertz 1973, 6). This

empirical

action. The

"unphotographable" (6).
meaning

(sent), (2)

to someone in

particular, (3)

socially established code,

and

(5)

with

(in this
to

case, the

impart

a

cognizance

1973, 6). Continuing this metaphor, the
actions, symbols, and

eye moved. The second movement is

This is the communication aspect where

because the action

knows the

person's

camera

wink)

was:

one

in the culture

"(1) deliberately

particular message, (4) according to
of the rest of the

then becomes

a

company" (Geertz

tool for

context that others in the culture will have to

a

recording the

interpret for the

meaning.
Moreover, the "thick description" principle seeks
culture: their

symbolic

actions and structures, from the
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to offer

interpretative

perspective

details of

of its insiders. While

particularly keen on the

Geertz

was

not

that he

was

providing the

valuable. But,

"native

emic/etic distinction and

ultimately the interpretations,
Thick

anthropologist.

he

point of view,"

focuses

description

wanted to claim

argued that those perspectives

in the final

gathering

on

never

form,
a

were

the job of the

comprehensive picture

cultures, their rituals, the participants, their roles within the culture, and the
which the events take
This
the

more

the

gain

a

you know about

more

clearer picture about the

people.

a

deeply

approach

...

it goes the less
is

complete

by a perfection of consensus
I seek to leam how

as a

it is"

Geertz does offer pause to this

highlights

than

by

this

.

is

.

a

worse

than that, the

this, "interpretive

science whose progress is marked less

refinement of debate"

(29).
diverse Liberian

expressed photographically within

approach within

symbolic system that evolves
Regarding

is

identity

a

He also argues

(29).

essentially contestable... awt/.

cultures. Geertz

context in

culture and its members,

idea, reflecting, "Cultural analysis is intrinsically incomplete. And,
more

of

place.

approach presupposes

you will

cultural

from "humanities'

anthropology

interpretations

this look at culture, Stuart Hall takes

a more

and views culture

of the world."
and visual

practical

approach expressing.
Culture, it is argued, is

not

so

much

a

set of things

�

novels and

paintings

TV programs or comics as a process, a set of practices. Primarily,
culture is concemed with the production and exchanges of meanings the

or

-

-

'giving'

and

were

'taking'

of meaning

-

between the members of a

society

or

group. To say that two people belong to the same culture is to say that
they interpret the world in roughly the same ways and can express
themselves, their thoughts and feelings about the world, in ways which

[sic-that] will be understood by each other. Thus culture depends on its
participants interpreting meaningfully what is around them, and making
sense' of the world, in broadly similar ways. (Hall 1997, 2)
'
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In these two

perspectives

for the observer to focus

about culture and its

on

the

meaning, photography is
and

signs, symbols, meanings,

used

interpretations

as a

tool

in this web

of culture.

Again Geertz reminds us, "Understanding a people's
normalness without
center of using this

what will

or

photographs
one

last revelation

poem,

a

person,

a

of which it is the

This concept is at the

reducing their particularity" (Geertz 1973, 14).
theory

will not be
mean

culture exposes their

for this

study.

The culture's members have the visual say in

represented in their culture. They also have the "say"

(or interpretation)

to them and their culture. Moreover Geertz offers

regarding interpretation adding,

history,

a

ritual,

an

in what the

institution,

a

"A

good interpretation of anything -a

society

�

^takes

us

into the heart of that
and

interpretation" (18). Thus, they are offering crucial interpretations

photographic representations
ethical heart. From this

of their culture for outsiders with care,

perspective

this

study will

compassion,

transition into Stuart Hall's

and

an

Theory of

Representation.
Theory
The concept of representation is

Dictionary

of Modem

prominence

from the

Literary

of Representation
one

of the oldest in Westem

& Cultural Criticism

Nicholas Mirzoeff offers
how it evolved

theories

were

subject(s)

as a

not

a

focused

usefril observation

"hybrid of medieval theories

so

1995, 260). Gaining much of its

philosophical work of Plato (Plato 1902)

(Aristotle 1928), representation has historically

much focused

is "viewed"

(giving

on

Aristotle

ideal

perception

(Mirzoeff 1999, 38).

image

seeing

successor

the idea of perception.

regarding the

the accuracy of the
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and his

more on

of vision"

credence the idea that

thought (Columbia

is

but

more on

believing)

and

These

how the

and then

represented by the viewer.
world

He

through the realities

posed another way to

express and

of the observer.

For Plato and Aristotle the idea of perception

observed and the mind
scientific
as a

knowledge

consider Plato's

people,

reveal

a

representation,

Cave"

our

perceptions

to

perceptive systems
at best

Moreover, while Plato

ancient Greek

through

an

with missionaries

38 In the

illusory
was

not

Terrance

could

and

only

they

are

visual

a

figures

capacity

to

the shadows

of prisoners shackled in

new

perceptions

projected

learned. When
of these

one

Plato

on

of reality

uses a

this

often

more

study will briefly

of

a

cave, with

projecting

(minds)

are

based

about Plato's

shadows of the world

on

visual

we see are

particular time

.

.

an

observations,
.

and

our

images" (T. Wright 2008, 16).

cultural studies

or

visual

anthropological

largely incomplete when

and space. This

The missionaries

and grow when confronted with
a

were

was

the

case

(in their cross-cultural

limited

new

realities. To

accomplish this,

highlight
Plato

fire, and persons from the community walking in between the fire with

shadows

the walls in front of them, the

Plato equates

philosophical lens,

fictitious conversation between his brother Glaucon and Socrates to

perceive, leam,

of animals, pottery, and other items

restraints and their

a

serving cross-culturally.

"Allegory of the Cave,"

image

viewed

analogy,^^ as a way to understand

Wright notes

access

looking through

isolated worldview in

the many facets of humanity's

paints

was

gap between

shadows. Plato's observations offer

lenses, his observations illustrate that the shadows
filtered

the concept

(Plato 1902)

reality as seeing

to understand culture.

are

bridging the

eyes

need for SBMS.

humanity's relationship

"At most

largely on what the

surroundings, coupled with their representations

Viewing the world through his

important lens

based

strategies" (38). Contemporarily,

of their

perceptions

was

So instead of perception

and true visual

"Allegory of the

how missionaries'
the

processed.

of representational

"complex

interpret the material

on a cave

wall. The

prisoners'

movements

are

by their knowledge of their context. Observing

prisoners only

know what is

presented

person is liberated from the constraints Plato reveals the joumey and

experiences.
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to them and

stmggles

limited

and

the

by physical

attempting to

discem

categories they have

of the former

prisoner to

make

sense

influenced their
and the

but their

locked in the

cave.

Not

understandings

of the

culture, their relationship with political powers,

settings) prisoners

person/s providing

financial

literally,

"perceptual baggage"

needed to fiilfill the mission. In many ways

resources

they had "unquestioning eyes" (Thompson 2012, 239).
On the other hand the local

people

wooden animals of their cultural context.
to the items

outsiders
two

they

are

carrying

and

are

the

ones

They know the meanings

representing. However,

usually not interested in knowing the

are

important points

as

carrying the pots, statues,

true

and values

and

assigned

the missionaries, and other

meaning.

The

analogy highlights

related to nineteenth and twentieth century missionaries. The

difference is real between

being exposed to the

shadows and

truly comprehending the

meanings.
First, in

a

Westem context, the

perspective.

This

informs their

epistemology and

was

not

always

bad because

this

through which the participant views
considering the experiences
represented as reality
colonial

or

generally speaking,

epistemology

is

of the viewer.

but who did not

one's

Reality was

dangerous

lens

when not

most often observed and then

educated, enlightened, and with power (be it

necessarily possess scmtiny.

perspective system became

a

tool of power among artists, visual

communicators, photographers, and missionaries, which allowed them

highlight their visual powers.

perception

shaped by the experiential

the world. But this becomes

from those considered

economic),

This

perception often took on a homogeneous

Under this

guise,
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the eye and the visions

to hamess and

expressed (e.g.

painting

and

photographs) through the

representational system

Secondly,
outsiders of their

point,

the local

us

look

a

so-called authentic

humanity who would uncritically take
community is

most often in

better

a

in the

approach the

local

specifically

at the

more

community

as

representations.

position to

values, worldviews, and systems of representation.

outsiders must

Now let

for

offered

eye

if they have

inform

To understand this

something to

offer.

theory of representation that will inform this

study.
On the other side of this theoretical

Hall's

of representation. As

theory

fi-amework, the researcher will rely

we saw

with Clifford

on

Stuart

Geertz's, Interpretive Theory of

Culture, the researcher collects detailed information by working with the host culture to
leam the

meaning (through reflective interpretations
Like the

photographs.
photographs

as a

way to isolate

approach. Proponents
individual

users

interpretation model.

of this

of language

photographs). Things

mean,

meanings.

approach

Hall's

argue

constmct

discussions)

of the

theory of representation, speaks

Hall does this

through

a

can

fix

meaning

in

of

constructionist

that, "neither things in themselves

(or photographs)
we

and group

nor

the

language (or in

meaning, using representational systems

�

concepts and signs" (Hall 1997, 25; Bernard 2005, 3). A missiologist would call this

approach contextual.
context and its

39 For

a

people

one

must

come

to

comprehend the

meaning.

But Peter

societal level

In order to understand the

Berger

and Thomas Luckmann view the constmctionist argument

(Berger and Luckmann 1966).

detailed read

1998; T. Wright, 2008). These

on

For

the concept of perception and its

current

writings

offer

a

Berger and Luckmann, society

relationship

to

representation

"postmodern" perspective on the
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see

on a

and

(Mirzoeff 1999; McQuire

historical concept.

culture

are

movements

comprise this process: extemalization, objectification,

internalization. Extemalization is the continuous
world

through physical

and mental activities.

extemalization achieves
extemal
same

factual

a

position. Finally,

reality, transforming

stmctures of the

Three

products that continuously influence their producer(s).

human

Objectification

intemalization is the
it

subjective

once

of human

outpouring

reality that confronts

their

and

occurs

when the

product's

original producers

re-appropriation by the

from

an

individual of this

again from stmctures of the objective world

consciousness. The process then

into the

beings

begins again,

into

and continues

unceasingly (Berger 1967).
Social constmction gets at the
and the

importance

in

meanings assigned to
To refer

barefoot men,

understanding how they represent themselves.
the

community's values, stmctures,

briefly back to

the

marching (during

example

the

one

identified them

perspectives?

participant

as

"being

chalky

identified the

from Liberia and

How would

an

in

America,

split between those

Considering

understanding

the

of the

(see

page

men as

(as)

"being

Stuart Hall's

3),

"two

loincloths

tme Liberians."

same

Why the

difference in

situation? Would

depends

on

photographs

who the viewer is.
never

went to

not tme Liberians.

work, he would again highlight the importance in

community's systems

the

from the bush" and another

of African American descent and those who
are

explores

substance." If you remember in the

outsider describe the

to the latter the former

themselves

and worldviews.

chapter one

offer another lens to advance that conversation? This
Given the

It also

political rally), wearing only traditional

and covered from head to toe in white
conversation

community views

of how the

meaning

of representation. Before
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moving

into the

foundation of Hall's

representation is

theory of representation is

or even

contemporary lens

some

it does draw

philosophy,

to view

given the opportunity
moving

a

look

and

society

identity

not

on

unique

these

historically at the concept of

from the

to define

to

cultural studies,

perspectives

to offer

viewpoint of the

the outsider and the insider leam about

perspectives help

Before

of representation to take

necessary.

While Hall's

anthropology,

theory

one

"other." These

another. Each group is

through representation what is important to

further into Hall's

theory to

a

them.

look at the concept of representation and

of the debates that have arisen since the formation of early Westem

thought

also is

necessary.
In

focuses

defining representation

on

"two relevant
to describe

Hall

meanings

uses

the Oxford

for the word."

English Dictionary

First, representation

definition that

means:

depict it, to call it up in the mind by description or
portrayal imagination; to place alikeness of it before us in our mind or
in the senses; as, for example, in the sentence, 'This picture represents the
murder of Abel by Cain.'

1)

...

or

or

We have

ladies

drying

already explored

fish

during

the

some

evening

of the

sunset

meanings

(fig. 15).

associated with the two

The

participant not only

wanted the researcher and outsiders to understand the process of drying fish; but
the

participant took the photograph to represent two

Liberian context levels of business
viewer

key signs

"person"

exist, which if understood

to understand the social-economic

in their context. John

businesswomen. In the
can

offer the outside

hierarchy Liberians

Tagg affirms this point noting how
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ascribe to

"cultural

and systems of meaning constitute

practices
in its

meanings

and effects"

a

(Tagg 1993, 23)

level of representation determined

in that

society.

Understanding these "representational systems" (Hall 1997, 25),
serves as a

vital tool for the

missionary, anthropologist,

an

outsider,

then

appreciate

to

the host culture.
Hall

Secondly,
2)

.

.

highlights representation as

a means:

symbolize, stand for, to be a specimen of, or to substitute for;
sentence, 'In Christianity, the cross represents the suffering and

.To

the

as

in

crucifixion of Christ.'
To follow Hall's

example the

Consider the red

cross

flag of Switzerland that has
forming

a

"cross" has different

that

symbolizes

white

the Roman numeral for ten

cross on a

(X),

or a

meanings

representations

how

perceives

one

and used in this

the

meanings

red

background,

associated with these

the concept of representation will

crosses

turned

at

or

the

diagonal

right angles

is universal, in each of

symbols

greatly

during crises,

or a cross

pair of equilateral
cross

contexts.

are

different. Likewise,

influence how it is

processed

study.

Given the

specific

but abstract focuses of the two

the research will look at both how the
culture and

varying

humanitarian efforts

that has become associated with the Swastika. While the
these

in

participants

approaches

describe and

to

depict (or represent)

identity through the photographs they produce. Moreover,

considers how the

participants

particular concept

or

used their

photographs

to

idea in their context. I believe the

(representation) provides

a

liberating

voice for the
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representation,

the

study

symbolize (or represent)

ambiguity of the

participants

term

to share their

a

their

understanding

and

meaning about who they

identities, especially in a missiological
In

one

worldview and the

failing

stream!"

landmark to

and how their culture influences these

context.

photograph the participant^^

unique way (fig. 16). Weaving their

are

social

saw

fit to represent Liberian Justice in

understanding of justice with their biblical

scripture "[L]et justice roll

on

like

a

river, righteousness like

(Amos 5:24). The participant visualized the words

mean

something

a

on

a never-

this Liberian

less obvious.

Figure 16. This photograph is of the Liberia Temple of Justice. It was taken by one of the participants who was asked
to photograph what was most important for an outsider to know about their culture. While the photograph seems
straightforward the participant represented the photograph in a way that was not obvious. Photo By: An SBMS
Participant�

40 Given the

given

name.

persons

are

not want to

In this

case

sensitivity

not allowed to

bring

of the

topics the participants explored in

participants photographed

several govenmient

certain instances I will not

buildings. According

photograph government buildings for "security" concerns.

any unnecessary attention to the

participants.
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to

identify participants by

their

government officials in Liberia

Since the rule is

discriminately enforced, I

do

Hall's

the space for the

theory of representation provides

Liberian culture
may be

means

to them. It also

participants to explore what

gives them the power to represent themes that

only known and understood in their cultural

contexts.

Theological Framework
Any missiological study must be grounded with a competent theological
framework.

Christopher Wright affirms this point noting,

biblical basis for
a

everything we do.

fully biblical understanding

(Wright 2006,
the

22 &

starting to appreciate

contribution the

people

Wright 2006, 38).

of the

.

.

The

Christians,

missiological urgency

uniqueness

of God's

.

.

.

we

must be

need

a

grounded in

saving work in history.

.

."

385). Wright makes the point that the researcher's beliefs provide

theological significance

now

.

"As

of this

study highlighting how Westem academic theology

and affirm the rest of the world

of the world offer to the

For the

non- Westem

academy

practitioners

and

(Jenkins 2002)
and to

is

and the

practical ministry (C.

J.

theologians, Wright notes how

throughout the early twentieth century approximately

90 percent of the world's Christians

lived in the West

and North

the

or

North

(i.e. predominantly Europe

early twenty- first century

an

continents of the South and East
Pacific

But

estimated 75 percent of the world's Christians
-

Latin

now

are

in

from

America, Africa, and parts of Asia and the

(38).
This

has led to

demographic

new

shift of the "center of gravity" in

and different

theological

and

south. Kwame Nkmmah referred to this
Mowoe

America).

Christianity (Jenkins 2002)

ecclesiological expressions

ideology

1986, 4). This perspective is especially
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as

"consciencism"

in the

global

(Bjomson

and

tme in the Afiican context and often

referred to
to

African Instituted Churches

as

understand

analyze,

and

are a

Therefore, for this study, important

(AIC).

number of theological concepts that will be

interpret the

employed in

order to see,

data.

Incamational Model
The

study is the

theology of mission that has become most significant in undergirding this
incamational

ministry

of Jesus

John and

Philippians

the

of the insider in order to see,

place

2:5-8. Incamation

as

expressed in the

means

Prophetic Dialogue

and Schroeder 201

without

being

of a leamer.

a

feel, and understand the world

Stephen Bevans

as

and

into

the insider does

Roger Schroeder

spot-on illustration of entering someone's garden (Bevans

1, 72-87). They

invited.

They

offer

chapter of the Gospel

having the researcher (outsider) step

in order to be in effective mission with the world.

in

first

assert

one

Likewise, when they

observe the

lay of the

would not enter into someone's

enter the

land before

garden they do

cultivating

it.

so

garden

with the posture

Similarly,

the

incamational model of ministry informs the researcher that all research must be
intentional in

understanding the

studied communities.

Emic and etic views of reality should not be divorced from each other.
Missionaries must

begin by leaming to see the world as the people they
They
develop metacultural grids for describing and
comparing cultures, while, at the same time, constantly retuming to emic
analysis to make certain they do not misunderstand the particular people
the serve. (Hiebert, Shaw and Tienou 1999, 23)
serve

41 AIC is

a

do.

commonly

must also

used acronym in missions' studies.

http://www.reocities.com/missionalia/aic.htm)

According to

AIC is used to refer to Afiican

African Initiated Churches, African Instituted Churches, and
Churches

Southern African

m

East Afiica

(Kenya, Uganda,

(this would fall under the category missionary started church that has evolved
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Missiological Society (SAMS) (see

Independent Churches,

to an

and

Afiican

Tanzania)

Indigenous Churches,

the Afiican Inland

indigenous leadership).

The

importance

of cultural

and values of the social

knowledge

community

serves as a

bridge

and those in it.

looks at the value of The Incamation and the

in

realizing the thoughts, needs,

Darrell Whiteman

(Whiteman 2003)

anthropological model that bears

its

name

noting:
The Incamation is

model for cross-cultural

ministry and the biblical
why anthropology needs to inform mission. As a theological
concept, the Incamation is about God becoming human, but God did not
become a generic human being. God became Jesus the Jew, shaped and
molded by first-century, Roman-dominated, Palestinian Jewish culture.
This meant that Jesus spoke Aramaic with the low-prestige accent used
around Galilee. (407)
our

reason

The Incamational model allows both the informant and

cultural

exchange leaming with one

community that the

participant to

enter into

a

another. The model also reveals to those in the host

researcher is committed to

walking

in their shoes. This is not to

suggest "going native" (Geertz 1984; Kuhn 1970; Priest 2001), but highlights the

advantages

of experiencing life

methodology that can be useful
as we

have

(Liberian)

why

it

and

was

thinking

previously

or

begs

gaining

a

researcher,

how their worldview
can

be

one

was

this revelation also aids in

level.

greater understanding of a culture.

"tell

us

the

significance

may not know

gained into

the

participant's

ministry

SBMS

of the

photograph

and

host culture is

of photographs and

social constmcts, rituals, and

in his/her desire to reach

ministry

of Jesus.

of our communicative
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a

and commitment to be in the culture,

shaping human understanding

theological justifications

use

is

host culture

exactly what the

developed. Through the

the New Testament, and the incamational

notes, "The basic

Sight Beyond My Sight

photographs produced by the

to their worldview. Like Jesus'

humanity via

a

indigenous people

discussions, key insights

challenges

in

deeper cultural

noted utilizes the

the

taken." As

on a

Eugene

procedures

Nida

must rest

ultimately

on

what God has revealed about His

communication with man"

own

(Nida

1990, 27).
David Bosch
world"

argues, "Mission is

(Bosch 1991, 390-97). Mission

people who

receive the

incamational

good news

was

today and years to

serving

come.

fulfill his call of seeking and
that another tool for

becoming

a

separated from the

God the

and

contexts of the

missiological implications

father, clothing himself in flesh

in their cultural context reveals

introducing the

existence in the

elected

or

a

one

culture

of photography, the

to understand the local

community,

camera

and the

becomes

photographs

a

can

be

position

us

art, music, and other visual tools

...

to lead

in

our

search for what

reproductions (photographs)

we

gain

signposts

to lead

incamational

us

along

approach unites

a

glimpse

The CLA will

was

serve as a

serve as one

Liberia, presents itself as being

set

of the

apart

mirror for insiders

hiding places

(Gire 1996, 16).

approaches

in

a

,

"God

and

as

From these

(17).

The

holistic nature.

of Othemess

case

or

out of our

lost"

sees.

window for outsiders to

into "the windows of the soul"

outsider and insider

Theology

us

is

accomplished by

to reflect on their own selves in the midst of changing contexts. Ken Gire notes

gave

identify

of his tools to

lost to Him. This researcher's
a

of

model that is relevant

humanity as

gaining insight into

to

part of the community and seeing how members of that community

Through the use
use

caimot be

God has chosen

identifying

participation in God's

of Jesus Christ. The

ministry are invaluable;

with those whom he

for

rightly

study models

intentionally
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for this

project.

The CLA in

the "other" for the sake of the

Church.

Biblically,

world, it would love

you

as

its

chosen you out of the world"
embraced its
the

bridging

position

own.

As it

you do not

is,

(John 15:19). Archbishop

in Salala

(central Liberia)

While this concept

developed a theory of othemess

was

propensities

(Said 1979, xviii)

comprehensive

as

to view

"others." This

looks at othemess,

in its worst form draws

in his 1979

a

gulf in leaming

as an

occasion to suggest that

In

a

social realities"

place

viewing the

same

a

the

of the

more

practice

problem

are

different, and

of 'ethnic

cleansing'

of othemess at the center of

In addition to this

(Volf 1996, 250-58)

negative

as a

way to

viewing

a

culture "from here" and then

culture "from there" to prevent domestication of the othemess of the

from Volf s 'double vision,'
a

further advanced

communities

(Volf 1992, 230).

process that urges both

of Reconciliation 2007,

developing

and

potentially prevent cultural misunderstanding.

(Pachuau, Christian Mission

Theology

one

was

of

awareness

nutshell, Volf highlights that othemess

Volf introduces the concept of "double vision"

Double vision is

for

we

modem

theory of othemess

about the other. Volf notes, "The

understand other cultures and

other

post-Said.

work, Orientalism.

"peoples, languages, experiences,

negatively on distinguishing how

theological reflection on
impact,

but I have

called out for the purposes of

with Miroslav Volf s Exclusion and Embrace, which offers

is taken

the

Kroma believes the CLA

not new, Said's observations raised

dominant communities'

creates a

belong to

belong to the world,

being

as

"If you

ethnic, religious, and cultural divides in Liberia.

Edward Said

cultures"

principle when he said,

Jesus understood this

healthy

we

amidst Ethnic Pandemonium Toward

a

Missional

12). Lalsangkima Pachuau continues, "Taking

propose that the way

communal

we

relationship" (24).
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perceive

our cue

the other holds the

key

Volf uses this
"An embrace

always

photographic metaphor as way to
involves

a

camera serves as a

way to

challenges participants

properly expose

in the

'from here'

other, suggesting,

double movement of aperture and closure"

the process of adjusting the

247). Similarly,

"embrace" the

a

camera

lens to allow

more or

(Volf 1996,

less

light into

photograph, documenting the moment.

a

Volf

following.

naturally. That is how we normally see, from
perspective, guided by our own values and interests that are
shaped by the overlapping cultures and traditions we inhabit. But what
does it take to see 'from there,' from the perspective of others? (251)
Seeing

comes

our own

Volf s

question

serves as a

this process may
does it take to

provide

see

"double vision" is

Perhaps
that will

help

'from
a

the

a

usefril lens to view and process SBMS. The
clearer

seen

and all

This

(235).
a

lens

bring to

others in their othemess must

is

final

focus their

mean

was

through which the
own

theology of othemess
assist in

can

understanding

we

calling

and

oppression

give

the

theological grounding

become

new

are

of the

in Christ then

(paraphrase

identity using
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an

principle

a

lens

insider's

can

over

the

of othemess

we are new

of 2 Cor.

be usefiil. Astute cultural observers

the Liberian

is

them space to

not done when missionaries and settlers took

point,

away and

CLA views their

situations. Volf notes, "To embrace

to free them from

when Paul reminds believers that, if we

things pass

other, when we ask the following: what

there,' from the perspective of others? Pachuau notes how Volf s

theological

lands of Liberia. As

of the

of

process in the search of truth.

outsiders

be themselves"

picture

impHcations

creatures

5:17). Employing

a

utilize this concept to

perspective.

Subaltern Voices
To this

point I have

anthropology provides
Magalis 1988,

hooks

a

established that the

use

of photography in missions and

lens to viev^ cultures in their diverse contexts

1994),

to understand the African

imagination (Behrend 2002),

to serve as a vital communication tool for various forms of media

2005, Littlejohn and Foss 2005, Mead 1978). We

nov^

Spivak and Rosalind Morris' provocative question,
and Morris

In order to understand the

2010).

missiological study in a Liberian context,

v^e

(Thompson 2012,

turn

our

(Poole 1997,

attention to

"Can the Subaltem

Lester

Gayatri

Speak?" (Spivak

question and hov^ it applies to
must

and

this

briefly explore the concept of

'subaltem.'
The "Subaltem" concept
Antonio Gramsci

originally used
to

as an

expression

historiography,

through the work of Italian Marxist

Now

hegemony

and the

in

subaltem

anthropology, sociology,

by historical, political,
on

was

but later evolved

"proletarian" (or

widely accepted and used

Gramsci 's work focuses

Italy.

The term

'military spirit'" (207),

subaltem has been formulated

discourses of communist

and economic

giving voice to

these

peoples.'*^

42 Abhishek

Gopal (Gopal 2009),

generally included, "any
religion"

or

based

marginalization

as

person

or

offers

a

useful

synopsis

group of inferior rank and

"subaltem."

ethnicity
on

and "abstract of

the idea of cultural

class) (Schreiter 2007, 136).

subaltem

first introduced

(Gramsci 2010) during the early twentieth century.

socially explore

and

was

Building

on

of the concept of Subaltem.

Gopal suggests

that Gramsci

station, whether because of race, class, general sexual orientation,

this all inclusive

position

and class.
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of Gramsci,

post-colonial theory

starts to exclude persons

exists about who

Some debate

proletariat or subaltem groups

Spivak and Morris 2010,

Lazams

and offers

perspective noting that,

an

informative

intended to shed

Lazams'

with

a

stmggle,

"The category of the 'subaltem'

term

was

of dominance and resistance outside the

but without

ambiguous perspective

(Gopal 2009,

2004, Young 2003). Neil Lazams examines the

light on the practices

framework of class

are

ignoring

reveals that

class itself. ."
.

(Lazams 2004, 141).

subaltemity is more about

collective group. Within this collective group lies

a

one's association

commonality of purpose

and

vision.
For

example

2012,

news

of platinum miners for

stmggles

According to
workforce,
economic

the report,

were on

a

reports (Fox News Reports 2012) revealed the

equality and

fair wages in South African mines.

nearly 80,000 miners,

strike

implications

miners represent
and

in

across

16 percent of South Africa's total mine

or

South Africa in work stoppages

for South Africa. Under Lazams'

reading

causing

serious

of the concept, the

subaltem group in South Africa because of their collective

stmggle

identity.
Feminist

literary critic, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak defines

more

focused and exclusive.

more

about the "stmctured

obstmcted"

world

are

Spivak posits

place

that

from which the

(Spivak and Morris 2010, 8).

subaltem. She takes this

She notes that

on

the

(Foucault 1995)
Scholars within

varying

"oppressed"

often omitted

or

social science,

given

limited to the decision

making processes

access

women

in these

of persons who

historical, and religious disciplines

context. A common

is less about

point

within this stmctures.

as

identity and
radically

in two-thirds of the

societies, the

women are

and cultural

"power"

deemed "in" and "out" of the noted stmctures.

have defined "subaltem"

of entry for these
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are

an

power is

geographic, economic, political, religious,

stmctures. Within these stmctures there are groups

in their

capacity to

position because

43 Much of the "subaltem" debate is focused

lens of the

subaltemity

the term subaltem

through their particular discipline

varying viewpoints is to "give

a

voice" to those

These women,

consistently viewed from margins.
access to

the lines of social

how Robert

mobility" (Spivak 2004).

Young identifies subaltem persons

"Postcolonialism"

they

muting
let

us

are no

a

person

the escapee would

no

Spivak has

propose

"without

This concept of marginality is also

in his compact but

powerful work

once a

person escapes

or

is released from

oppressive

an

subaltem. She continues, "to the extent that anyone escapes the

longer

of subaltemity, she

imagine

are

(Young 2003).

Continuing with Spivak,
state,

according to Spivak,

being

ceases

subaltem."

placed in bondage

longer be

To accentuate

Spivak' s perspective,

for 20 years and then escapes;

by her definition

able to be included within the subaltem classification. I

this concept wrong. One's

experiences

be divorced from

can never

their historical context.
I

appreciate

"concem

(for).

.

.

how Ritu Birla

the

vanishing present"

history (Birla 2010, 88). Building
members of a
voices

are

In

approaches empowering

minority

group

(be

muted because of their

on

it

and their motivations in

this

perspective, I identify

subaltem
or

this tension

began when

44 Americo-Liberians

are

unique

care

cultural

dynamic.

missionaries from America. In this

care

for the so-called

for the Manos and

study,

any

religious)

whose

early African American

The country

was

groups

Gios, and

most of the

country"^^ in the

1820s. Others like

settlers.

settled and founded

by

former and freed African American slaves turned

the terms missionaries and settlers in the Liberian context will be used
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[many Km

Americo-Liberian'^'^]. An argument exists

African Americans settled the

descendants of the

as

of

differing perspectives.

Liberia, tension exists between differing cultural and ethnic

other ethnic groups do not

a

sharing their views

racial, ethnic, economic, cultural,

do not like the Krahn; many Grebos do not

45 Liberia has

subaltem voices with

interchangeably,

Jeremy Levitt (Levitt 2005)
African Americans
are

only

one

ethnic

only exacerbated the

dollar

or

a

conflicts.

day; and, being defined

as

ahready present

was

of a lack of education;

powerless because

they

argue the conflict

economically destitute earnings,

culturally insignificant because

for many Liberians to argue that

Embracing their perspective,

we see

(Spivak 2004, 529).
Liberians to

SBMS is

a

often

of their
These

subaltem.

they are

they are not without hope. Spivak rightly

"Accessing those long-delegitimized epistemes requires

cultural

many Liberians believe

Nevertheless,

religious traditions deemed inappropriate by mainstream society.

perspectives give rise

argues,

and the infusion of

different engagement that

give meaning to their experiences

as

a

different

provides

they pertain to

engagement"

the space for

their

religious

and

identity.

Summary

Throughout this chapter I have

significance

of this

missiological study.

advantageously and adversely used by
Church and the work
as

shadov^ figures

being

of the

mode of communication

Geertz's

provide

focused

section of this

they

are

by the

the land.

am

was

analysis

Henry Clay's

agenda to promote the

projected metaphorically,

suggesting that the combination

of the

occurs

often

has been

Attempting to gain footing

of Culture and Stuart Hall's

lens for

is

I

on

and theoretical

presented how photography

missionaries

people already

chapter the exploration
point

I have also

theological

missionaries. The dualistic

(photography),

helpful

unless noted. The basis for this
that

done

Interpretive Theory

a

laid foundation for the

Theory

participants

on

this

of Clifford

of Representation

of this

study.

In the final

of the concept of "subaltem" and the

statement that all

both missionaries and settlers.
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retuming "Negros"

to

Liberia do

so

with the

understanding

highlights

of how the "visible

but listen to.
and

population"

in Liberia is

important to not only hear from,

Listening to Liberians about issues important to

community a common viewpoint with which to
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enter

a

them

gives the missionary

conversation.

CHAPTER THREE:

PARTICIPANT ACTION RESEARCH AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Introduction

This

chapter describes photography

identity with the
anthropological

intent of framing the
and

as a

method of understanding culture and

Sight Beyond My Sight method as

missiological visual

and cultural research tool.

photography's diffusion into qualitative research,

methodological tool
to the

use

broader

for

collecting

and

analyzing

methodological

The

context. The

that

shape SBMS,

who claim to be

granted.

last hundred and

fifty years

into societies

Liberia. We

view

photographs

as a

well

as

the

as a

photographers,

the craft of photography for

now

as

Exploring

photography as

way to

chapter concludes with

Development of Photography

Many people

on

appropriate

a

data. I then discuss different

of photography in social science research

explanation of the steps

prints.

I build

an

This is because

use

a

place

comprehensive

of secondary research tools.

amateur snappers, often take

photography has

throughout much
a

SBMS within its

Research Method

even

hundreds of times

approaches

of the

diffused

over

world, including

day through various

media and

Consider Helmut and Alison Gemsheims' observation in 1969,

photography has gradually conditioned the world to its imagean extent that today it is responsible for an estimated
making
97% of our visual information. Its ever-increasing importance as a means
Since 1839,

to such

�

of communication, and its consequent contribution to our culture life, must
inevitably predominate over technical and scientific aspects which are

subservient to the medium, though some previous historians paid only
scant attention to photography's role as picture producer. (Gemsheim and
Gemsheim 1969,

11)
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the

What is often not considered

practitioners
as we

I

from various

know it.

gather knowledge.

link between

anthropology (see:

photography

become

an

visual communication

approaches

Ziller

1990),

expose the

and visual

and

(see

a

in the visual culture

section,
tool to

methodology

for

challenge, coupled with

2007),

2005, Quan 1979), social psychology
Bell

changing.
(T.

2008).

Thomas Hart

B. Hart

online

These

rightly

2009, 77). Advances

media, and multimedia

methodologies"

to

expand

their scope

not your mother's/father's research"

the noted

researcher to pursue

social sciences

Pink

aptly

paradigm.
research, provides

photography

(e.g. anthropology,

theoretical construct in cultural
visual data

are

need for "theoretical

applies

point in the

Lester

state of expansion"

2009, 77). The old adage, "This is

a

hi this

methodological

sociology (see Becker 2006,

B. Hart

for

uses as a

visual

platforms (digital photography,

presentations) highlight the

opportunities

as a

occurs,

Angrosino 1992, Edwards 2006,

reality that times

suggests that, "visual culture is in

Hart's

and its

method

accepted method in various disciplines, including

Collier 1967, Crane and

(see Dollinger 2001,

technology

photographic

photographic process

studies.

Photography has

in

of the

researchers, and

contributed to the

I also show the need for SMBS

missiology and cultural

photojournalism,

the many philosophers,

disciplines v^ho have

Frequently a refining

explore the historical

diverse

are

as

mission

either

a

numerous

methodological entry

research, and sociology),

studies, ethics, and photojournalism

(Dominy 1993, McQuire 1998).
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to

or a

interrogate

other

(T.

Historical Link
In the

communities
movement

1950s and 60s

early
were

viewed and

an

attempt was made

represented.

to

change how minority

In the midst of a

sweeping post-colonial

abroad, John Collier's work with various Native American'*^ populations

helped reorient society to

see

and hear from members of this group. Collier's work

helped solidify a benchmark for social

scientists

utilizing

visual data. He showed how

through utilizing his photographic interview techniques (which some now refer to

participant photography),"^^ participants
(J.

Collier 1967,

46-66). They freely

were

much

more

involved in the research process

shared narratives about the

artifacts

presented in these visual records.

caution,

as

This method

as

was

people, places,

and

not to be used without

Collier states.

Photography can gain us a foothold in a community. But just as fast, and
completely, photography can get us rejected if we are guilty of insensitive
intrusion with a camera. It must be clear that when we start photographing
the inner workings of social structure we leave public domain and enter
the confines of more private belief and behavior. (J. Collier 1967, 42)
Because he

was an

Collier's work

respective

able to

expand how researchers

and

a

as an

ethnographic tool.

participants

viewed their

communities.

1996, Sol Worth and John Adair, building

In

explored

was

early pioneer of visual anthropology

participant action model

with

on

the work of Collier,

Navajo Native Americans

in

Southwestern United States. Worth and Adair believed visual researchers,

46 Native American and Indian will be used

given

time

period

47

with respect to cultural

Participant Photography

interchangeably.

I will maintain

designations..

will be discussed in detail later in this
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chapter.

authenticity to the

mainly

literature

presented

in

a

anthropologists,

were

and Adair 1974,

12).

going

far

successfully "grasp(ing) the natives' point of view" (Worth
But Worth and Adair also believed researchers

enough in their exploration.

eliciting a visual response
use

of verbal

in

a

Their solution

comparable

way

linguist techniques" (13),

between what the researcher

saw

which

were

not

a

"method of

to statements obtained

through the

was

was one

to

develop

way to

in their fieldwork and what

bridge

the gap

they were told by

their informants.
Focused

on

this

marrying

Adair aimed their method

The researchers gave the
life in their

on

of the visual with the

leaming

Navajos

motion

the

through

more

film

(Worth and

Navajos through motion pictures.

picture

cameras

and had them capture

and culture and the way

Gross 1981,

communication channels

a

3).

complexities

in

participants.
studying

the greater the

I agree with this

photography

recently,
can

was,

how

people present

opportunities

were

to

general premise, though many

culture exist that must be considered.

Expanding the
More

premise

group had the better off they would be in

through the images they make,

leam about the

they stmctured their

Worth and Adair's

expressing who they were (5). They argued that by studying
themselves

Worth and

community. Working with the researchers they then analyzed the

relationship between their language
world

about the

linguistic.

Sarah Pink

be used for

(Pink 2007)

ethnographic

photographer and the photographs

Process

has

approached the multiple

ways

research. She suggests the

taken become
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a

trove of "culture

texts,"

a

way

of understanding

"cultural

"representations

acknowledges the ethnographic value

Hermkens, the photograph

researchers to get
Terrance

emic

an

For

serves as a

on

process of recording "the ways

interactive

society to

sums

practice

concemed with visual

Howard Becker links

of society"

It is

a

as

one, "to introduce

of picture-making and that

digital images

photography

as a

and

methodological vehicle

also is

a

as a

(Becker 2006, 2). Many opportunities

leam about its culture and the values of its

(photography)

we see an

up his purpose

from the

The vocation of photography is

meanings,

images they

image to be analyzed.

sciences, noting how "photography has been used

exploration
a

the visual

visual

through

narrativity" (8).

Finally,
the social

through the

artifacts

perceive" (T. Wright 2008, 8). Concemed with

arising

(that is)

.

we

image, Wright

the theoretical ramifications

.

valuable entry point for

photography and visual

Wright, the photograph fixes

of picture the world.

For both

(or insider's) perspective.

Wright focuses

the nature of the visual

cultural text

serve as a

identity in Papua, New Guinea.

another lens. He seeks to understand cultures

produce.

also

(2007)

of photographs that

when she looks at church festivals and
Pink and

experience(s) that may

Anna-Karina Hermkens

acquired" (1).

and models of

knowledge,"

social interactions and individual

production,

otherwise not be

of ethnographic

one use

for

method of visualizing and

and relevance of a

given society

intrinsic value in the way

we

or

tool for the

are

used to

explore

people.

making photographs.

reflecting

on

the

It

signs, symbols,

culture. In all of these

approaches

look at and seek to understand visual
81

for

These

images.
viable

perspectives reveal hov^,

technique

and method to

Approaches

time, photography has served

over

as a

acquire new knowledge.

to Action Research and

Photography

Participatory Action Research
PAR is the

"action research"

primary mode

(AR)

are

of data collection and

innovative

analysis

for this

study.

qualitative research methods where

given community unite with a researcher to study and bring about change
mutually beneficial

for all involved. These models focus
Geertz

(Willigen 2002, 68-75,
level. John

van

1983)

Willigen notes,

"The

and there is greater likelihood of it

meaningful participation

~

that

core

we are

not to

AR/PAR

merely be

48 A wide variation

research

(PAR)

1997),

are

knowledge

on a

and Schon 1991,

process" (Argyris
more

Theologically,

useful it will

be, is the

James 1:22 reminds

in how the term action research is

grassroots

more

valid

as

us

well, which

The

86).

common

that

as

seems

Christians

fitting

for the

action research

like visual

(AR) (Heam,

and Schensul

Tacchi and Foth

generally

same

Action Research and Action

2009),

There

cultural action

1992), community based participatory

anthropology (Banks 1996,
the

applied.

are a

number of names

given

to

Participatory

(Mclntryre 2008, 2003), participant action research (PAR) (Pavkov, Priest and Kathleen 2012,

2002), participatory photography (PP) (Hubbard 2009).

all terms for

local

idea of AR is that research will be

hearers of the word, but doers

occurs

methods

(CAR) (Schensul

disciplines

in ways that

approach.

Action Research
Wadsworth

on

members of a

being used by a community where the community has

in the research

this model.

great deal

is, input from the community

greater participation from the community, the

ideology that guides

a

PAR and

The

discipline

Pink 2007,

Strong

(CA) (Freire 1970), collaborative

research

(CBPR) (Wang

of education often

and Wilder

2009)

uses

use
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the term "action research." Other

the term collaboration research.

type of participatory research that involves others. Bob Dick

Leaning (see: http://www.aral.com.au/).

action

and Burris, 1997, Wang,

publishes

a

comprehensive

They

website

are

The
to

more

understanding

communal

approach of AR/PAR provides

local contexts and

meanings.

PAR

participants who traditionally have not had a voice;
participant to
reflective

go

in social

welcoming and useful tool

serves as a means

of empowering

it allows the researcher and

deeper in their understandings, drawing

inquiry taken by participants

a

out

the "collective self-

relationship with one

another"

(Berg

2007, 223). This offers credence to Freire's suggestion that, "It is always through action
in

depth that the
Bruce

culture of domination is

Berg's Taxonomy

various PAR models and their

culturally

confronted"

of Action Research offers

uses.
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an

(Freire 2006, 54).

informative rubric of the

Inquiry

Experience

Examining

(Through collaboration,
observation, and sharing)

(Methods of asking
questions by researchers
and/or stakeholders)

(Reviewing

and make

of collected

information)

Meet v^ith Shareholders

Discuss issues

Review Relevant

(Individually
meeting)

or

Literature

town

specific

(Scholarly and

document related

to the stake

Observation

Participant
(Actively involved
participation)

Interviews

Collaborative

Focus groups

(Informal
structured)
or

semi

arranged

use

holders)

of Interview

Analysis
transcripts

Assessment of focus

Observation

group

transcripts

(Actively involved
participant with other
stakeholders)
Discussions of

Photovoice

Photographs (Possible
public display)
Accessed Observation

Archival

(Passive observer,

available

working

with

Documents Presentation

of results of stakeholders

stakeholder)

Table 1. Source: Data collected from Bruce

Berg's Taxonomy of the Action Research Framework (Berg 2007, 236)

Participant

and Collaborative

Participant photography (PP)
underpinnings
own

Review Archived

(Use of
records)

that argues

photographs.

From

an

an

original

as a

product of PAR,

value exists in

Sarah Pink notes that CP is

the

are

evident in

a

method with theoretical

gaining

a

are

"collaborative

common

picture
84

Murphy

research tool for

"asked to make

of the

and

photography" (CP).

photographs

While this aspect of CP is useful,
clear

take their

allowing "participants" to

as

becoming a more

In the CP process informants

ethnographer" (Pink 2007, 88).

drawbacks

is

anthropological perspective (Pink 2007, Banks

1997, Banks 1996) researchers refer to this process

ethnographers.

Photography

participant's

for

or

with

potential

culture. For

example,

in

Liberia,

if the researcher "tells" the

and this group of Liberians is
what he/she

parties

involved when

I met

Joyce Robinson."^^ Robinson was
in Liberia. She

quasi-govemment organizations

shared how she had assisted another researcher

studying issues related to public health

study was supposed to

and then

documenting the

villages,

Robinson

story hit home with
research. If the
voice in

a

a

was

a

fiiUtime

all

employee

interested in my

study about Liberians.

voting with Liberians

responsible

were

study

She
who

in the interior. The

interested in

me,

for

asking participants

responses. After several weeks of traveling to

emphasizing

high potential

not

really

one

three

for her

questions,

number of

a

interested in what

completing her research

participant or facilitators

study,

sea

picture of

(a woman fi-om the United States)

and

said, "The researcher was

more

clear

the

be collaborative.

Liberian team members

thought, but was

a

on

appropriate agenda must be defined between

and found it novel that I chose to involve Liberians in my

was

of life

developing a CP study.

During my research,
of one of the

landlocked, the researcher may not gain

A clear and

seeking.

was

participant to take photographs

we

degree."

(Liberians)

Robinson's

of the downfalls with so-called collaborative

do not

for backlash

or

perceive

that

they have

tainted research is

a

large enough

possible.

The

researcher must also take into consideration other issues related to culture that may

negatively

influence CP

researcher and

�

participant,

Given these

dynamics

of power, the

Pseudonym is

challenges,

used and

between the

and monetary considerations.
and the

believed I wanted them to take, I used

49

(tme) relationship

potential

a

occupational position

for

participants

participatory
is not

given

85

as

to take

photographs they

model to involve the

way to

participants.

protect the informant from potential backlash.

I

did not want to dictate the process. I also did not request

specific subject (as generally done

guidelines

how the

on

a

collaborative

SBMS

study).

I did

provide general

should work and the mechanics of the

photography project

Finally, I requested that
and not what

in

participants to photograph any

camera.

participants photograph things that were natural to

them

they thought the researcher wanted them to photograph.^^

Photovoice
Photovoice
a

(PV)

way to leam how

participants

When utilized

Wang 1999).

the

refer to

anthropologists

penultimate step

photovoice
concems,

issues

methodology has traditionally been used in public

issue that affects them

specific

what

as a

are:

(2)

(1)

to

to

in

a

community come

(Chio

as a

and Fandt 2007,

cross-discipline tool,

as an

emic

people

public

in

can

be mobilized for

health focus looks

(Wang

positive

specific problem because

explain the

change.

perspective

goals

is

of

community's strengths

It codifies the

taking pictures, telling stories,

does allow the researcher to

50 I will

The emic

The three main

to record and reflect their

issues of concem at the grassroots level

a

potential to gather

and small group discussions of photographs, and

community members

about

(or insider) perspective.

C. C.

and

promote critical dialogue and knowledge about important community

makers and others who

leaming

PV has the

as

photograph a

Wang and Burris 1994,

anthropological interpretation.

to enable

through large

PV's

to understand and

health

gain

an

chapter.
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policy

of involving
about

232).

when the researcher is concemed with

on a

perspective

SBMS method in detail later in this

goals

to reach

informing policymakers

and Burris 1997,

it centers

insider

and

(3)

public

health issue. The method

of the culture. It also

provides

participants
see

potential challenges with this

two

maintains

a

great deal of influence

the administrator of the

I

explore the problem presented (e.g. dirty water in Kenya).

the space to

project is

method. The first is the administrator of the

over

an

the

study.

outsider then

This opens the second

potential

study

challenge, when

loss of the insider's voice

exists.
I will draw from

Wang's understanding

highlight the importance
important asset of PV

of discussions and

of understanding the communities'

is that it

empowers the informant.

serves as a

However,

as

advocacy

perspectives.

as a

tool to

The most

participatory research tool that theoretically

with most research

methods, proper checks and

balances must be maintained.

Shooting Back^'
is another

Shooting Back (SB)
while

studying theological doctrine, ministry,

educator Paulo Freire," Jim Hubbard
lives

were

marginalized

to train

participants

population based,

Hubbard and

Wang

to

gain

thus

Wang, Morrel-Samuels,

more

an

SB

understanding

as a

insider

perspective

2004)

(Hubbard 2009, 13).

of photography and

studies with homeless

Michigan (Hubbard 2009,

Shooting

Back method

87

"seeing."

SB

gained when participants partake.

that the homeless have

information about Jim Hubbard's

The

of photojournalism and his commitment

through different

and Ann Arbor,
et al.

is

of Brazilian

way of "helping others whose

forces"

political

innovation. "Incubated

profound work

theological understanding

have showed

Washington, D.C.; Flint,

si For

a

and the

developed

due to social and

value of this method is Hubbard's

is

Participant Photography

see:

C. C.

something

populations
Wang 2002,

to teach the

http://shootingback.net/.

in

non-

homeless. When

examining PV and

defming the problem.
with his/her context.

This

SB

one

must

in Hubbard's

on

the

family members' homes,

could

not

of the homeless it

people living

or

are

on

the streets

doors for

the homeless label is

assumes

or

they categorized?

in transitional

the

Are persons who live in

Who

shelters,

study.

able to express themselves.

and his

that

produced by participants

appreciation

living quarters.

in vehicles considered homeless? If all aspects of the

background
well

of interpretation. For

problems

Overall, with Hubbard's use of photography and the

are

living

considered, the potential for stereotyping (Lutz and Collins 1993)

possibly shape

population was

and

reasonably observe.

equation opens the

study

defines the homeless? How

population are

if the researcher is not in tune

Still, in these studies the participants show their lives

The other side of this

concentrated

in mind that the researcher is

approach has potential pitfalls

conditions in ways many outsiders could not

example,

keep

Drawing

will

provide

model,

from Hubbard's

of sight, my

theological understanding

PAR

position

them with

a

a

photojournalism

is that

great

segment of the

sense

photographs
of pride and

for the process.

Autophotography

Autophotography (AP)
(Ziller 1990)

as a

Advancing Sol

is

a

photographic

way to understand and

Worth and John Adair's

1974) Ziller seeks

to

method. His

focuses

study

gain

an

emic

on

the

help

the

method

developed by Robert Ziller

participant define

"who

they

study "Through Navajo Eyes" (Worth

insight

into the minds of his

psychological aspects

88

are."

and Adair

participants through

this

of humanity. The method is

successful in

gaining

reflection is the

only

an

insider perspective, but has

avenue

way for

participants

depicted through the
reflection and
Ziller' s

limitation when individual

of data verification.

Stephen Dollinger (Dollinger 2001) notes,
as a

some

to think about the self as

".

an

extemal focus of the camera"

"describing aspects

contribution, but notes

.autophotography uses photography
object that
The

(72).

of the inner self

it does not go far

.

is

goal

capable
is

of being

designed

for self-

(72). My approach appreciates

enough toward understanding the

ethnographic imagination of its participants.

A Collection Produces

The

Sight Beyond My Sight (SBMS)

methodology explored in this study, SMBS,

is

a

method I

the biblical narrative found in Mark 8:22-25. This method aims to

(both literally and figuratively)
cultures, make

sense

of the way

of the world in which

the three methods addressed

about

and

concems

important community

photographs (C.
vital in

C.

they live.

It

a

clearer

experiences

incorporates,

picture

and

I argue, the best of

issues

participants

to record and reflect on their

and to promote critical

through large

dialogue

and

knowledge

and small group discussion of

Wang 2002). Gaining this diverse information from participants is

missiological

studies.

SBMS also looks to

but seeks to train

in their different

gain

on

above, Photovoice, Shooting Back, and Autophotography.

Like PV, SBMS seeks to enable

community's strengths

people,

developed based

produce photographs

participants

in the

following

areas

camera, how the time of day influences different

89

that

are

not

simply pictures

of photography: how to

of record,

use

the

moods, and the importance of capturing

"The decisive moment"

These concepts

are

"Shooting Back"
method's

in

the

(Cartier-Bresson 1979, 1 1-24);

essence

urban

an

of "Shooting Back"

or

all

important to participants.

(SB). While I do

missiological context, great value rests

photography

element of Autophotography. As with Ziller' s

participants to represent through joumaling and

describe

why they made the photographs.

verifying

data collected

through single

This

understand individual and group
discussions that

provide

SBMS, seeks

outsider's

context,

drav^ing

on

this

critical

point is

method, SBMS provides

conversation who

also

a

photographic

insights

about issues

important to

vital tool for

These

they

gospel.

90

and

community.

In

are, without the

insights, particularly

understanding the people,

Christian

a

in

a

missiological

their values, and

a

and

method that seeks to

knowledge through photography, joumaling,

perceived hegemonic biases.

potentially proclaiming the

they are

second instrument of

a

to empower communities to share who

can serve as a

incorporate the reflective

and group discussion groups.

Given these three elements, SBMS is

essence

in

intentionality to produce aesthetically relevant photographs.

One of the final components of the SBMS method is to

way for

not like the title

PAR Method

The Method

Its

Discipline

Comparison

Target

Table

Strengths

Weakness

Photo
Count

Focus

Photovoice

PubUc Health

Problem

Gain

Based

(e.g.
dirty water in
Kenya)

Control is

an

Limited

maintained

insider

perspective

by the

Obtain

administrator.

a

visual

Potential loss

record of

of insider(s)
voice(s).

the

verbalized

problem
Shoot Back

Photojournalism

Population

Gain

Based

insider

(e.g.

the

an

perspective

Defining the
population.
Open form

Homeless in

Continual

stereotypes

Washington,
D.C.)

education

and

for

localized

participants

identificatio

Limited

n.

Autophotography

Psychology

Mental

Gain and

Individual

Health

insider

Reflection

Limited

perspective

Sight Beyond
My Sight
(SBMS)

Missiology/
Anthropology

Ethnographic
Group

Not

Acquiring

Not

defming

reflective

Limited

Reflection

the group
Wider base

responses
for

of

participants

participants
Table 2. A PAR

Comparison

table of three methods that inform SBMS.

In all of these methods exist inherent

four is the self-selection of the
want to show

challenge

an

participant providing the

aspect of their culture, they will

is to build strong

relationships

challenges.

relationships

One of the weaknesses for all
data. If the

community.

have been established then the research team with the
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does not

not. One way to minimize this

with members of the

implement their study.

participant

After the

community

host

can

SIGHT BEYOND MY SIGHT METHODOLOGY

Below

Step

are

one:

the steps that constitute the SBMS method:
The researcher identified the

study participants through

consultation with local pastors and community leaders. This study used
two African Independent Churches and fi)ur mainline churches: a Baptist

Church,

a

Methodist

Methodist

Church,

a

Pentecostal

Church, and an Afiican

Church. In

Episcopal
presenting the research to the congregation,
a call for potential study participants (PSPs) was made. The PSPs
registered for the study by completing a SBMS research sign-in sheet. On
this form PSPs were asked to print their first and last name, church
membership, cell telephone number, age, ethnic group, gender, and to
answer the question: Are you willing to participant in the study (3 weeks)?
An individual photograph was taken of each PSP as a way to correlate a
name with a face. The final list of participants from each local congregation
was selected following a consultation with the local pastor and the SBMS
research team (researcher Gabriel Tait, Liberian photography trainer Amos
Wonta, and cultural informant William Boen). These participants were then
invited to one of four training sessions.^^ A training manual was produced
for each participant (see Appendix 5).
beginning of the research training, the researcher
objectives of the research and explained the SBMS
A
methodology. three-fold criteria was given for the research team to
evaluate candidates before selecting the final 1 1 SBMS participants: 1)
The PSP had to be willing to take photos;^"^ 2) The PSP had to be willing
and able to explain their photographs in a manner that could be understood
by the SBMS research team;^^ 3) The PSP had to be in "good standing"
Step

two: At the

introduced the

was

telephones

53 The first

training session was

Saturday,

researcher

expressed

the

52 Cellular

was

an

are

October 1, 201 1. The third

preferred

held in Buchanan, Liberia,

Wednesday, September 21,

October 5, 201 1. Each

session lasted

was

seeking a minimum of seven and

interest with

54 This

participating

point highlights
leaders

on

the

study. Church

on

the

participant but also

on

55 Local pastors

participant's ability

to

in the

a

training

maximum of twelve

study,

the fact that

provided insight
the

method of communication in Liberia.

eleven

some

were

participants

selected from

participants

on

201 1. The second

training

session

average four and half hours. The

to attend the

training

sessions.

Thirty-six

persons

eight different ethnic groups.

may want to be

part of this study because they know

into their belief that this "mob" type

participation

would have

negative

someone

effects not

else

only

study.

emphasized the

speak English

in

need to have

a maimer

that

can

participants willing to openly

discuss the

photographs they have

be recorded and transcribed is the basis of this
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point.

taken. A

with their church and

trustworthy. After the final list of participants was
gained verbal and written consent fi-om each

agreed upon, the researcher
participant.

Step three: The researcher had the selected participants complete a
demographic questionnaire and participate in a religiosity interview. The
qualitative interview data aided the researcher in understandmg of each
participant in four primary categories: religious, cultural, ethnic, and
photographic backgrounds.

highlighted the potential objectives and theme
study
participants. Cameras were distributed to the
participants. A local photographer conducted the training utilizing native
terminology to assist with each participant's understanding. The
researcher also addressed important safety and ethical issues involved with
the study.
Step

four: The researcher

of the

for the

Participants were given the Study Research Questions and
instructions for their role as photographers in the study. This was an
important research step within the study. Information was also provided
regarding the number of photographs to be taken. Each participant was
given one week to complete his or her cultural photographic experience
log. Participants were asked to photograph things that would answer the
broad question, "If someone were coming from outside ofyour
community, what photographs would you take to inform the outsider
about you and your community?'' The participants then made
photographs that represented their cultural and religious identities.
Step

five:

Step six: After each participant completed their cultural photographic
experience log, the researcher collected the camera, log sheets, and
cataloged all equipment.
Step seven: The research team then archives, processes, and prints all
images in proof format. A follow-up interview is scheduled with each
participant.

the

Step eight: Participants organize their photos on a solid surface. The
researcher must resist engaging the participant in conversations about the
photographs. The researcher observes and records any interaction
participants have with the images. Does the participant ask questions of
the photographs? What stories is the participant sharing about particular
photographs? Is the participant touching some photos more than others?
56 This

point

who is active within

a

was

highlighted because

local church will be

more

of the

apt to

high rate

of theft. The LCC and local pastors

return the cameras versus
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a

nominal

emphasized that a participant

participant in church

activities.

participant have a connection with the images? Is the participant
photographs? These observations provide a base for
the researcher to interpret participants' interests and values.

Does the

eager to discuss their

participant for a qualitative
analyze
photographs. The researcher allows
the participant to remove any photograph they choose with explanation.
The participants are then asked to select their top twenty photographs from
their overall cache of photos. If the participant has not taken at least
twenty photographs the researcher can adapt a number.
nine: The researcher meets with the

Step

the

interview to debrief and

Step ten: The researcher asks the participant to sort the photographs into
piles according to their categories. Discussions are centered on why
photographs are placed in a particular pile and the meaning associated
with the photo? For example, the researcher asks, "What is this
photograph?" The researcher then takes key concepts explained in the
photograph and asked a key question based on the response the participant
offers. During the interview about the photographs, the researcher is to
start with broad, non-directive and non-threatening questions; the
researcher must listen well, take what the participant says and turn his/her
statements back into questions for ftirther discussion. The researcher
refrains from bringing any extemal biases or cultural definitions into this
discussion. This was accomplished through stmctured and semistmctured interviews.
a SBMS research team meeting
about the categories and
observations
participants
themes observed. During this meeting the researcher schedules a focus
group meeting with all of the participants. This date must be no later than

eleven: The researcher coordinates

Step

to record their

with the

two weeks

following the

last

participant's post photography

interview.

participants come together for a focus group meeting.
Members of the community are invited to observe this step. The larger
group may be divided into smaller groups in order to verify the data.
Step

twelve: All

Step

thirteen: The researcher codes the

and identifies

Step

major

fourteen: The researcher reveals his

Throughout this description
was

able to

photographs, transcribes notes,
photographs.

themes of interviews and

verify

methods. The

of the SBMS

field data and the

following

are

the four

findings

of the

study.

methodology the

researcher

photographs produced through secondary
objectives
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of the research:

photography and the photographs collected from the SBMS
methodology as a way for Liberians to express to outsiders their cultural
categories and the meanings they had given to these categories.
1 To
.

use

2. To encourage Liberians to reflect

their

on

personal

and

community

through photography.

concems

3. To fr)Ster

dialog and gain knowledge about personal and community
issues through individual and group discussions among participants about
photographs.
a

4. To

gain a clearer picture (both literally and flguratively) of the way
Liberians, in their different experiences and contexts, make sense of the
world in which they live, and to educate outsiders about these worlds.

Additional Data Collection Methods
In addition to

employed three

utilizing

SBMS

other methods to

as

the main focus and instmment in my

gather and verify

data.

Following

is

a

research,

I

brief description

of these collection methods.

Library
The United States and United

regarding the

American Colonization

played a part

in

creating

which have been

perspective

and Archival Research

Kingdom

Society, slavery,

verify

some

are

a

trove of information

ideological

57 1 observed several newspaper articles

community

as a

during my

method for

gain

a

presented

constmcts that

in

Liberia,

deeper historical
in this

Library of Congress

around the world. The intemet and online databases

artifacts from the

and the

As way to

of the themes that

the researcher needed to collect data from the

requested

provide

Liberia. This is in stark contrast to the libraries

ravaged by war and conflict.

and to

libraries

ethnographic study,

and other libraries

provided useful

tools in

accessing

visit to Liberia in 2010, about how the Liberian government had

rebuilding

its libraries and
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museums.

the available books, journals, and other

analyze this

primary and secondary sources

to

explore

and

data.

Participant and Nonparticipant Observation and Field Notes

Participant observation will be
As with any field

one

method used in this

research, participant observation is

perspective.

It allows the researcher to

photographs,

and

gather themes

fi"om

a

fieldwork.

anthropological

vital tool in

gaining the

insider's

observe, record data through field notes

daily interactions

and

among the communities

being

studied.

Edgerton and Langness note,
intimately

as a

member of the

"As

society he

a

the

participant-observer,

has chosen to

anthropologist lives

study" (Edgerton

and

Langness

1974, 3). The participant observer gains the unique privilege of joining in the day-to-day

activities, meals, joys, struggles,

et al. of the host

seeks to

study the life history, present circumstances,

identity

of the

subjects

complete

.

society being

view of that

.

.

characteristically

given context(s).

society" (Crane

and

a

matter of passively

interpretation

and

a

long stay

Angrosino 1992, 1).
participants

down 'facts, '(but

sense-making" (Emerson,

among the

For this

study,

interacted with

fieldnote

involves)

Fretz and Shaw
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the

ethnographer to get a more

practitioners "Writing

copying

shape

Angrosino highlight,

The researcher also maintained field notes for this

Robert Emerson reminds
much

involves

studied in order for the

researcher observed for twelve weeks how the
their

and the cultures that

studied. Julia Crane and Michael V.

"Anthropological fieldwork
members of the

This data collection method

society.

.

one

.

another in

study.

descriptions,
.

the

is not

so

active processes of

1995, 8). This researcher

set

aside time every

between

day to write

event and the

an

takes this aspect

a

writing of it,

so

doing,

I

cognizant that,
and

field notes

that the

longer the time

span

details would be lost. Clifford Geertz

an

a

passing event,

account, which exists in its

which exists

only iu its

inscription and can be

(Geertz 1973, 19).

gathered as

(Edgerton

more

he turns it fiom

moment of occurrence, into

reconsulted"

the

was

step fiirther suggesting, "The ethnographer 'inscribes' social discourse;

he writes it down. In
own

field notes. Understood

"In

a

much data

possible given his

three-month

perfect world a one-year life cycle

Langness 1974;

were

as

kept to

be

Crane and

is

However I

am

generally recommended"

Angrosino 1992).

analyzed for themes

study.

Maintenance of detailed

and patterns.

Semi-structured Interview Schedule

Previously
segments

in the method

vital for

are

section, the researcher noted how the interview

understanding why certain photographs

to the

participants.

structured and structured

open-ended

photographs

on-one

and group interviews. Each

What is the
Does

mean

story/narrative

anything significant

notes that the

questions

measurability

and

will also be

in this

must be

gathering this

participant will be

photograph?

asked the

at

the

data is semi-

What do you

see

in the

photograph relate to who you are?).
presented in the

same

way to

assure a

interviews. These interviews will

used:

one-

photograph?

John Creswell
certain level of

and historical data

provide

meaning behind the photographs presented.
97

are

questions (e.g.

same

consistency (Creswell 2009, 132). Demographic

getting

taken and what the

interviews. Two types of interviews

behind this

gathered during these

foundation for

One method for

were

a

critical

Limits To

Participation

During this study the researcher does not foresee
limit his

participation.

health of the

or

participating

ethnographer,

or

in activities that
both"

photographs directly related to the theme
since the researcher is

a

as

part of the field

analysis

which include the

Liberia.

for this

They were

Analysis

study

identity

also usefiil in

anthropological inquiries.

draws from

study. However,

of meetings,

people,

data may be taken to document the

Interpretation

ethnographic

data collected from SBMS,

and field notes. These

providing

(Worth

Navajo

This

Worth and Adair's

was a

of this

taking

a

techniques

creation and

clearer

picture

archival research, and

testing

were

usefiil in

of SBMS in

of key elements of Liberian

from Liberians.

similar to the above in their

focus

and

questions surrounding the

Sol Worth and John Adair

Adapting

questions

following: participant photographs, interviews,

the research

culture and

research

or

ethnographic

participant/nonparticipant observations
addressing

The researcher will not be

to the

note process.

Data

The

(28).

participation"

"may be illegal, dangerous

photographer by profession, photographs

and situations that will enhance their
process and

situation where he needs to

DeWalt and DeWalt note established "limits to

exist. These limits include

person

a

and Adair

research

study

on

a

method of analysis

(139). They analyzed their data leaning

focuses

emphasis

1974) used

mainly on

a

missiological

the ''code and context"

valuable tool of analysis.
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(139)

on

context.

as a

participatory

In the Liberian context, issues of cultural and

challenged. Understanding the
becomes
their

a

vital part in

context in which

comprehending who

reHgious identity.

I

adapted

a

participant photographs

The

are

taken

Liberian and how their culture

five of Worth and Adair's

elements for SBMS. The elements
1

is

religious identity have been

shapes

six context

(139-40)

are:

leaming situation ^the way the participant culture conceives
leaming, its place in their value system in general, how they place
leaming photography within their general notion of leaming, and how
they stmcture their own leaming situations in relation to the teaching

.

�

methods.
2.

The choice

3.

The participant 's choice

ofparticipants ^the ways and reasons the research team had
for choosing certain participants and the ways the team devised for
controlling our choices.
�

ofsubjects or themes the kind of subject matter
the research participants thought appropriate to photograph and the kind
of event they felt appropriate to photograph to express an idea or
�

themselves.
4.

perceptual how
they handled the equipment, whether they literally saw comfortably or in
the same way we did when looking through viewfinders or at projected
images.

5.

of the photographing and the community. The research
team's concem would be with analyzing the social controls and freedoms
surrounding photographing and leaming about photography within a
particular culture.

The participant 's method ofworking, both technical and

The interrelation

The second

photographs

�

area

of analysis focused

on

aspects related

to the code

^themselves, their description, and the results

applied to generating
(140).

�

or

producing what we/they would

This researcher formed two

points

call

from this code
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the

�

or

a

pattems that might be
"Liberian

analysis

photograph"

mbric:

1

.

The narrative

symbolic
2.

forms of the

The cultural,
semantic

"

"style of the photographs,

perceptual,

wants to show not how

they ought to

see

in

a

and cognitive restrictions

they see,

cultural

The aforementioned represent the
these elements

are

and

reproducible

in

and stmcture. The focus of the research
a

biological

sense, but what

reminders that all research must be

theyfeel

sense.

key elements

and

influencing either

provide

a

that

shaped this

dissertation. Each of

solid foundation for this dissertation.

Ethical considerations will be the flnal section of this

ethical, and in this

mythic

culture;

syntactic organization

or

related to the

chapter,

which will

serve as

grounded in consistent, reproducible, scientific,

case, in the moral basis

guided by the Holy Spirit for a missiological

context.

Ethical Considerations

Ethics is known to be
maintain

as a

respective
from
in

a

a

standard of beliefs, morals, and

way to preserve the

integrity

and

dignity

informants. Moreover, ethics is often

particularly challenging experiences.

community engaged

professionals
participants
themselves

think

in

that

people

of their research and their

set of peer-developed mles

Those who have the

gleaned

opportunity to participate

in ethical reflection find encouragement from

through issues

watching

the way

of concem in their vocation. This process aids

developing appropriate

accordingly.

a

reasoning

Tom Wheeler

responses to issues of crisis and in

(2002, 70) provides

suggesting:
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a

goveming

comprehensive description

Ethics presupposes a human being's awareness of right and wrong, and
evaluates human conduct as reflective of moral values. More specifically,

discipline, theory, or other system that seeks to provide
moral guidelines by integrating or balancing personal values with
institutional or community obligations. (Tait 2010, 331)
ethics refers to

a

In the field of visual

(Heider 2004);
(J.

Collier

anthropology,

Karl Heider in his research in Indonesia

John Collier in his Native American

1967); Margaret Meade

Jay Ruby in his research looking

photographic interviewing techniques

in her Oceania research

at rural American communities

Worth and John Adair in their collaborative

ethnographic

Native Americans

and

(Worth

and Adair

1974);

an

appendix

in

(Heider 2004, 28-34)

photography, however,
Given the

gives

appears to lack

previous

high commitment

to

attention to six

(2006;
a

see

a

points

The

1)

points

are as

Through Film

an

the researcher

suggested

code of

highlighted

2003). Missionary

formal statement of ethics.

the researcher

are

the medium of film. Heider

strict code of ethics, which is

anthropological study
adopts

developed as

photographers. Acknowledging that the participants
se, these recommendations

on

also Lester and Ross

and because this is

photography,

Sol

Navajo

Anthropological Association's (AAA)

ethics, which he adopts. Photojournalism has
in the work of Paul Martin Lester

film research with

Cultural Anthropology

Seeing Anthropology:

to the American

(1989 &1981);

1999);

others, have championed the need for

strong visual research and ethics, albeit focused largely
devotes

1978& Sullivan

(Mead

for

a

are

that maintains

the AAA code of ethics, but also
ethics for
not

missionary

missionary photographers

strong photo ethics.

follows,

As missionary photographers we will view those
created in the image of God (Gen. 1:27).
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a

we

photograph

as

per

2)

missionary photographers, we seek to understand the culture and
gain the subjects consent before taking photographs. This includes
gathering detailedfield notes and information for photograph captions.

As

'

3)

As

missionary photographers we will appreciate the privilege of being a part
community we are photographing (Gen. 23:1-20).

of the
4)

As missionary photographers we understand we are not paparazzi.
Neither we as photographers nor mission agencies will be allowed to

exploit our photographs ofsubjects. If the photographer cannot show
the photograph to the indigenous community for their approval, it
should not be used.

5)

As

6)

As

missionary photographers

we

will not

manipulate our photographs.

missionary photographers we will allow the love of Christ to define
relationships and our representation of others.

This

point

The

integrity

of the SBMS

participants

have the

right to discontinue the study for medical

should

seem

circumstances; 2) participants

obvious for Christ's followers.

study is

have the

based

right to

on

five

remove

important realities: 1)

photos

or

as

other unforeseen

specified

in the methods

section; 3) participants will be provided copies of the photographs, if requested; 4)

participants

are

informed and consent that

including but not

and data

limited to: the researchers dissertation,

publications, websites, training seminars,
(e.g. interviews, transcripts,
confidential

photographs

and

and

books, journals,

photo exhibits;

private photographs)

gathered will

and

5)

be used,

newspaper

all collected data

will be stored in

a

safe and

a

process. The

manner.

Summary
In this

chapter we have explored photography as

argument is that in order for

one

a

method and

to understand the uses of photography he/she has to look
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at it as

a means

of gaining

SBMS. I concluded this

knowledge.

I have also outlined the four steps that form

chapter with an ethical

103

section that should be

adopted.

PART 2: THE APPLICATION
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CHAPTER FOUR:

SETTING AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Introduction

The first step of any

historical and contextual
examines the rich, but

Sight Beyond My Sight study

analysis

of the

complex history

society

and culture in

To

navigate this richness

and

First is the formation of Liberia and its
how
are

important parts

highlighted as

a

of Liberia's

"snapshot"

complexity,

Liberians share for their

this

history have been largely

to Liberian

post-conflict

This

chapter

the vast

interwoven in its missional

chapter is

of America. Third is the

in-depth

diversity,

divided into four parts.

unique kinship with the United

ethnic, and religious factors that contribute

hopes

are

an

question.

of Liberia. The cultural

amounts of natural resources, and the Christian ethos

identity.

should be

States. Second is

omitted while other aspects

study

identity

of some of the

cultural,

formation. Last

are

the

fiiture.

The Land

Liberia is
square miles

roughly

(1 1 1,370

the size of the state of Ohio,

square

kilometers).

occupying approximately 43,000

Liberia is bordered

by the

Atlantic Ocean

the west. Sierra Leone to the northwest, Guinea due north, and Cote d'lvoire

Coast)

to the east and southeast. Fifteen counties account for the

population,

population

which
is

was

growing

country's

on

(Ivory

total

3,476,608 in 2008 (LISGIS 2009, 4). Current trends indicate the
with

an

estimated

population 3,887,886
105

in 2012.

276,863

Gbarpolu
83,388

�f
J
\

Grand

Cape

Nimba

Mount

Bong

127,076

333,481

462.026

Bomi

84,119

Margibi
209.923

Grand Bassa

221,693

Montserrado

1,118,241

Grand Gedeh

125,258

(

River Cess

i

71,509

Sinoe

102,391

Map

1. Distribution of Population

The country

region,
the

can

by County, Liberia 2008.

be divided into three

topographical regions: 1)

w^hich has about 350 miles of coastline

highlands

in the

point in Liberia,

northeast, which is home

and

3)

the

rolling hills

and

(see Map 4); 2)

the mountainous

to Mount Wuteve

plateau region,

the coastal

(4,528 feet),

the

plains

region

highest

which has rich soil and is

great agricultural land.
The climate is

only two
climate

seasons.

can

between

tropical.

The average temperature is about 82� Fahrenheit, with

During the dry

season,

vary between hot/humid and

April

generally between November and May,

dry/dusty. During

and October, the climate is

generally cool

opening the mornings. Humidity is higher on the
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coastal

the

rainy

season,

and wet with cloud
areas

because of the

or

the

generally
coverings
sea.

Not

uncommon are

torrential rains

rivers in Liberia

serve as

moving

in from the Atlantic Ocean. The

tributaries to the Atlantic Ocean: the

seven

major

Cavalla, the Cestos, the

Lofa, the Mano, the Morro, the St. John, and the St. Paul Rivers.

Figure

17. Two Liberians watch

as a storm

rolls in from the Atlantic Ocean

during the rainy

season.

Photo

by: Gabriel

B. Tait �

Liberia has vast amounts of natural

exports of iron

ore

(China),

world), timber, diamonds,

rubber

and

the second

Much of their economy is based

largest rubber plantation

agricultural products. Many

exploited during their civil war.
in traditional

(from

resources.

To

of these

on

in the

resources were

date, about 70% percent of the population is engaged

agriculture, growing rice, coffee,

2012).
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cocoa, and other crops

(World Relief

The
Liberia has sixteen

occupied the
main

land

prior to

linguistic groups:

the Mande, which is

indigenous

the settlers

the Mel

People

ethnic groups

arriving.

(see Johnson- Sirleaf 2009).

The ethnic groups

spoken by the Mandingo, Vai, Gbandi, Kpelle, Loma, Mende, Gio,
(Kuwaa),

Krahn, and Kru (Lewis 2009). These linguistic groups comprise

population.

Not included in the ethnic breakdown

of descendants of the settlers

recaptured African
African
East

nations).

(Lebanese)

divided uito three

(West Atlantic), which is spoken by the Gola and Kissi;

and Mano; and the Kwa, which includes the Bassa, Belle

of the

are

All

slaves

(e.g.,

(e.g.,

are

an

Dei

(Dey), Grebo,

estimated 95 percent

Americo-Liberians, made

African American former slaves and ACS

liberated Africans

One percent of the

population

and other parts of Africa.

is

or

from

the official

and

neighboring West

comprised of people

English is

108

"Congos"

agents),

up

from the Middle

spoken language.

Map 2. A map of the West Coast of Africa from Sierra Leone to Cape Pahnas, including the colony of Liberia as
developed by Jehudi Ashmun^^ a pastor and the first colonial agent (governor) for the American Colonization Society
in Liberia. (Ashmun 1830)
A Conflicted

Identity

and Missional

On March 12, 1854, the Journal

(ACS) periodical, published an
unknown writer

of Commerce,

History
an

of Liberia

American Colonization

Society

article entitled, "The African America." In the article, the

highlights the growing

influence of the church

colonies, the challenges involved in forming

a

on

the

new

Liberian

viable government with transnational

connections, and the hope that the "American" value systems would be infused into the
cultures of the land. With these observations the writer suggests that.

58 Jehudi Ashmun

England

states,

was an

ordained minister,

particularly Maine, during

slaves to the West Coast of Africa
the American Colonization

the

(Liberia).

early

missionary, seminary professor, and academic administrator

nineteenth century. He

supported theological

His commitment to this cause, earned him

Society (ACS).
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a

education and the

leadership position as

a

in the New

repatriation

of

colonial agent with

photograph of the United States. The hghts are negative: the
forms and outlines are the same, though in miniature. Our churches have
gone there. Earnest unsectarian [sic; non-sectarian] Christianity gives its
free, unshackled lessons there. Our hymns are sung in our own language.
The interest of America in the Liberian colonies has a higher origin than
profit or political influence. She is their motherland. Their civilization is
hers. Their institutions are hers. The still ocean of the tropics reflects to
her a dark-brov^ed image of herself. (African Repository 1854, 157)

Liberia is

a

The land created by the

(Blyden 1854)

oppressive American government,

for former African American slaves,

snapshot of all that America had to
Dalia
used

Scruggs

photographs

highlight,

for its

land. While this
of the

fiirther

created

this

use

by African Americans traveling

the

perceived,

v^as now

look

as

specifically

on

missionaries and settlers in the

at the

photographs

of the government and its

perspectives

of the persons with the

Through this
SBMS

was

symbols;

a new

played

an

important role

in

I

created. As

and the

emphasize

identity from

a

of the

cultural,

since

communicating

the

cameras.

presented in chapter one,

community,

new

by members

snapshot

communication method and the omission of the native

the voices of the local
culture and

have

created

historical

a

ethnic, and religious makeup of modem day Liberians. Moreover,

beginning, photographs

positive

behalf of the ACS, to

photographic metaphor to provide

settlers; the indigenes; the formation

Liberia's

as a

"asylum"

photographic metaphor and how the ACS

observers, their new beginnings

ACS, it does

safe haven and

offer.

investigates

chapter will not

as a

in this

case

Liberians,

missiological context,

nation.
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this dissertation is focused

which

as a

voices,
on

hearing

way to understand their

begins by looking

at the birth of

The
Under the

in

of a "New" Nation

of the American

backdrop

Negro slaves living

Birthplace

Revolutionary war with,

"... two million

America, and about 200,000 free men of color" (Richardson 1959,

17), America's experiment with colonization, repatriation of former slaves, and
resettlement of free African Americans in Africa

Established

began.

as an

and sanctuary for both free and former African American slaves in the

experiment

early nineteenth

century [1828-1847], the modem nation of Liberia was birthed. (July 1968; Yancey 1967,

19-30) However, historical

elements exist that should be

clearer

history.

picture

of Liberia's

American

In the late

eighteenth century the

slavery problem. Ideological

was

the birth of Haiti in

nation;

an

1 808 act

59 James

raised

awareness

have led to the

Youboty,

a

was

not

were

united, but instead had

widening

a

between

polarizing the new nation. Adding to

the United States from

growing number of "free"

Liberian historian reports, that

in the United States to

expedited calls

United States

the tension

1803,^^ the Westem hemisphere's first independent "black"

prohibiting

the need to address the

Slavery

and monetary differences

America's northem and southem states,

investigated in order to gain a

a

similar

possibility.

in the United States to

remove

a

participating

in the slave

slaves in the antebellum South.

12-year slave

The revolt and

revolt in Haiti between French slavemasters and slaves

subsequent hostile

takeover of an

and resettle African Americans in Africa.

Ill

trade; and

oppressed nation

may

5

1846

Sf*^

Silave States

Ha<nt>sliire
Mastachusetts

fork

Michigan

Rhode
Istantt

Free States

P��msytvaisia N�w'��

Ohio

? Slave territories

iHlnoiS

�

i

Free territories

Ll

Other countries

Maryiaad Delaware

Iiidiana

Msssowri

'

.

Compro!i>i<-p

District of

s

36'
North C<�olina
Arkansas
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^*'1>P'
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toiiisiana
Florida
178� 18�0

1821

183? 1846

1858

1861

Slave States
L-

states

Map

3. A breakdown of slave and free states in the United States in 1846

Historian

Leroy Fitts

the African American,

offers tiiis

insight regarding

the obvious effects of slavery

on

positing.

Slavery, a system that was one of the worst forms of human servitude known in
the history of the world wherein blacks were subjected to total dependence, blacks
had to look up to white people as god's in a real sense, and black identity was
formulated through the telescope of the white god's. (Fitts 2006)
Nonetheless, the growing country of America had

a

storm

brewing

African Americans in the North, the slaves in the South, and the
With the
was

rising populations

between the free

ruling parties

of both.

of free African Americans in the North and South uneasiness

present that threatened the cultural hegemony of Whites.

Gayraud Wilmore observes,
such

as

in

"The very existence of a

Charleston, Richmond, and New Orleans, reminded those who were still in

bondage that slavery was not a natural
1790

community of free blacks,

census

and necessary condition"

placed the number of free blacks

in America at

112

(Wilmore 1998, 127).

approximately sixty

A

thousand. By the time of the 1860 census, that number had increased to just under half
a

million.
If the United States

political

parties

as

freedmen

slavery.

were

largely

focused

proposed

solution

Michael Johnson notes, would
or

former slaves deemed

Second to establish

This solution

argued maintaining

a

a

was

serve

were

resolve the

focused

on

How would

agriculture.

industry

one

get all

for the humane treatment of

to colonize Africa

[or the

West

Indies],

two purposes: "First to rid the U.S. of

threat in the southem states to the institution of

U.S. presence in Africa"

sparked fierce

a

on

change their economic systems

to agree to

African Americans? One

which,

going to remain viable the country had to

and economic tensions between northem states that

and southem states, which
the

was

(Johnson 2002, 13).

debate in the United States.

Proponents of slavery

slavocracy had economic, religious, historical,

and social benefits.

Slave labor and the cash crops of cotton, rice, and tobacco combined to be the

agricultural^^ engine of the South. The advent of the cotton gin created the need for a
larger workforce
economic

nation,

and

forth

impact would greatly

many

plantation

the other hand, took
Dr. Samuel

voice

brought

a

Hopkins,

owners

radically
a

an

industrial boom. If slaves

asserted. Some in the
different

former slave

"educating

"black

owner

emigration"

were

the

highest producers

growing

position on the
in Rhode

on

institution of slavery. Reverend

Island, had become

a

prominent

address the "immoral" institution.

sending

by

them back to Africa "as

of cotton, rice, tobacco, and food
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growing

abolitionist movement,

to Africa around 1759. He believed

free African Americans" and then

60 Southem states

released, the

influence the economies of each state and the

against slavery, asserting that America had to

Hopkins suggested a

were

produce.

missionaries," they would be prepared to
their

agricultural, mechanical

"remuneration

was

African Americans
for slave

owners

and commercial skills

due Africa"
were

establish settlements where

could

they

(LaTrobe 1880, 1). Hopkins

(Wihnore 1998, 127).

experiencing through slavery,

Because of all the

The

held that,

hardship

he felt that the act

to allow their slaves to return to their motherland.

use

was

justifiable

plan was

not

immediately adopted.
In

1815, African American Quaker, businessman and mariner Paul

Massachusetts, realized Hopkins' "back to Afiica" dream, albeit
Cuffe

62

was

of the mindset that

they would gain the

way

having African Americans

on a

Cuffe,^^

small scale to

return to Africa was the

full benefits of citizenship. Familiar with

of

begin.

only

political, economic,

cultural, and geographical terrains of the abolitionist movement, the British government,
American statesmen, and African American

navigate the various

interests to lead

from Boston to the British

instrumental in

persuading

slavery debate that

a

territory
a

an

communities, Cuffe

and

of Sierra Leone. Cuffe's

prominent group

of white

"back to Africa" movement

able to

was a

reverse

men on

viable

Atlantic

opposite

crossing was

sides of the

option.

Society (ACS)

1816, just months after Paul Cuffe's death, clergy, political leaders,

philanthropists gathered to
61 Numerous

successfiilly

expedition of nearly forty African Americans

The American Colonization

In December

was

spellings

further discuss the issue of what to do with the free

of Paul Cuffe exist

(see Cuffee).

For this dissertation I will

use

Cuffe

as

indicated in Sheldon H.

Harris, Paul Cuffe: Black America and the African Return. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972.

62 This idea is ironic

during

this

era.

Questions

considering

should be asked

Cuffe himself was considered

regarding

one

of the

more

successful AfHcan American businessmen

the true motives of Cuffe and the "back to Africa" movement.
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African Americans.

recent journeys to the West Coast of Afiica as a

Using Cuffe's

/TO

model for the transatlantic

endeavor, prominent leaders

Speaker

position taken by Henry Clay,^"^ then

Africa. The

transporting African Americans to

debated the merit of

of the House of Representatives, summarizes the dual "benefits" of such

a

task:

Colonization held out the

promise of ridding 'our country of a useless and
pernicious,
dangerous portion of its population': free blacks.
Furthermore, once jettisoned to Africa, this same group could be
instrumental in spreading 'the arts of civilized life and the possible
redemption from ignorance and barbarism of benighted portions of the
globe.' (Clegg 2004, 30)
if not

After much

a

spirited debate.

Color of the United States,

Washington,

The American
or

D.C. The ACS

ACS,

was

was

billed

Society for Colonizing the Free People

established
as a

on

political

December 21, 1816, in

and humanitarian response to the

growing population

of free African Americans in the South

Revolutionary War.

Dissenters like Richard Allen and the

Methodist

Church denomination in

Episcopal

of

following the American

newly formed African

Philadelphia were

staunch opponents of the

ACS.

Shortly

after the formation of the ACS, the

the United States
because of a
most were

Congress. Joseph Wold suggests,

bloody

plantation

63 A few of the

Key,

John

uprising

owners

early members

(1831, 1844)

for the

the Democratic

Presidency

Virginia.

He

were

Henry Clay,

and Daniel Webster.

as a

the

Many

Speaker of the
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$100,000

Robert

of these

and

from

adds, "Among those who contributed

Finley,

a

slave revolt"

(Wold 1968,

James Monroe Andrew Jackson, Francis Scott

prominent men

owned slaves.

United States House of Representatives, Senator, and

Republican; National Republican;

of the United States.

secured

the cash may have been accelerated

who had the most to lose from

Henry Clay (1777-1852) served

representing

in

of the ACS

Randolph, Bushrod Washington,

64

of State

slave

organization

Whig political parties.

He

Secretary

unsuccessfiilly campaigned

19). Regardless of the
of "colonizing
Africa"

exact reason for the money, it

helped advance the ACS

(with their consent) the free people of color, residing

in

our

mission

country, in

(ACS 1818).

Sailing For Africa
By the first quarter^^
Elizabeth for the British

of 1820,

eighty-plus^^ men and women were boarding the

colony of Sherbo

Leone. The African Americans

were

Island just off the coast of present-day Sierra

given the assignment by the ACS,

of United States President James Monroe's
serve as

glance

administration,

to establish

with the support
a

colony and to

agents in the "civilizing" of local inhabitants. Henry Clay provides

at the settlers'

an

historic

assignment, passionately asserting,

missionary going forth with his credentials
holy
Religion and free Institutions, and the
colonies which we will establish, will be so many points, from which the
beams of Christianity and Civilization will radiate on all that black empire
of ignorance and sin. (Clay 1827, 22)
Every emigrant to
in the

cause

Clay's encouragement

Africa is

a

of Civilization and

and mobilization of African Americans to their dual purposes

missionaries and settlers demonstrates the mixed
The joumey

was

departure the

open

arms.

The joy of making it back to the land of their

of the United States charter

LaTrobe in his address before the American Colonization

great-great-great-great granddaughter

persons. For this

study

I

of two of the

eighty-eight persons

am not so

men on

were on

ship Elizabeth

Society notes,

Liberian President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf in her memoirs draws

66 Some documents note

of the ACS.

about six weeks. When the settlers arrived in Africa the other

emigrants greeted them with

65 The exact date of the

agenda

as

the

us

".

closer to

ship

notes a

the Elizabeth, first

much concemed with the

.

.

a

from New York Harbor is not clear. John H.B.

the first

expedition
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ship Elizabeth,

depart date noting January

departure

ship

to

was

1 820."

1820. While Helene

Cooper,

date of February 6, 1820.

AfHca, while others

specificity of the numbers,

of purpose.

in the

as

1

am

note

there

were

eighty-six

with the intent of the settlers and

sense

forefathers

quickly turned into

sorrow as

fever, and other tropical diseases
historian says that

in the

during the rainy

crew

wave

of ACS

mosquito

season

challenging start, obviously America's
The second

many died jfrom

their

infested coastal environment. One

assignment was

colonization

representatives proved

more

on

to the "heathen and

Leone after

a

1821. Their

January 23,

savages"

and other African Americans

assignment was

fellow ministers Collin

Cape Montserado

crew

settled in

long by 40 miles wide

from

a

for three hundred dollars and
67 Lott

Carey

lead others.
rear

During

a

Bassa

He then

person with Christian

his formative years,

1813,

as an

adult

as a

Carey

accepted his calling to ministry,

motivating

factors that

inspired

grandmother's conversations
68

Many

were

refused

accounts

his

with

and

passion

him,

settling

League, Joseph Langford,

as

and

"Grain Coast"

Cape Mesurado (sometimes

Monrovia, and purchased

to

strip of land

140 miles

including "muskets, gunpowder, nails,

City County, Virginia,

convictions,

slave he lived

a

about

m a

saved $850 from

signed up

thirty miles

from Richmond.

small

selling

for the ACS.

his ancestral

family (grandmother, father, mother).

tobacco and

purchased

Carey's deeply rooted

people. Carey

had

a

faith and

paid
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the full amount

grandmotiier helped

compassion for his

personal conviction, probably
Way"

ability to

encouraged Carey

freedom for himself and his

two

to

children.

ancestors were

based

on

his

of life.

suggest that King Peter was coerced into selling the land after having
was never

His

about her life in Afiica and

lead his fellow descendants in Africa to "The

head and threatened his life. Accounts also suggest he

Carey epitomized

former slave, historic roots to the continent of African, and the

Carey's grandmother shared stories

to serve

a

chief. King Peter [a name given to him by Europeans]

former slave in Charles

was a

Ocean known

collection of goods

a

him while his parents worked the fields.

return and serve. In

"but

the coast of Sierra

Montserrado) (Reef 2002, 24).

or

Eventually the

the desired ACS agent:

on

newly formed church continued their joumey south along the

arriving on a finger of land in the Atlantic
called

to carry their "Christian" beliefs

forty-four day joumey across the Atlantic Ocean,

members of their

for Sierra Leone, aboard

in this distant land. The team arrived

rights" (Wold 1968, 19). Carey,

Despite the

fruitful than the first. This

seeking hope in the new land, departed from Richmond, Virginia,
the Nautilus,

death trap.

a

experiment was well under way.

representatives, the Reverend Lott Carey^^,

of ACS

malaria, dysentery, yellow

an

ACS agent put

(Johnson-Sirleaf 2009,

Levitt

a

gun to his

2005)

beads, tobacco, shoes,
small

soap, and mm"

(Johnson-Sirleaf 2009, 4).

strip^^ Providence Island as a tribute to

Figure 18. Providence Island near Monrovia ca. 1880s.
Society (Courtesy of the Library of Congress archives)

On

where

April 25, 1822,

the settlers held

they raised the American flag,

city "Christopolis," meaning
named it Providence

69 The settlers

Harper

came to

a

by: Unidentified photographer /American

formal ceremony

named the country

City

of Christ.

colony

Island before

Colonization

along the Mesurado

River

Liberia, for liberty, and named the

They had already established a church and
"The stone the builders

purchasing the

and renamed the settlement Monrovia.
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a

fulfilling his promise" (fig. 17).

(Psalm 1 18:22). By 1832,

occupied Providence

the

Photo

Baptist Church proclaiming,

become the comerstone"

General

the

"God

The settlers named

rejected has

the ACS resettled 796
main land

(Christopolis)

from

emigrants

King

to

Peter. United States

Liberia and the

Maryland auxiliary

Commonwealth of Kentucky

emigrants

who settled

a

of the ACS sent another 146

(Barnes 2004, 5).

The

home state, sent hundreds of

auxiliary of the ACS, Clay's

community bearing the name Clay Ashland,

after

Henry Clay

and his Ashland Estate

near

Map 4. Many emigrants sailed

from various states in the United States to Liberia. The Commonwealth of Kentucky

Lexington.

was one.

Americo-Liberian Alexander Crummell, referred to

missiologists

as

the

"Civilizing Missionary"

his twenty years in Liberia
in

excess

as a

their African

and the "Father of Black

missionary, educator, scholar,

of 14,000 African Americans

nineteenth and

heeding

early twentieth centuries. Many

identity,

by historians

while for others

and

and

Missions,"^^ during

lecturer,

once

observed

the call to missions in Africa in the late
settlers

emigrated

as a

they were leaving America

quest

to reclaim

for the "better" lands

of Africa.

70 Wilson Jeremiah Moses coins this term for Crummell because of Crummell' s

civilization, which he believed to be the best

ever

to exist in the world. As a

missionary

to

deep

virtues of Westem culture and civilization to the "heathen" inhabitants of the continent. Richard

dissertation,

"The Black Manifest

Destiny

as

motivation for mission

during
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the

golden

love for Westem culture and

Liberia, Cmmmell tried

to

export the

Gray makes this point

age of Black Nationalism."

in his

These events
and

highlight that a new era of Afiican American missionary expansion

development was taking form in Africa.

What was unknown

was

the role the settlers'

history would play in their interactions with the indigenes.
Lost
To this

in the United

point,

we

briefly have explored

States, such

concerning what to

History

as

debates

some

population,

organization that would establish a colony in Afiica.

(native)

Liberian

Joseph Saye

early settlers,

written

What

the

reasons:

of its

that

slavery created

slavocracy,

issues

development of an

we

settling,

have not examined is the
the rich

lost with the arrival of settlers"

history of the

(Kulah 2010, 66).

Guannu does not put the blame for this omission

of Grain Coast

systematic

solely on

concems

history being

lost. He attributes the loss to the

among the

indigenous populations, scarcity

high illiteracy rates

of

records, parochialism and distortion of Liberian history by Liberians, competition

and exclusion of vital

records

prior to

and the

but rather suggests the existence of more

contributing to parts

following

the "Grain Coast

people that was

Historian
the

on

challenges

regarding the maintenance

do with the free slave

impact on those living

of the

were

lost

comprehensive
understand

...

history

from Liberian

scholars, and

numerous

(Guannu 2000, 166-179). Jeremy Levitt rightly

examination of Liberian

the root

causes

history is

a

necessary

of conflict in states marred

civil crises where

advises that, "a

prerequisite

by deep-seated

ethnopolitical conflict" (Levitt 2005, 9-10). Although this study does
years of civil conflict in

Liberian

history

is

to

genuinely

intemal

not focus

on

the

Liberia, Levitt's admonition regarding the need to understand

absolutely

critical for the SBMS

factors that contributed to the Liberian civil

war
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methodology.

later in this

I will outline

chapter.

a

few

key

The Grain Coast
I

approach this

the settlers

SBMS is

regard,

an

people through the photographs

Before Liberia

established

was

interactions existed between the
were

largely tribal (i.e., ethnic)

century French incursions

Pedro de Sintra arrived

and stories

indigenes

taking place

large

spices (Dunn, Beyan

River"

Cape

Palmas

�

in

The

English arrived

made in 1461, when

and Burrowes

local

Portuguese explorer

tradition, Sintra named the

(especially melegueta
was a

on

either side of the Cestos

exporting slaves, gold,

and rice. The

the Grain Coast with the Dutch in the late

periods

in the

eighteenth

century. Wold observes, "The trade in human beings and accompanying tribal

population

(Wold 1968, 16).

.

.

.

(Cess)

2013).

sixteenth century, and the French and Swedes at different

devastated the

part of

Africa, extending approximately from Cape

in the fifteenth century
on

though most

2001). The Grain Coast,

�

West African slave trade continued

By the late fourteenth

amount of grains, peppers

Online

extensive contact and

the west coast of Africa,

present-day Liberia

(Encyclopedia Britannica

share.

resources.

Cape Mesurado. According to

on

and yet to be

the coast and the interior. These contacts

on

was

the "westem coast of the Gulf of Guinea, in

Mesurado to

they

independent nation,

on

the arrival of

to discover the lost narratives of the

and about land and

were

land the "Grain Coast" for its
and

attempt

as an

scholars agree the first sustained contact

pepper),

prior to

understanding that much of Liberia's history is incomplete

rediscovered. In this
Liberian

brief historical account of the Grain Coast

[and the] country remains

The next cross-cultural interactions

under

on

arrival of free slaves from the United States around 1 820.
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wars

populated even today"

the Grain Coast would be the

The

the free slaves from America arrived

relationships between insiders
encounters with these

were

"Liberty"

learned that

was

complex.

As

navigating these complex
Throughout the

and outsiders would be difficult.
different outsiders existed

culturally

the wishes of the local

they

early outsiders

and the

relationship between the indigenes

community considered in the

one

commonality

�

seldom

formation of this land of

in Liberia.
The

On

Founding

July 26, 1847, twenty-six years

of Liberia

after the first African American settlers

arrived, Liberia declared herself an independent republic. Assembled in Providence

Baptist Church,

the comerstone of the nation, eleven men, all

American settlers,
Liberia
seek

was now

signed Liberia's

Africa's earliest

independence?

beacon of hope,

How

as was

Hillary League,
important insights

was a

hoped,

professing

first constitution and declaration of independence.

independent nation.

But what moved the settlers to

government established? Would Liberia

on

Christians and

serve as

the so-called dark continent?

who drafted the Liberian Declaration of Independence,

into these

provides

questions, asserting:

We, the people of the Republic of Liberia,

were

originally inhabitants

of

the United States of North America.

parts of that country we were debarred by law from all rights and
privileges of man in other parts, public sentiment, more powerful than
law, frowned us down.
In

some

-

�

We

were

excluded from all

participation

�

We

were

taxed without

consent.

�

We

were

which

the

our

in the government.

to contribute to the resources of

compelled
gave us no protection.
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a

country

We

�

were

made

every
from other

before

a

separate and distinct class, and against us

of improvement

effectively closed. Strangers
lands, of a color different from ours, were preferred

avenue

was

us.

We uttered

complaints, but they were unattended to, or
only met by alleging the peculiar institutions (e.g., [slavery])

�

our

of

the country.
All

hope of a favorable change in our country was thus wholly
extinguished in our bosoms, and we looked with anxiety for some asylum
from the deep degradation.
The native African

bowing

down with

us

before the altar of the

living God,

declares that from us, feeble as we are, the light of Christianity has gone
forth, while upon that curse of curses, the slave trade, a deadly blight has

fallen,

as

far

as our

influence extends.

(Teague 1847)

These excerpts from the Declaration of Independence
nineteenth century African American settlers

equality with their search
purposes

Westem

were

was

the divine

civilization,

for

land

they

trying

were

indication of how

to reconcile their desire for

could call home. Interwoven with these

redemptive mission for them

commerce, and

some

to leam and share the best of

African- Americans,

Christianity.

as

missionaries,

to take these ideals back to their "native" Africa.

In

spite

of this

reality,

African countries to have

Ethiopia). Stephen Ellis
ACS

a

provide

history

country, and

is the
to

Liberians celebrate the fact that

never

been mled

observes Liberia

history most people

deny this

by

was

have

a

they

are one

colonial government

colonized in

come

a

(S.

other

different sense,

to associate

denies the realities of the land

(the

of two

as

the

asserting

beginning

Ellis 201 1,

being
that

of the

18).

The Government
The Liberian constitution, government, and
United States,

bringing to

flag

were

all fashioned after the

fiiiition the ACS vision that the country would be
123

an

American

model for all of Afiica to
lasted

over

Britain

Liberia's
settled

Figure

and then

19. The Liberian national

a

democracy,

was

established that

independent country, recognized first by

the United States did not

acknowledge

the

not raised until

August 24

white horizontal

and the ACS.

flag.

adopted during

signing

flag was

white star

of the

the blood that

fidelity;"

same

Liberia

day the
was

on

year. The

stripes representing the

depicts
one

modeled

the American

of the Declaration of Independence

of independence. The blue field

and

an

not

independence until Lincoln recognized it in 1864, despite the country being

by African Americans

that

oligarchy,

by France. Ironically,

The Liberian national

hope

An

By 1856, Liberia was

130 years.

(1848)

replicate.

as

eleven

symbolizes

the first

flag

flag (fig. 1 8),

on

was

it

was

July 26, 1847;

features eleven

signers

and

altemating

red and

of the constitution and declaration

the continent of Africa; the

"independent republic"

five-pointed

in Africa and

as a

symbol

of

entire continent will consist of republics; the red color represents

and will be shed in defense of the country; the blue represents "valor

and the white represents

"peace

and
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purity." Although

these

representations

are

uniquely Liberian,

national

the "Lone Star"

flag (Guannu 2000,

(fig. 19)

the United States. The seal features

for

a

plow

and

development;

peace; the

ship

a

spade

calling was

sun, which

Here"

fulfilled

Adapted

a

was

also modeled from individual state seals in

palm tree representing the natural resources
resources

would be

of the

exploited and used

scroll that communicates to the world the message of

represents the birth of an independent Africa;
came

to the

new

(Guannu 2000, 8-10).

by their arrival

the settlers' missional

71

a

that represents how the settlers

Liberty Brought Us

derivative of the United States

that illustrate how these

dove with

emerging

a

8-10)7^

The Liberia national seal

country,

flag was

on

the

new

land; and the

wishes, dreams, and hopes would

from Guannu text.
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sailing

motto "The Love of

The settlers' beheved their

land. Liberia

a

providential

presented the reality that

come

to pass.

20. The national seal of Liberia.

Figure

The main settlement at

Cape Mesurado would become the capitol city and was

renamed Monrovia after the fifth U.S.
member of the ACS

given names
as

(Duim-Marcos,

President,

et al.

James

Monroe, who

2005). Other settlement

was a

prominent

communities

were

associated with towns and prominent personalities in the United States, such

(James) Buchanan, Bushrod Island (the nephew of George Washington), Virginia,

Maryland, New Georgia,
also

imported the

assert their status

Figure

White

southem

(fig.

Plains, and Clay Ashland (after Henry Clay). The settlers

plantation style

architecture of "The

Big House"

as a

way to

20).^^

Monrovia, Liberia ca. 1895. Photo by: Unidentified photographer
Society. (Courtesy of the Library of Congress archives)

21. Residence of Mr. Carl Schultze,

/American Colonization

72 See

imported

(Belcher,

Holsoe and Herman

1988) for an

accoimt of the various

from the United States.
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styles of plantation

architecture the slaves

Issues of Identity in Liberia

Examining Liberia's history we

decipher the
Christian

issues of identity. Liberia is considered

principles,

secular tone. Paul

2001),

addressing

the country has since

Collier,

group, ethnic group,
Moene

see numerous

or

and this

et

changed its

constitution to reflect

group, than with the nation"

certainly be

seen

issues of religious and ethnic

problematic

in the Liberian context As

and contentious fields within recent

that I find

on

a more

particularly

(Collier, Honohan and

identity was imperative

It is not my intention to go into great detail

approaches

trying to

Christian nation. Founded

SBMS method in this context. Ted Lewellen has stated
most

arise when

al., suggests, "people identify more strongly with their kin

religious
can

a

complexities

on

salient in

this

for

a

result,

investigating the

that, "Identity has been

one

of the

anthropology" (Lewellen 2002, 90).

topic here,

but rather to

understanding religious

highlight

and ethnic

identity

in

Liberia.
The

anthropologist Richard Robbins

something that,
in

a

general

"we

sense, it

are

not bom with"

can

be

argued that

assume

as a

family, kinship

discovered that, in

that social relations exist

product (even

a

b3^roduct)

prior to

some

Michael

is

a

learned process, it is

While I agree with Robbins

each person does have

religious community. Along these lines,

"Anthropologists have

identity

(Robbins 2009, 216).

identities due to their affiliation with their
and/or

argues that

an

group,

immediate

identity

clan, ethnic

group,

Rynkiewich states,

societies, perhaps the majority, people

the person and thus persons

of social relations"
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or

are

constmcted later

(Rynkiewich 201 1, 67).

Liberian
As noted

formation,
both

a

which

above,

of the

one

be found in

can

2002). Geertz,

in his

on

now

key arenas

religious

basis of association and

depends largely

Religious Beliefs

an

and

of social

Identity

relations, and thus identity

communities. McGuire asserts that "one's

expression of shared meanings,

the social support of a

importance

of

community of believers" (McGuire

classic definition of religion,

system of symbols which

the

religion is

sees

it as,

powerful, pervasive, and
long-lasting
by 3) formulating conceptions
of a general order of existence and 4) clothing these conceptions with such
an aura of factuality that 5) the moods and motivations seem uniquely
realistic. (Geertz 1973, 90)
1)

a

acts to

2)

moods and motivations in

This definition offers
cultural system,

"conceptions

a

of a

members of the

an

other

general

order of existence" that

community.

it from other

religions,

secular

In this way

inconsistency

religious

Traditional
1%

were

and

experienced

religious community

can

develop

as

"real"

an

as

by

identity

well

as

non-religious communities (e.g., denominations,

Religious

religious

of the numbers. For

a

and

a

society).

concrete

Powoe notes that in

a

are seen

religion as

to formulate

other, similar communities (e.g., denominations),

General

Finding

framework from which to understand

system in which symbols and symbolic actions help

that may connect it with

distinguish

interpretive

establish

men

2000

affiliation data for Liberia is difficult due to the

example,

religious

Religions (ATR)

Information for Liberia

with A.D. 2000 &

Beyond Movement, Henry

affiliation survey of the Liberia

led with 43%,

Christianity

"other."
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had

population,

African

40%, Islam had 16%, and

ReKgions

in

Liberia^''

African Traditional

Percentage of Population
43%

Religion

Christian

40%

Muslim

16%

Others
Table 3.

Henry

Powoe data

1%

giving

David Barrett's research
that

a

breakdown of Liberian

religious

correlates w^ith these

(Barrett 2001) closely

ethno-religionists (traditional religions) again

approximately
miUion

1.4 million

or

However, according to
2009, there

were

or

Liberian 2008

affiliations

This would make Liberia

primarily

5 1 ,000

and socio-economic

they believe

addressing religion

the survey

if they

perceive that the

73 Data is

adapted

from

a

survey

people who

roughly about
exist

plausible explanations

due to the self-identification of the

the surveyor what

identified

as

to

as

census

status)

non-religious.

Census

completed by Hemy

published in

population

can

do not

identify with

why there

is this

tell the

Christian.

data in relation to certain issues

be

inherently unreliable,
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census

example,

taker that

Thirdly, the design

Powoe of the A.D. 2000 &

a

discrepancy

participants. Secondly, participants

participant may
a

and

93% Christian.

the surveyor wants to hear. For

surveyor is

1.25

represented were: 400,000 Muslims;

between the first two studies and the third. First,

(e.g. religion, ethnicity,

or

approximately

or

Population and Housing

26,000 traditional/other religions; and nearly

I believe several

42.9%,

3 million Christians in the 3.5 million Liberian

(LISGIS 2009, 5). Other reHgious

particular religion.

numbers, finding

approximately 500,000 adherents;

approximately 50,000 persons,

a

nearly

led the way with

adherents; Christianity with 39.3%,

adherents; Muslims with 16%,

approximately 1.5%,

affiliations.

when

they

of the

Beyond Movement,

may tell

Liberia.

are

census

Christian,
survey

may not present the

options

participant would like to

that the survey

verifiable controls may not be built into the

census

choose.

Thus,

study.

Repubfc of Liberia
2008
Table 4.3:

Distribution of Population

Population

and

by Reiigious Affltiation, Age

Housing Census

and Sex, Liberia 200S

Reiigious

Age/Sex
Christian

Musiim

Traditional

Affiliation

Other

Religion

No

Religion

Total

Both Sexes
00-04

458,879

63,762

2,162

me

9,066

054B

432.121

60,555

1,891

499

6.865

501.931

10-14

388.771

45,374

1,612

451

4,458

42%mB

15-19

324.823

44.649

1.488

431

4,304

375.695

20-24

295.033

41.508

1.443

622

4,324

342.930

25-29

246.747

39.126

1.428

541

4.016

291,858

30-34

1^.818

2S,003

1,250

398

3.363

219,632

35-39

172.478

26,351

1,314

406

2.987

2�S,536

40-44

132,727

19,089

1,177

^

2375

155,737

45-49

100JS13

14.834

1,061

316

1,983

118.807

50-54

70.CW6

10,356

679

193

1,446

82.940

55-59

47.608

7,055

6�

133

995

56.,460

60-S4

43,5K

7,153

819

127

1.139

52.830

65-69

32,657

5,366

729

116

939

39.807

70-74

20,954

3,477

527

66

722

25,746

75-79

18,519

3,0M

649

66

5S9

22,913

80-84

3.5�

1.621

391

26

400

12,C�7

85+

13.9(K5

2,326

645

60

707

17.S^

2,975.575

424,685

20,134

5,426

50,688

3.476.608

Total

Table 4.Distribution of populations

Raj Bhopal,
data from different

Bruce

by religious affiliations,

age and sex, Liberians 2008.

Fetter, and Nannette Hardy approach the reading of census
but encourage researchers to understand the

disciplines,

methodological design

and cultural context of census administrators

1987, Hardy 1978). Fetter, looking through

a

reconstructing political history

believe it

all, but you ignore it
Influences

John Mbiti
its

own

on

Liberian

rightly notes,

religious system

with

a

from colonial African

from the memoirs of a dishonest

at your

(Bhopal 2002,

Fetter

colonial lens in Africa, notes,

"Methodologically, reconstructing population history
like

534,475

censuses

politician:

is

you can't

peril" (Fetter 1987, 83).

Religious Identity A

"Africans

are

Understanding

notoriously religious,

set of beliefs and
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Holistic

and each

people

practices" (Mbiti 1989, 1). Liberia,

has

like

most of Africa, is

a

reservoir for diverse cultural

symbols.

These

generally

constructed v^ithin

Non-Westem
non- Westem

expressions

approaches

to

and

a

expressions

of faith and

religion,

Matt

remarks that

a

Zahniser, contrastuig

holistic nature is

religious experience (Zahniser 1997, 2). By this

all dimensions of their individual and collective lives v^ith

he

means

v^orship,

have

another and in the

clearly

are

of what

religious significance

produced a sense

stmggles

disciplers neglect sjmibols

of belonging and

providential nature

only temporary,

a

we

(2).

Westem and

they consecrate

rites of passage,
events

ceremonies,

most

Through the

of God.

waiting to

fasts,

(2).

people

This is in part because their trials

comfort, that is "communitas," with

because God is

shows this in the church in

do"

and

are

prevalent in the

festivals, healing ceremonies, rites of reconciliation, and other communal

will miss the

and

symbols give meaning to their practitioners

larger community.

Zahniser states, "If we Westem

religious

one

AfHcans' lenses, their

liberate them. Olu

Menjay

Liberia, noting:

Shared

experiences of hunger, unemployment, fear, disease, anxiety,
homelessness, and other forms of human suffering during this unstable
time among Liberian Christians guide the Christian church worship to
what M. L. Daneel calls "spontaneous contextualization." (Menjay 2005,
206)
Rehgion
An examination of Liberian
members of one ethnic group may
but other

religions

Christian, Muslim,

(ATR).

In other

Mandingo

as

or

cases

well. For

Ethnicity

religious communities

belong not only to

example members

practitioners
ethnicity

and

and

and Via ethnic groups

shows that in

some cases

different Christian denominations,

of the Bassa ethnic group may be

of one of the many African Traditional

religion

are

do

strongly coincide;

members of the

overwhelmingly Muslim, though
131

Religions

even

in these

cases

there may be different

communities that

religious (i.e., Muslim)

distinguish themselves

from the others.
Two other types of communities in Liberia with strong

the traditional educational societies referred to

(for young men) (S.
These

Ellis 2006,

schools,

220-266).

are

(for young women) and Poro

Robin Dunn-Marcos notes,

often referred to

are

the Sande

as

affiliations

religious

as

bush schools because

they convene

in the forest and teach the initiates the ftindamentals of traditional culture.

everything from pottery making and basket weaving to the
agriculture, religion, politics, and the art of warfare.
(Dunn-Marcos, et al. 2005, 39)
Students leam

basics of traditional

The

focus of these societies tends to be

religious

practitioners

have

believed to be

a

great

rooting

awareness

look toward their ancestors in the
"African

the ancestors.

By their character

visible and invisible worlds"
The above

provides

spirit world

a

and

even

for

Shaw and Tienou 1999, 17ff).

guidance

Poro and Sande fall

clearer lens from which to
context. Since

people

of the

are

a

clan and the

same

religious expression varies

religion, important to try

experiences,

as

well

participants

photographs with the researcher

in order to

to take and discuss the

gain an understanding

expression of identity.
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meaning

of the role

so

is to

as

understood at the local, micro level. Thus, the

that SBMS be used to empower

in the formation and

in

concems

study religious identity in the

understand how the holistic nature of religious beliefs and

plays

under] deeply

(Magesa 1997, 77).

among

social and cultural situations,

They

Luarenti

and direction.

attributes, they link the individuals

African, and more specifically, Liberian

greatly within Africa,

(Hiebert,

Religion [which the

Magesa notes,

animistic in nature. These

"supematural heavenly realities, which are

of the

in faith not facts"

more

their

goal

of the

religion

is

Ethnic
An

identity crisis

exists in Liberia due in

groups that make up the country

George

Hicks' observation

in the modem v^orld"

identity"

is

one

of a

situations"

small

an

(Royce 1982, 1).

measure

This

to

the different ethnic

gives

credence to

important and perplexing phenomenon

1977, 1). Anya Royce suggests that "ethnic
available to

individuals,

ignored in accordance v^ith the

related to ethnic tensions in
culture and

and Leis

plethora of identities
or

no

(Dolo 2007, Menjay 2009).

that, "Ethnicity is

(Hicks

displayed, manipulated,

Identity

and "it is

developed,

demands of particular

This section examines several historical and current issues

Liberia, w^hich influence

identity. Stanley J.

many, if not

all, aspects of Liberian

Tambiah notes.

Ethnic

identity above all is a collective identity: v^e are self-proclaimed
Sinhalese, Malays, Ibos, Thais and so on. It is a self-conscious and
vocalized identity that substantializes and naturalizes one or more
attributes-the usual ones being skin color, language, religion, and
territorial occupation-and attaches them to collectivities as their innate
possession and their mytho-historical legacy. (Tambiah 1989, 335)
Given

this,

we can see

that ethnic

understand the voices of the

plays

in their

identity matters (Ybarrola 2009).

people

becomes

one

identity.
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In Liberia

way to understand the role

trying to

ethnicity

SIFRRA

^)

LEONE

X

Y

}
�

BELLE
GOLA

MANO

KPELLE
MANDINGO

.

VAI

GiO

<

SVORY COAST

BASSA

Mixed

hmi;uagc

groups

KRAHN

s>

Language Groups
KRU

[77]

i\ki

GREBO

Ethnic Groups
BASSA

Map

5. Distributions of Major Liberian Ethnic and

Two main

perspectives

Language Groups (Levitt 2005, ix)

exist when

attempting to understanding

ethnic tension in

Liberia. The first is that ethnic tensions have subsided and Liberia is well
back

that

economically, partnering with

eighty-five

a

is, of course,

not

her way

considering

percent^"* of the country is still without electricity and nearly ninety

percent without running
remains

local churches. This

on

water

(Menjay 2005, 203).

With few

advances, the infrastructure

bone of contention between the government and residents in the urban centers.

74 This data has

changed,

but

no

concrete

percentage is known of how much of the country has electricity available.
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The second
Dennis 2008,

perspective

is that "Liberia is

117). Dennis makes this assertion based

Liberians hate the African-Liberians for their

they

could

economic power

This

no

during the

crisis,

because Liberia

were

as

was

a

Christian and

Americo-Liberian
etic

some

living

nature of identity in

provide useful

a

Liberia; he is the

lost

political

of the

political dynamics

to the current

a

influence of slavocracy,

question this

ideals of freedom and

an

and

son

is in part

Dennis himself is

of a Liberian

emic

perspective

shaped the country.

settlers, and has been

a

into

But Dennis

self-identified

Therefore, he also has

and inner

workings

at least the etic and emic

paradigm

and the

were

people" being

of a "conflicted

phenomenon" (3).

system where "whites

democracy

or

notion of a "conflicted

"racism group
a

never

an

of some of

identity and tensions.

to Liberia's current state. Dennis' foundational

rooted in what he calls

that

challenges

identity (Walls 2003, xviii),

lenses to

"If

chief of the Mende ethnic group, and notes that he is

(9). His observations provide

(or outsider's) perspective

This double

(1 17). He continues,

by a conflicted people" (9).

in the United States since the 1950s.

the issues related to ethnic

"Americo-

The end of Americo-Liberian rule

direct descendent of early

a

and

civil crisis express similar sentiments.

diplomat with hereditary roots to

is also

lost'..."

equal" (1 17). Many Liberians who

established and "ruled

"a native/African-Liberian"

(Dennis

perception that

presented by sociologist and anthropologist Dennis,

stranger to the complex

Liberian culture and

his

on

'paradise

regain the upper hand, they would.

meant African-Liberians

divided than ever"

more

This
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contributors

people"

phenomenon

faced with

profit of slavery" (3)

perspectives,

.

a

is

asserts

the

conflict between their

This

ideological

and

philosophical system influenced the ways the

settlers did

and understood the cultural context with which
Liberia is

classic

example

of the

missions, governed the people,

they interacted in Liberia.

effect(s)

Dennis notes:

of racism and its

perpetuation.
Negroes
thought they were free.
Instead as Americo-Liberians, they remained captive to the effect(s) of
slavery and racism. In their longing for success and status, they "rose" by
exploiting the natives and justifying it on the basis of cultural inferiority.
In an all-black nation, culture superseded race. (Dennis and Dennis 2008,
3)
a

The Free

This is

a

critical

and freed slaves who went there

point to understand Dennis'

greatly influenced by the radicalized
rightly

informs

us

that

"Concepts

they inform people's

actions:

'biological' reality

not"

or

.

.

.

This

can

exists

initially justified by the

given

credence when

"Social interest in
fact of their social

perspective

longer a determining
of the

not

consider

to

distinguish

Berger and

of the "social construction of reality."

questions

of

and

'reality'

relativity" (1966, 2).
they were

necessarily

as

is

'knowledge'

In the

U.S., the cultural

subservient to whites in

relevant in Liberia because

"others"

were

race was no

ethnicity became

"different" and thus served

"free," meaning they were

Jeremy Levitt (Levitt 2005, 7) refers

on race

a

one

as a

for candidates to be "Christianized" and "civilized."

African Americans

what

was

we

factor for exclusion. In the Liberian context,

identifying markers

pathway

cultural construct, whether it has

as a

construction informed African Americans that
America. This

Thomas Eriksen,

nevertheless be relevant to the extent that

(Berger and Luckmann 1966) concept

theory posits that,

they were leaving.

were

(Eriksen 2002, 5).

This observation is further
Luckman's

cultural systems

of race

race

observation that African Americans

alone. Their

to as

a

religious fervor superiority,
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no

longer able

to maintain

"continuum of circular causation" based

and Christianization had to be

presented

in

a

different

paradigm than a race-based application.

oppression back home, but they carried v^ith them the
are

groups

superior and

Eriksen notes,

others

same

inferior, and this largely
and is made relevant

"ethnicity emerges

encounters, and

Americo-Liberians may have fled

through people's

social

came

logic

�

that

to be defined

through

some

ethnically.

As

social situations and

v^ays of coping with the demands and

challenges

of life"

(Eriksen 2002, 1).
The Civil War

As

people.

It

we

was

previously stated, Liberia,
founded in 1 847

a

socially elite

[True Whig Party].

oligarchy for over

a

West African country of over three million

former and freed American slaves.

by

of this settler population became known

established

is

class and

a

as

Americo-Liberians. The Americo-Liberians

politically powerful

The TWP ruled and controlled

20* President,

Army

Master

the coup

William R. Tolbert, Jr.,

Sergeant

Samuel K. Doe

greeted with dancing

as

party government system
ethnic groups

was

came on

an

assassinated in

a

coup d'etat

in the streets,

...

coup

was

especially by the

tribal

people

(137).

For

prelude

1971

The

who hailed

(Gifford 1998, 17).

Guannu notes, Tolbert' s death marks the "fall of the Liberia's First
was a

Liberian

immensely popular.

Joseph

others, the coup

by

(Guannu 2000, 148). Tolbert ruled from

"Initially the

when

April 12, 1980,

their vindication after 158 years of settler domination"

Liberians and the

by

130 years.

until 1980. Paul Gifford observes,
news was

one

indigenous

The end of the traditional Americo-Liberian rule
the

The descendants

Republic"

to the many civil crises between the Americo-

indigenous populations.
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Historically, we know the starting point of this tension between the indigenous
and the Americo-Liberians

2005).

can

be traced back to the first settler's arrival

But the exact factors that precipitated the

elusive.

Leymah Gbowee,

Back to Hell,

S. Ellis

war:

1) the social

2006); 2)

What is known is the

war

and his band of fighters attacked

infantry

soldiers

notes the two

and

for control of Liberia's vast natural

began on Christmas Eve
a

small

families

The effects of the

war are

(B.

in northem Liberia.

S. Hart

1989, when Charles Taylor
of Liberia

Stephen Ellis (S.

over

two hundred

(AFL)

Ellis

2006)

thousand lives

1995).

still very real

their homes, families, and emotional

in

platoon of Armed Forces

of the Liberian Civil War claimed

destroyed countless

(Levitt 2005,

2005).

(Youboty 2004, 1-3)

phases

suggesting three overarching themes

and economic gap between the rich and the poor

1998); and 3)

Meredith

(Dowden 2009,

(Levitt

laureates, Pray the Devil

the hatred between the different ethnic groups

Dennis and Dennis 2008, Gifford
resources

scholars

1821

nearly fourteen-year civil war are

of the 201 1 Nobel Peace Prize

aligns herself with many

contributed to the civil

(Dolo 2007,

one

m

today.

stability they

are

As Liberians continue

looking

rebuilding

for tools to express

themselves to others.

Moving
The Liberian

organizations whose

people,
lives

and

were

Forward

officials of government and

numerous

greatly changed by the war say

heals all wounds." As time passes, Liberia finds herself at
Emmanuel Dolo believes
years of ethnically

�

healing will

occurs

induced conflict is

one

a

a common

point

by, "Facilitating

phrase,

"time

of action and reflection.

social cohesion after 14

of the most salient issues in
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religious

rebuilding

Liberia"

(Dolo 2007, xviii).

He goes

to

on

suggest, "the religious community might

see

it fit to take the lead in postwar reconciliation of divided and alienated communities"
In

causes

light of v^hat

of the

particularly

v^ar

on

seem

to be successes, Liberia still

and hov^ to avoid

v^ar

again.

This is

(96).

to understand the

struggles

opportunity for reflection,

an

issues of identity.

Liberia has been
the first settlers landed

since the end of a

searching

on

for her "true"

identity and religious expression

the Grain Coast in 1820. In

fourteen-year civil war in 2003,

reexamining

and

since

redefining herself

Emmanuel Dolo reminds us,

It is

impossible to ignore ethnic identity in our bid to reconstruct Liberian
society. We must face it directly and challenge hov^ it influences our
decision making pattems to be able to resist and repair the inequities that it
produced and continue to replicate. (Dolo 2007, xxi)
This
are

study takes seriously Dolo's suggestion

available,

not

on a

micro-cultural level,
can

kindle

a

national

and seeks to understand what

opportunities

level, which often excludes minority voices, but rather

through the

local churches. The

reexamination of our ways, and

reflexivity

photography

look at how Liberians understand their culture and

can

inherent in

be used

identity. Perhaps

tool for Liberians to express themselves, leam about

one

as a

at a

anthropology

viable way to

SBMS is

a

viable

another, and share their findings

with outsiders.

Summary
In this

chapter, I explored the

United States. Second, examination

history

formation of Liberia and its

was

made

have been omitted while other parts

are

on

how many

highlighted as

unique kinship

important parts
a

"snapshot"

with the

of Liberia's

of America.

Third, investigation of some of the cultural, ethnic, and religious factors that contributed
139

to Liberian

identity formation was presented. Last, explained was the hope Liberians

share for their

post-conflict future

understanding

Liberian

Liberian

settings

identity.

and the role the Church and missions
In

doing

so, this

chapter reveals

and its historical context. In the next

participant and the

churches involved in the SBMS
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a

can

play in

clearer picture of the

chapter is presentation of the study

study.

CHAPTER FIVE:

CHURCHES AND PARTICIPANTS

Introduction

In the

previous chapter, I explained hov^

culture offers

an

historical and contextual

Sight Beyond My Sight (SBMS) facilitators^^

vital information about

country, its people, and their w^orldviews. The historical analysis lays
SBMS

study on

a macro

surrounding religious

level. As I demonstrated in the

and cultural

a

foundation for the

of Liberia, issues

(or ethnic) identity must be understood in their

historical context in order to grasp their

analysis

case

a

of a

analysis

importance

in contemporary

also demonstrates that most information held within

a

society.

culture is not

accessible, especially to the outsider. Therefore, research must be

done

on a

Such

an

readily
deeper level

with persons from the host culture.
Like the last

identity

of the

chapter,

this

one

also focuses

participants (or photographers)

Regarding the identity of the photographer,
Methodologies: An Introduction
the recent work
of the

image's

observing
esteemed

the

incorporating

maker

image

the

is

more

an

identity,

but this time it is the

Sight Beyond My Sight study.

Gillian Rose

emphasizes

in her book Visual

Interpretation of Visual Materials,

This

can

concemed with the

photographer, theorist, critic,

engaging using

in the

"visual matters" is

(Rose 2007, 19).

75 An SBMS facilitator could be
are

to

on

largely uninterested
lead

one

that much of

in the

intentionality

to believe that the person

product than with the producer.

The

and aesthetician, Ansel Adams, argues the

anthropologist, missionary,

the medium of photography.
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or

anyone who wants to understand the host culture

they

opposite, noting, "photography is

a

language

�

a means

of conveying

thought,

information, interpretation, and expression" (Adams 1979, 26). Adams claims that both
the

photographer

and the

emphasize that the photo
divorced from

one

and

another.

backgrounds provides
photographers

image

a

a

who

participated in the

biographical

and

equal importance.

Both Adams and Rose

photographer are intimately intertwined and cannot be

Therefore, knowing the photographers and their

critical entry

communicate

both

should have

point to

discover

through their use

ethnographic
SBMS

study,

of the

more

camera.

cultural

about how and what the
In this

chapter I will

use

lens to view and leam about the eleven individuals
as

well

as

their

churches, and the "photo language"

they communicate.
The SBMS
The

study includes

18-65

study was conducted
eleven

Participants represent eight
churches

are

so-called

August through November 201 1

participants (eight men and three women),

All SBMS

(table 4).

fi-om

participants

gave

permission to use

their

in Liberia.

between the ages of

names

for the

study.

of the sixteen ethnic groups and six churches. Four of the

"mainline,"^^ and the final two churches are designated as African

Independent Churches (AIC).^^

76 Liberians

established

use

the

designation of a "mainline

as a

denomination that American settlers and missionaries

(e.g. Baptist, Methodist, and African Methodist Episcopal) upon their arrival

77 AIC is

an

acronym for African

African Instituted Churches.

According to

incorporate aspects

Independent Churches,

a recent

Christian churches in sub-Saharan Africa that
AICs

church"

Pew Forum

developed

of traditional African

African Initiated Churches, African

Religion

& Public Life, African

Indigenous Churches,

Independent Churches

and function outside the control of Westem missions

religions. Lugo,

http://features.pewforum.org/afnca/ (Washington,

on

in the 1 800s.

Pew Forum

on

D.C: Pew Research Center,
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Religion & Public Life,
2010).

or

and

are

churches. Some

Church Affiliation

Name

Adama S.

Fayiah

Amos P. Korzawu

Christopher Bropleh

T.

Choloply

James

Saysay

Janje

David

Group

Age

Providence

Baptist Church

Kissi

32

Providence

Baptist Church

Loma

30

Kru

22

Congo/Gola

36

The Church of the Lord

Clarence Cole

Ignatius

Ethnic

(Aladura)

St. Peter's UMC

The Church of the Lord

(Aladura)

Grebo

64

The Church of the Lord

(Aladura)

Kpelle

54

Bassa

51

Bassa

38

Loma

18

Loma

22

Vai

26

Faith

Independent Baptist
River Cress

Olenson Peters

Faith

Independent Baptist
Buchanan

Olive

Beyan

Prince Mulbah

S. Iseclia Taweh

Table 5. A final list of the SBMS

The

Empowerment Temple

AME

International Free Pentecostal Church

The

Empowerment Temple

participants.
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AME

CHURCHES AND PARTICIPANTS

Providence

Providence

Baptist

Baptist Church in Monrovia, Liberia,

"Comerstone of the Nation." The Rev. Lott

church in Liberia, v^hile in Richmond,
American Colonization

the banks of Virginia while

on

is considered the

religious

Carey originated the idea of starting

Virginia,

Society (ACS)

Fellov^ muiisters and travelers Collin
on

Church

in the 1810s.

a nev^

Carey traveled v^ith the

the Nautilus in 1821, to the Grain Coast.

Teague, Joseph Landford, and their families stood

Carey preached the following,

about to leave you, and expect to see your faces no more; I long to
preach to the poor Africans the way of life and salvation. I don't know
I

am

what may befall me, whether I may find a grave in the ocean, or among
the savage men, or more savage wild beasts on the coast of Afiica; nor am
I anxious what may become of me: I feel it my duty to go; and I very
much fear that many of those who preach the Gospel in this country will
blush when the Savior calls them to give an account of their labors in his
I commanded you to go into all the world, and
creature; the Savior may ask. Where have you
preach the Gospel
been? What have you been doing? Have you endeavored, to the utmost of
your ability, to fulfill the commands I gave you, or have you sought your
cause, and tells

them,

to every

gratification and your own
(Gurley 1835, 149)

own

The settlers arrived

forty-four day

on

ocean

ease,

Providence Island

voyage.

on

regardless

of my commands?

the Mesurado

Upon their arrival Carey, Teague,

established the first church in the country, the Providence

high

level

Church

ground overlooking the

2012).

Today,
missional

In

River, West Africa after
and their families

Baptist

Mesurado River to the north

1828, when Carey died. Providence had

one

a

Church

(PBC)

on

the

(Providence Baptist
hundred members.

PBC and their Sr. Pastor Rev. Dr. Samuel B. Reeves, Jr., maintain the rich

legacy

of the Rev. Lott

transforming lives,

and

Carey. Focused on disciples making disciples,

renewing communities,
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PBC extends far

beyond

its

prophetic

preaching ministry. Offering multiple worship services,
dynamic mission and evangelism ministry,
Christian beliefs. This became evident
some

of whom

evening

were

outreach program

The hoHstic

build

a

former soldiers

(figs.

Figure

were

are

Baptist

civil

over a

ministry,

and

a

they show their

hundred homeless Liberians,

crisis, worship during

a

Friday

23).
PBC fulfills its vision "To

radically changed and disciples

are

Nineteen members of PBC

intentionally made"

registered for the

SBMS

selected.

22. Members of the homeless

at Providence

I watched

approach to ministry is exemplified as

church where lives

two

vibrant radio

PBC is intentional in how

during the

22 and

(Providence Baptist Church 2012).
study;

as

a

Church in

community are given the

order of service

during

and

evangelism

Monrovia, Liberia, Friday, October 07, 201 1. Photo by: Gabriel
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outreach service

B. Tait �

Figure

23.

wears a unique pair of sunglasses while praying during an outreach worship service for
Baptist Church in Monrovia, Liberia, Friday, October 07, 201 1. Photo by: Gabriel B. Tait

Joe, [a pseudonym],

the homeless at Providence
�

Adama Sie
As students walk
young, dark skinned

across

the

Fayiah

University of Liberia (UL)

lady donning braids,

a

turquoise top,

on a

rock. She sits in the student section of the

area

where she sits would tell many stories about

even

death

on

the campus.

Today,

Adama Sie

about her involvement in the SBIVIS
and is

of four children

one

dynamics

are

complex. "My

leam about me,
201

1).

As

a

they have

second

78 Adama's

Muslim. Sie,

means

name

first bom in her Kissi culture.

year

jeans patiently waits

student

UL student in

speak,

the

uprisings,

sociology,

and

talks

member of the Kissi ethnic group

She says her

family, religion,

important

and if people

Adama grew up with

family members.

has traditional and cultural

a

thirty-two

and cultural

going to

are

culture," she reflects (Fayiah, First Interview

generation Christian,

both her Christian and Muslim

is

a

a

If history could

political rallies,

Fayiah,

culture is very, very

to know my

and blue

quadrangle.

study. Fayiah

(three brothers).

campus,

meaning.

Fayiah

"When my father and other

Adama is

is the third child
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heavy influences

a

on

tribute to her father's mother. Her
the male side of the

family.

from

family

grandmother

was a

members

from the interior to settle down in

came

Christians and decided to

Monrovia, they found themselves with

change their faith. Although my father was

in the house. We decided to join

not see

praying

Fayiah

served in the usher

Adama has embraced much of what Monrovia
a

Christian,

church." After joining

a

She is still active

ministry.

a

201

same

meaning growing up

1). She signed up

for the

in the

study as

offers, but

way to work

church,

says she wishes she had

city," Fayiah concludes (Fayiah,
a

did

today.

greater connection with her tribal Hfe. "My father's culture had meaning,

that

a

we

through some

don't have

we

First Interview

of the

complexities

in

her life and to let outsiders know about her culture.

Amos P. Korzavm

After the SBMS call for
of the church

surveying the

participants

memorial

Moving slowly from Broad to

at

on

ACS

archives, but had

still

the second floor

the memorial

through

not realized the

building

was

the visual records of the mansion, Amos Korzawu

man

on

the former Liberian Presidential Executive Mansion. I had

gaze

young

I stood

man

dressed in black pants and

asserted.

"My name

a

still

asked. "I work

on

standing.

approached me.

white oxford

is Amos Korzavm and I

signing up people?" he

style

am

the media

,

Paynesville, Liberia,

and is

a

photos

seen

As I looked
He

was a

from

through

tall, slender,

shirt. "Excuse me, sir!" the

ministry
for the

and I

study,
hope

I

one

are

you

can

study.

member of Providence

Church. He gave his life to Christ in 2007, at PBC. Amos is
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I fixed my

grounds,

interested in your

partake." Encouraged by Amos' initiative, I registered him
Amos is 3 1 from

balcony

of President William V. S. Tubman.

grounds

Ashmun Street

PBC,

Baptist

of eleven children

(4

brothers and 6

sisters)

died at the age of 78
a

from

on

a

Amos'

first year student at the

Firestone

we

wants

and

be

society for the

Varfley,

member of the

because I have

me

village;

and the Sandi

professes

a

U.S. He is

Empowerment Temple African

participating

of continual

news

a

Methodist

of life. He says,

Christ"

believer, but says she is

in the

study because he

Episcopal (AME)

coverage about the

(Carter,

shared her vision to establish The

Episcopal

ethnic

living.

Methodist

met with nine of her tmsted confidants

meeting. Cooper

Kpelle

he grew up in the

given my life to

she is

He is of

society for the women,

Church

(TETAMEC).
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Church

September 1 1, 2001,

terrorist attacks in the United States, the Reverend Dr. Katurah York

Liberia,

His father

The two attend different churches. Amos honored his fiancee's

to know about the ways Liberians cam

Through the fog

a

group's traditional ways

men

His fiancee

paid her dowry of $48.00

people
The

baptized.

Patience

did not leam his

1).

wives).

studying marketing management.

notes he did not grow up in the

important to

First Interview 201

ready to

family

have the Poro

of life] is not

[the way

(Korzawu,
not

Loma, he

father had three

October 2. One sister died from AIDS. Amos is

of Liberia,

engaged to

community where he

"In my tribe

but

birthday,

University

the Loma ethnic group and is
group. While Amos is

polygamous family (his

Sr. 201

1).

Cooper

in Monrovia,

In the closed-door

Empowerment Temple African

Figure 24. The Rev. Dr. Katurah York Cooper, Pastor/Founder of the TETAMEC prayer during their 1^' Sunday
Worship service in Congo Town, Liberia. Photo by: Gabriel B. Tait �

Modeled

Cooper notes

parallel

how

a

Jamal

they

Bryant's Empowerment Temple

chose the

name

over a

TETAMEC held its first

Episcopal

hundred visitors in attendance

worshipers

neighborhood
With

a

on

churches

worship service
on

in

Maryland,

recognition

new

of the

(The Empowerment

with sixteen

founding

Sunday, September 30, 2001,

defimct Bank. TETAMEC has since moved to its

thousand

in Baltimore,

"Empowerment Temple"

visions of the two African Methodist

Temple 2012).
and

on

members

in the

lobby

edifice, which has potential for

and several administrative offices. It is situated in

Congo Town,

the outskirts of Monrovia.

strong missional and holistic focus

empowerment, TETAMEC Liberia is founded
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on

on

the

of

youth development
pillars

of Purity,

and

Prosperity,

and

a

a

Power in order to address the urgent needs in the country. TETAMEC also

serves as an

empowering agent for the self-sufficiency of its members and the community through its
outreach

entity Helping

registered
one

Our

for the SBMS

People Excel,
three

study;

were

Inc. Twelve members of the TETAMEC

selected. After

attending the training session,

participant resigned for family reasons.

S. Iseclia Taweh
Somudeh Iseclia Taweh

was

the first TETAMEC

year-old junior at the University of Liberia who

(two sisters

Monrovia. She
to

adjust many

is

a

and

helps

one

distinctive mark

care

of her

and lives with her

brother)

for her

aging

family

in

father. He has been sick

on

a

27

her face. She is

Paynesville,

near

recently, forcing

Iseclia

with SBMS. Her mother died in December 2007. Taweh

meetings

member of the Vai ethnic group that is

County,

a

chosen. She is

administration. Her friends call her "Iseclia." She is the eldest of four

studying public
children

has

participant

largely

concentrated in the Grand

Cape

Mount

northeast of Monrovia.

Iseclia

accepted Christ in 1999,

She attended services

regularly

and

was

and offered her

baptized
passion

in the Christ Universal Church.

for

singing

to the choir. After

several years she says she became "weak" in the church. The church offered, "no

compensation

and

no

transportation"

for Iseclia and the other students who made up the

choir and she became frustrated. Iseclia 's frustration turned into
watched "students

leadership

were

integrity (S.

making

not committed

I. Taweh 201

the choir started

sacrifices to get to church.

1)

to

[to

the

help

making advances

growth of the

the

people.

They

as

she

felt that the Pastor and the

church and its

members]"

and lacked

She left the church after the director of

toward her and other

150

disappointment

women.

Her

family eventually

moved away from the

community and

stopped attending church

service for

church.

Discouraged and disappointed,

number of years.

a

Iseclia' s transformation back to the church

watching her friends
"Their lives

were

family is doing bad because we

my

gradual process.

was a

attend church and return to tell her about the

far better than ours,

Iseclia

we are

doing bad,"

"good news"

Taweh remembers. "I

God, it was

not close to

are

She recalls

a

of Christ.

thought

time of hardship and

didn't know which way to turn." Iseclia rededicated her life to Christ and says she
understands the

challenges

bringing change to

her

community.

Upon finishing her degree,

by noting,

"If we

as

Her

have in her

passion is

she wants to work with

Liberians

should show to the world that
201

people

many

or

public

we are

1). Iseclia says she wanted

to

now

on

to educate the children of Liberia.

public

servants that

are

actually Liberian' s

participate

She is focused

community.

we

health officials. She concludes

representing Liberia, (we)
in every

way" (S.

I. Taweh

in the research to show outsiders about

Liberia.

Olive
Olive
At

eighteen,

in

Congo

new

Beyan, of TETAMEC,

she

was

completing her

was

Beyan

the youngest

participant

senior year at Christ the

King

Town. She lives with her parents and three brothers in

to the area,

having moved

in the SBMS

Catholic

Congo

move

has been

a

big adjustment

High

Town.

School

They

were

evicted

for the

family.

about nine months ago when her parents

from their former house. She says the

study.

are

Olive gave her life to Christ in March of 2010, after two fiiends invited her to

church, shortly before she moved. Her developing faith has been
life. She believes, "The Bible teaches

me

about the
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community

a

stabilizing

force in her

and the way I should live"

(Beyan 201 1).
my

As member of the Loma ethic group

religious understanding

about

participated in the study because
said the SBMS research

Beyan also notes, "The

Bible

shapes

myself and my culture" (Beyan 201 1). Beyan

she

was

was an avenue

interested in

for her to

leaming about photography.

She

explore her interest.

St. Peter's United Methodist Church

St. Peter's United Methodist Church

(UMC)

is

one

of twenty-four local churches

in the St. Paul River District. Most of the mainline churches in this district

settlements

on

the St. Paul River in Montserrado

African American slaves from

Kentucky,

churches

the church makes its home in

Church 1998,
one

War

leaving most of their members displaced in the

local churches to

worship

in school

buildings

did not retum.

Currently,

Monrovia

St. Peter's

by

former

area

and

In

local

eight

of the

(Liberia-United Methodist

UMC, Clay-Ashland,

community (133).

St. Peter's has two

part of

Clay-Ashland.

greatly affected the

from 1991-1997

133). By Sunday, January 25, 1998,

of the last churches to retum to its home

membership

Founded in the 1800s

County.

1998, leaders of the church noted that the 1990 Civil

were a

was

Much of its former

worship

services

a

month.

Clarence Simeon Cole, Sr.
A

snap

man

photographs

manner, not

any

walks

across

the front

of worshipers

drawing

row

during

attention to

a

of S. T.

revival service. He

himself, but his

professional photographer in the United

camera

with

a

flash that

barely

offers

a

Nagbe United Methodist Church

camera

States. It is

photographer

is. He tells

me

the

photographer
152

a

professional
by

small, silver, point and shoot

photographer catches

After the service, I ask UMC Monrovia District- Superintendent Dr,
the

in

leaves much to be desired

a

twinkle. But this

moves

to

Jerry

my eye.

P. Kulah who

is Clarence S. Cole Sr.,

an

assistant

pastor
my

at

a

study,

UMC in another district. He

suggested that I meet Rev. Cole

which I did. Rev. Cole showed interest and

Clarence Simeon Cole Sr., 36, of Monrovia,
from St. Peter's United Methodist Church in

children

(three

sisters and two

Cole Jr., 14, and

a

Florence Johnette

brothers)

three-year-old daughter,

agreed to participate.

Liberia,

Clay Ashland.

and has

a son

to tell him about

in the

was

the

only participant

He is the oldest of six

eighth grade,

Clarence S.

Clarwuia Sasha Pearl Cole. He is

Davis, but no date has been

set for the

wedding.

Cole has

engaged to

never

been

married.

Cole earned his Bachelor's
Methodist
Pastoral
to take

University

in Monrovia in

fled to Ghana

In

during

the

2003, Cole had

201

was

me

a

1). Cole

Christ,

so

a

says

in Ghana. Cole

was

a

attending

through this

pursuing his

was one

Congo

Master's

degree

in

Town. He learned

of thousands of Liberians who

a

that forced him to reevaluate his

prayer

meeting with Maranatha Ministries

to

use

you, but you

are

in

During the meeting the pastor
running

encounter he realized that he had not

from God'"

given his

thought I was joking!"

(Cole

life

over

to

Cole remembers.

associate pastor at St. Peter's United Methodist Church. He is

student and sub-contractor

Cole says he

He is

friend to attend the service.

said, 'God wants

serves as an

School of Theology at United

Graduate School in

he did. "When I called my Mom, she

Today Cole
also

August 2009.

religious experience

encouraged by

out and

Gbanga

thirteen-year war.

Christian belief system. "I

called

at

Theology at Cuttington University

photographs while living

Ghana. I

degree

participated

in the

(tiling and painting)

study because

for various construction

it sounded

153

interesting.

His

companies.

experience

in

show his

photography and desire to

community helped me

see an

important part of

Liberia.

International Free Pentecostal Church

The sounds of an electronic

congregation greet us

keyboard and muffled praises

from the streets. These

from the

the sounds of Sunday

are

at International Free Pentecostal Church Central Monrovia Branch
�

Buzzie

79

Quarters.

The

women

congregants

wear

[IFPCCMB]

pink,

red, and white head wraps, dresses, and lappas. The colors make

orange,
men are

dressed much

more

conservatively in

button up shirts. Several hundred

worship

dark colored pants,

in this

swing. They move back

mounted to the top of the

belts out

as

Everyone

and forth

yellowish

the beats from drums

is

sweating

and

wiping

sanctuary. Wolobah takes his

seemingly

Hands

their brows

seat and the

as

in

green,

blue,

smile. The

me

print jackets,

to dance. The

in unison to the

green walls. "AAAAmen!" the

intensify.

service

and

shotgun style [a long narrow structure]

sanctuary. The music continues and the congregation begins
in full

worship

beautifiil multicolored

in the

people

are

clapping.

oscillating
worship

Whistles

team is

praise

fans

leader

are

singer

blowing.

Pastor Rufus Judah Wolobah enters the

congregation

continues their

worship

for

nearly

ten minutes.

79

Loma

people

Many

Loma

According

to

Ethnologue

include "Buzi,"

people

and Database for

Indigenous

"Busy," "Bouze," Loghoma, Looma,

live in Buzzie

Quarters community

Cultural Evolution

and Lorma,

although "Buzi"

in Monrovia. In this document
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(DICE)

we

will

there

are

alternate

is considered

use

"Buzzie

an

names

for the

offensive

Quarters."

name.

Figure

25. Pastor Rufus Judah Wolobah leads International Free Pentecostal Church in which Prince Mulbah attends.

Photo courtesy of Pastor Wolobah.

IFPCCMB

was

founded

August 31, 2008,

Pentecostal Church. The church believes in

as a

branch of the International Free

teaching the Holy

Wolobah, the church is completely supported by its

own

Bible.

According

members and has

no

to Pastor

outside

sponsorship.

Prince Mulbah
The white Volvo SUV in which I

brown steel gate to the United Methodist
pauses

a

traveling slowly approaches

Missionary Compound

the ten-foot

in Monrovia. The driver

few seconds and then toots his horn. There is

no answer.

We wait another few

There is still

no answer.

We wait. As the

seconds and then he toots the horn
driver prepares to honk his hom

opening

am

in the gate. Then

a

a

again.

third

time, he notices

rattle catches

our

an

eye

peering through

a

attention. The left side of the gate
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small

swings

open, then the
wears an

oversized blue

wrings his
name

is

right side

hands

as

Prince," he

security guard greets

security button up

says

doctor is

as

echoes
tell

staying."

staying

in

He escorts

over

through the big empty house.
about your

study?" he

Liberia, and I wanted to know

comes

more." I

trying

Liberians. I shared that I

was

looking

shared with Prince that I

Pentecostal denomination to

take your

was

days,

smile. He

expecting you,
bags

my

and show

guesthouse.

but his interest is

house while I

to my

An hidian

answer.

"I

am

was

praying.

peeked
"Rev.

wondering,

to understand Liberian culture and

not assertive to this

just praying that
participate

in my

study?"

point, said,

from

in

was

still

"I'm

Amazed with the timeliness, I

I would connect with

study.

you

from

identity

for members from various churches, but I
was

Tait,"

can

thinking about you teaching people

any Pentecostals in your
was

a

gray wool pants, and

t-shirt,

have been

me

and

began to explain my missiological research

type of church. Prince, who

Pentecostal; do you have

the next few

asks. "I

was

one

we

a wave

five bedroom

"It's Prince!" I

detail. I told Prince that I

missing

white

"Hello,

to a

us

with

of the bedrooms.

one

study when he accidentally

me more

a

us

he walks to the vehicle. "Let

Prince and I continue to talk
about my

shirt with

if he had just washed them.

you where you will be

missionary

opens. A

someone

Prince smiled and

said,

from the
"How

can

I

sign up?"
Prince Mulbah Jr., 23,
a

bom in the Yanlor

member of the Loma ethic group. He is

sisters)
a

was

of his

father; his parents

security guard with

old twin

daughters,

never

one

of ten children

married. A

single

the United Methodist Church

Ruth and

Village

so

he

of mral Lofa

(five

father
can

County.

brothers and four

himself. Prince works

afford

care

as

for his 4 year-

Lisa, and help support the girls' mother. They
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He is

are

not

very difficult for him.

together. Life is

School, but is currently unable to

employment that will
the

future will

the

as an

currently

poor sanitation area,

the Chicken

lives in

a

He moved out of that

never

student. Prince

dwelling

Quarters

is

in the Buzzie

hopes

his

an

Quarters community

impoverished, high crime,

another poor,

area

high

we never

He lived in

because of the crime.

Mulbah says he

never

and

crime area, for nine years

not

was

always

a

believer. "I

Mulbah reflects. "Zoes interact with the

knew God, I

had church and

would

Buzzie

professing Christian,

continues. "I

In

Accounting

recently accepted into

was

predominantly occupied by the diaspora Loma people.

Zoe^^ when I was coming up!"

Interview

meaningful

as more

comfortable life. He

a

a one room

Soup Factory Community,

during the war.

never

v^hat he refers to

Economics and

city center of Monrovia.

As

diploma from Phil A. Nettleton High

a

change upon completing his education.

Prince
near

secure

allow him to live

of Liberia

University

He has

Devil," he

believe in God, because where I

used to listen to the word of God"

was

was

up, I

growin'
First

(Mulbah,

2011).
2007, Mulbah' s life changed. "I

come

to my house and encourage

says he would go to church

on

met Pastor

me

Cole, he

and invite

me

to

was a

missionary.

church," Mulbah

and off, but after several dreams he became

He

notes. He

more

committed to his Christian walk. Mulbah remembers:

80 The Zoe is

is focused

on

one

of Liberia's secret traditional and

their use of witchcraft and black

the interactions of Europeans with the

magic.

religious societies.

indigenous people

variations in size and

population.

king

was

The inhabitants of a state had

the final arbiter assisted

secret societies see Ellis

by

Liberia's secret societies

[TRCL] notes, "Prior

of pre Liberia and the arrival of the settlers, there existed

fimctional socio-economic institutions. Each ethnic group

The

surrounding

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Liberia

political system with

a zoe.

Much interest

a common

was

lineage

councils of elders and wise men"

2007, 220-266.
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constituted into

and the head

was

a

separate clan

either

a

king

an

to

organized

state with

or a

chief,

(TRCL 2009, 96). For an introduction

an

elder

to Liberian

or

I had

dream where

a

well dressed. He

a

was

black

standing in a black coat. He was
a pastor in my
community who would

man was

almost like

to go to church.

The man, called me out in front of my
friends, we were playing checkers. He asked, 'Hey Prince, why don't you
like to go to church? Go to church and I will direct you.' The next
morning I woke up and thought about the dream. I again started gouig to
tell

always

church,

me

one

week in church and three

the second dream where I

or

four weeks out. It wasn't until

myself in front of a

congregation where I
preaching the Gospel. People were listening to me and I was laying
hands on people that were blind and they were receiving their sight. Then
saw

was

I

was

to my house where I saw

a cloud it was like a rainbow color, but it
dark. I wondered how could this be while it was dark outside? Then I

came

heard

'

voice from up in my dream and said, 'This is just the beginnmg!
When I woke up, I went to my Pastor (Cole) who was always encouraging
me

a

and he

said, 'Prince, God is calling you, he wants

to use you, but you

behaving too stubborn. Give God a chance to use you, everything you
are looking for God has it. You are struggling and
suffering because you
don't want to go to God and you are trying to do it on your own.' (Mulbah,
are

First Interview 201 1)

Prince's dreams have revealed his life

struggles. Through

it all he

believes, "Where there

is

life, there is always hope" (Mulbah, First Interview 201 1). This hope motivated Prince

to

participate

to tell

people

research

in this

study.

Prince says that he has

been

outside of Liberia about Liberia. He viewed

as an

opportunity to

provided the opportunity

participating

in the SBMS

inform others about his culture.

Faith

Faith

never

Independent Baptist (AIC)

Independent Baptist

The movement evolved from the

Church is

an

indigenous

church movement in Liberia.

Baptist Mid-Missions (BMM) missionary work.

BMM

entered Liberia around 1931, and served many interior rural communities. BMM focused
on

its "aviation

Training

ministry to

established

leadership

open remote

indigenous

areas

leaders to

to the

develop

motif of BMM.
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gospel" (Baptist Mid-Missions 2012).

leaders from within the church is the

In

1979, the Bassa people organized and moved away from the BMM. Wilham

Boen, Pastor of New Jerusalem Baptist Church in Monrovia and President of the Faith

Independent Baptist Association (FIBA)
(Boen 201 1).

Most of the churches

concentration of FIBA churches

are

are

says that

in rural

today 24

churches

are

of the country. The

areas

in their network

largest

in Grand Bassa and River Cess Counties.

Olenson B. Peters
Olenson B. Peters, 38, of Cobbler's Town, Liberia is married with five children

(four sons

and

one

daughter).

four have died. He lives
Bassa

he

was

promoted,

school's
an

In

County.

nearly

on

on

Interview 201

they

was

and became the

how to

Baptist

move as a

Peters is

Baptist

registrar and
was

a

as a

campus in

caretaker. In

first/second

grade

Christian and it puts him "on
in the SBMS

He says many

photos

study

are

daily,

sisters, but

Buchanan, Grand

September 201 1,

teacher for the

baptized on November 16, 1996,

and is

currently

he says the Bible

guard" (Peters,

First

because he wants to show real

taken in the mral

community,

but

do not tell the whole story.

Janje

Janje David, 51,

sisters)

David

of River Cess, in River Cess

eight children (six daughters
four

(FBS)

Church. He reads his Bible

participating

community.

School

called to the FBS

160 students. Peters

1).

life in the mral

the Faith

2010, Peters

active member of Faith

directs him

He is from the Bassa ethnic group. He had six

and two

sons).

David has

seven

and is from the Bassa ethnic group. His parents

not offer their ages

saying only, "They

are

very old"
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is married and the father of

County

(David,

siblings (three

are

still

living,

brothers and

but he does

First Interview 201 1).

David is

a

high school graduate with

Seminary in Monrovia.
he

never

returned

He says he

faith commitment

accepted Jesus

(David,

He remembers

changed.

was

semester of seminary

training at the Baptist

forced to withdraw because of the 1999 War and

First Interview 201 1).

(David,

David says he

one

Christ at the age of nine, but did not understand his

First Interview 20 1

going to

a

1).

In 1 976, David's

youth program where

a

white

understanding

missionary gave

presentation. After hearing the missionary speak in Bassa,

David's tribal

to the

a

missionary

and said, "Teacher, I cannot believe that

dialect, then God is real, and I really want to rededicate
Interview 201

Monrovia's

1). David currently

Pipeline community.

County to help his family

serves as a

my life to Christ"

(Aladura) (CLA)

Josiah Olunowo Oshitelu in the 1920s,

the

(David,

Baptist

First

Church in

(Aladura)

is the

largest of the

following

the CLA focused

on

his

Founded

suspension

two African

by

first Primate

from the

Anglican

the values of prophecy, prayer,

healing,

and

power.

81

religious

speak my

He also commutes back to his homeland in River Cess

Independent Churches (AIC)^^ participating in this study.

spiritual

went

farm their land.

The Church of the Lord

Nigeria (41),

dialect, he

man can

deacon with Bethlehem

The Church of the Lord

Church in

white

a

Anthropologist Kenneth

movements' is

independent

a

term much

I. Brown

wider than

(Brown 1978, 394-433) looks

at the CLA in Liberia. Andrew Walls notes, "'new

'independent churches'" (Walls 2003, 1 13)

church movement.

160

and may offer

more

latitude to understand

Figure 26. A Church of Lord (Aladura) member prays and recites Psalm 65 during the Victory prayers section of their
worship service at the CLA headquarters in Monrovia. Photo by: Gabriel B. Tait �

Scholar Harold Turner offers

noting that the worldwide

and touched the

historical

perspective

of the CLA movement

influenza outbreak of 1918, served

emergence of AICs in West Africa

Nigeria

a

(Turner 1967, 9).

neighboring

as a

The outbreak

largely

on

the Gold Coast

question the effectiveness
political

(Ghana)

alone

(Hays 1998, 269-74).

of Westem medicine. William

unrest was evident due to the

style

medicine to address the existential crisis of the time

along

with Josiah Ositelu's

The

suspension fi-om the

CLA.
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Africa,

(Udotong 2010, 97).

estimated

called into

the social and

inability

so-called mainline

an

epidemic

Udotong notes

of colonialism and the

affected

d'lvoire, and the Gold

communities of Liberia, Cote

Coast. The outbreak killed hundreds of thousands of people in West

100,000

for the

backdrop

of Westem

These situations

church, birthed the

Apostle
missional and
native

Oduwole,

S. O.

a

prophetic calling to

serve

the

people

planted following three days
family members

ethno-history

of prayer,

President William Vacanarat Shadrach
current Centre Street

date, the

and

headquarters

on

a

prophesy

sessions with the brother

haven for

2003).^"^
closed.

a

1961.

and its Christian

identity

congregation in Salala,

multitude of people

His church

during the

was

to

Kroma reflects. "I

present itself,

as

being

82 Members of the

respected both sides,

was

also

a

(Aladura),

Vol. 2, 2 vols.

Liberia,

to

on

parishioners

his

soldiers,

spiritual
"I

serve as a

but 1 knew it

was

war

safe

(1998-

while others

and

was one

was

prophetic

of them,"

the CLA's

position

attend

healing

services with

one

of the CLA movements.

Methodist minister.

84 Harold Tumer notes in this two-volume

planted by

John B. Kroma

apart for the sake of the church," Kroma continues.

set

Barclay family had traveled to Nigeria to

83 President Tubman

group of churches

for its

able to draw

powers to minister to the various ethnic groups and

Archbishop

central

tradition

religious

thirteen years of the on/off civil

stayed functionally operational
Kroma says he

Archbishop

136).^^

comerstone at the CLA's

throughout the country. Chapter two highlighted how Archbishop
able to mobilize his local CLA

According to

movement in Liberia with

Tubman^^ setting the

CLA influences Liberian

1947.

Barclay (Tumer 1967,

legitimate

Febmary 26,

by the

CLA, the CLA was successfully

of Liberian President Edwin James

Within five years the CLA established itself as

To

of the

healing,

Motivated

of Liberia, Oduv^ole traveled from his

Nigeria to Monrovia, Liberia, arriving, Thursday, April 3,

Harold Turner in his two-volume

and

Nigerian, planted the Liberian CLA.

CLA. Harold W.

ethno-history of the CLA,

that the church in Salala

was

the last of the first

Tumer, AfHcan Independent Church: The Life and Faith of the Church of the Lord

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1967).
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Kroma' s

experience during the war was

invited the CLA to

in the

participate

to

leam about Liberian

identity and

mixed

ethnicity.

Saysay, 59,

His father

identifies with his

serves as

was

and

preached

Kpelle

and two

four brothers and

1952,

at the

community

one

and his mother
he

can

as a

ward with the

brought to

assume new

Considerable pressure

Saysay

2)

was

siblings

have died. He

was

bom

(three

Currently he

on

has

Febmary 9,

He grew up in the Sinkor

former President's

(Dolo 2007, 21-23),

family,

were

but the

indigenous

cases were

either

1)

indigenous

female liaisons. "Wards

were

forced

or

identities, which separated them from their indigenous cultures.

was

the

says he most

Saysay

children bom from extramarital affairs between

exerted

on

and elite education because

says he

Vai.

of ten children from his parents.

wards to assimilate to settler culture"

One of the asserted benefits of the system

privilege

participants.

He is the father of five children

to Emmanuel Dolo

were

of the SBMS

projections

speak Kpelle language fluently. Saysay is

Barclay family [not the

Americo-Liberian males and their

21-22).

the

live with settler families. The children in many

domestic servants, and/or

coerced to

was

Matemity Center in Montserrado County.

namesake]. Wards, according
children

one

sister. The other

taught,

the inclusive nature of the

on

the financial secretary for the CLA. He has

Kpelle roots because

daughters). Saysay is

draw

the research team

Saysay

married, but is currently separated from his wife.
sons

reasons

culture from its three

James

James

of the

study. Hopuig to

CLA and its attention to their values

were

one

product

they

carried

was

one

wards

were

often

given

of the Americo-Liberian

of this system and attended Tubman
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(Dolo 2007,

High

access

to

names.

School in 1976.

Saysay' s religious background is diverse. Raised Catholic, Saysay says his
conversion

experience

the foundation of his
is

now

201

1).

came

while

attending a Catholic mass.

He says, "Catholicism is

religion, but he has worked with the Baptists,

with the Aladura church

(CLA), under the

dnection of the

He is interested in the SBMS research because he says his

unity

of the churches.

some

type of unity.

Through his

discussions about his

the

Pentecostals, and

'Holy Spirit'" (Saysay
ministry addresses

photographs

he

the

hopes to bring

Christopher Bropleh
Worship

service at the Church of the Lord-Aladura

Church members have danced and

praised

in their white

because

they are standing

God's instruction to Moses to

"standing

on

on

remove

his sandals at the

praise

are now

Others

and

lying

are

worship
on

time to

one

transitioning

the floor in the prone

position where

to the

ground.

from Psalm 65. This call and response time

was

praises

and

petitions

[in the

shoes

symbolic

burning bush,

action mimics
he too

was

from the festive tone

All

the

are

churchgoers

seen

during

chanting

have just danced.

and

reciting liturgy

precedes the victory prayers,

for the all the

confused and unable to grasp that

within the

wear

that is somber and reflective. Some of the members

kneeling with their faces

cry out their

down.

holy ground" (Exodus 3:5).

The mood of the CLA members is
the

This

holy ground."

winding

robes, religious regalia, and their

bare feet. One member expresses, "Aladura members do not

sanctuary]

is

headquarters

change

congregation to

hear. As

where members

an

outsider I

in service and the emotional outburst from

congregation.
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Thankfully,

of the CLA members noticed my disorientation and invited

one

service. As

through the

sit next to him

we

sat and observed the Aladura

Christopher Bropleh explained the various components.
Christopher asked me

County and is
worked

as a

brothers).

He has lived

When the service concluded

the Church of the Lord-Aladura

on

from the Kru ethnic group.

street seller

make money. He sold

hawking fish,

on

was

eleven.

compound

Bropleh was bom in Maryland

During Christopher's

formative years he

clothes, and petty items

used

the streets fi-om third

trying to

(two

of the pastors and administers at the CLA

one

His parents divorced when he

hard time for him

worship service,

of Monrovia is the oldest of five children

with his father since 2009. His father is

headquarters.

the

as

through ninth grades.

only way to

He says this

contribute to his mother's house while also

was a

dealing with the

divorce of his parents.

Christopher

says he

Bropleh accepted Jesus
That

was

evening when

I

hope through his church.

able to find

Christ and

was

baptized.

going (to

He recalls his

his

baptism),

I

At age eleven

baptism experience

was

wearing

a

in 2001,

white

about 20 -25 of us, we had on white shirt[s]
White represents the uniform of the church. White

shirt and white. There
and white

were

trouser[s].
purity. I went on the river site were everyone was going, one
after another, baptized. When I went into the water, I was afraid it was my
first time. When I came up, I could feel it, I was bom again. I feel that I
stands for

was

bom

a

to

about my research and how he could participate.

Christopher Wleh Bropleh, 22,
sisters and two

me

Christian. At first I

baptized. (Bropleh,

was

not

a

Christian.

.

.

.and then I

was

First interview 201 1)

Christopher just completed his temporary work assignment with the
Elecfions Commission. He is

now

freshman at A.M.E. Zion

Criminal Justice.
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Liberian National

University majoring

in

Ignatius Choloply
Ignatius Toe^^ Choloply is

the elder statesman of the SBMS

64, Ignatius is married with nine children (five

daughters

died in

He has the

2010).

same

sons

and three

number of children

participants.

his father.

married his wife Edith in 1984. He is from the Grebo ethnic group and
River Gee

vital for

County

Joproken. Ignatius

says,

understanding his

Choloply,

he says his

names were

201

was

worshiped as

1). "They would go

a

god by the people

a

God.

to the

in his Grebo culture

god [Choloply]

Preinterview 201

family adopted the Choloply

barren at age twenty.
a

child

problem, Ignatius

badge

a

time where

name

(Choloply,

Preinterview

was

by eighteen,

says his

they

God. So

one

who

god

for

worshiped the god.

did not know the

they took this

one

almighty

to be their

1). When Ignatius' great grandfather was bom the

adopted (the name)

grand uncle "Kay"

Looking for ways

a

was

considered

body.

woman

to address their

sent his mother away to

explained to Ignatius'

Toe, is associated with

after his mother

historic Grebo tradition said if a

she is barren.

and drive the flies away from his dead

85 The
a

at

According to Ignatius,

witchdoctor named Toe. Toe
come

devil." This

sumame.

Toe, Ignatius explains,

does not have

background is

to the Putu mountains in Grand Gedeh and pray to the

They had no experience with the almighty

god" (Choloply,

ethnic

"country

traditional

children," Ignatius reflects. His great great grandfather was

"They pray[ed]

reared in

was

derived from his traditional roots. He

explains, the family name Choloply was adopted from
devil,

Ignatius

who he his.

knowing

Bom Toe

in the

of his

daughters -one
as

At age

see an

old

mother that when he died, she
If she

was

was

obedient, after three

great warrior in Grebo tradition. Sometimes spelled Toeh, Ignatius says the

of honor.
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to

name

is

months his mother
she

to

was

name

When

going to get pregnant and have

was

the

child. When the child

a

bom

was

boy after the witchdoctor Toe.

Ignatius

was

traditional life to attend

a

old

enough to

attend school his father sent him away from the

Catholic school in another county. He

adopted the name

Ignatius from a Catholic missionary, after he was baptized in his Catholic high school.
His father said he did not want

practices.

hoe the
from

laughs while reflecting,

He

don't know

Ignatius

anything

to

use or

leam about any traditional medicines

"In traditional

about because I stay

work,

Ignatius

school

[Webbo High School

in

am

1974, Ignatius

first child in 1975.

1973],
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1). "When I graduated

I did not know my home for

was

married in

a

traditional

a

long time,"

By 1984, Ignatius accepted

his

acceptance of his ministry. "It was
says. "It

Lord... that's

was a

why this

calling

to the

Bush Rod Island

near

ministry with

[situation]

the Church

short time after his

a

very hard time and I did not have

great disappointment

other

1). Today Ignatius

a

He and his wife had their

wedding.

of the Lord-Aladura. His first wife left him and their children,

201

I

adds.

In

Ignatius

[considered] lazy.

along with the people only to wash the dish,

lawn, and wash clothes" (Choloply, Preinterview

high

I

to me, but it made

had to come," he reveals

me

a

lot of money,"

to be

strong in the

(Choloply,

Preinterview

is the pastor of a Church of the Lord-Aladura in New Krutown

Monrovia. He has served with the CLA for

thirty

years.

of the SBMS

study.

over

Summary

In this

believe

or

chapter I

getting

introduce the reader to each

to know the

participants

participant

and from where
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they

come

I

aids the reader in

on

understanding why the participants took the photographs
important to

them. In the next

chapter the

and

why each photograph is

details for SBMS in Liberia
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are

presented.

CHAPTER SIX:

SBMS TRAES[ING

Introduction

This
was

chapter walks the

used in Liberia

as a

reader

through the steps

way to hear the voices of its

location to test SBMS for several

of how the SBMS

I selected Liberia

people.

First, Afiican Americans serving

reasons.

missionaries and settlers under the banner of the American Colonization

photography to
so a

show that the

long history

four, Liberia has

indigenous people were fascinating (at

of photography exists in the country. Second,
a

complex identity problem (Dolo 2007),

topic with which to

country, Liberians expressed

an

interest in

participating

on

in the

as a

as

Society used

least to

Westerners),

I discussed in

as

which

Third, and very importantly,

test SBMS.

methodology

provides

my

an

previous

chapter

interesting
visits to the

study.

Overview of SBMS in Liberia
To

included
and

a

a

begin the

SBMS

cultural informant,

participants
86

were

were

given

subscribe

to

advantages

research team

local

a

in

trained

participant was

this

curve

for

a one

participants,

methodology. I provided top

exist in

using digital

cameras

camera, a sense of pride and

photography, immediacy

of the

are

of the line

(archival

and

week

rotation);

image,

easily replaced

digital

coding

responsibility that they
and

several research

concerning

rotating

on a

cameras,

are

cameras,

if lost,

as

each

etc.).

high quality digital

files for
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camera

are

new

reproduction).

assistants,

goals
(up

of the
to four

participant was given

participants

participants

using new technology,

the

schedule

I agree with

I would for

is made easier,

and trained. The team

developed

photography instructor,

provided digital

cameras

was

Many Participation Action Research photographic studies utiUze the disposal

(i.e. low cost, low technological

for

a

number of volunteers. Each

study. Participants

digital

study,

method for
some

of the

a

one

number of reasons

points,

but do

in the United States.

not

Many

able to leam about various parts of the

knowledge

to

advance their personal

care

week to make

pictures.

emphasis was placed on the

Over 750

quality of the images.
were

The

These

were

of participants then
themes

together for a focus

throughout the photos

were

fourteen steps used to collect and

step

one, research

analyze

identity.

this,

a

emphasized their culture and

participants

(Spradley 1979).

meeting where commonly appearing

presented.

Below I discuss in detail the

were

identified

(LCC).^^

in

Local pastors offered

The list

Lartey. Of the

was

LCC's

religious organizations

then discussed with the LCC General

recommendations,

African

Independent Churches:

church,

an

Afi-ican Methodist

and Faith

Baptist

pastor

denomination leader

or

a

I

limited^^

Baptist church,

Episcopal church.

Church in Buchanan

(FIBB).

requesting

a

a

suggestions

about Liberian culture and

leaming

list of nearly fifteen churches and

the

background,

was

and

Secretary Dr. Benjamin

study to

four mainline and two

Methodist church,

a

Pentecostal

The Church of the Lord -Aladura
I then sent

meeting to

local

through consultation with

created. The group varied in denominational affiliation, cultural

orthodoxy.

The group

Step by Step

they believed would be helpful

From

the aesthetic

data for the SBMS method.

pastors and the Liberian Council of Churches
for churches

group

discussed and

SBMS
In

that best

images

set aside for discussion and reflection

came

on

photographs were taken during the study. Participants

then asked to select their top twenty

identity.

data and not

a

(CLA)

letter of introduction to each

discuss the

study and to

seek their

support, (see Appendix 3)

87 The Liberian Council of Churches, created in

88 In the delimitations I

acknowledged that other

1982,

serves as

the official umbrella of most churches in Liberia.

churches may be viable to

followed the recommendations of the LCC.
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provide insights

to this

research, but this study

A

meeting was scheduled with each local pastor and administrator from the final

list of recommended churches.
asked the leaders if I could
Once

participants.
some

During the meeting, I explained the purpose

give

short

a

presentation to

their

agreed, I posted flyers throughout the

cases, leaders recommended

asking the

leaders if they

meetings.

All churches

were

participants

also

agreed,

for the

congregations

churches

study.

were

to seek

In

(see Appendix 4).

I concluded the

willing to volunteer workspace

but not all

of study and

meetings by

for additional

used. This process lasted about two

weeks.
I attended

by each pastor.

I

worship

presented the study to
A call for

Wednesday meetings.
the

presentation

each pastor

PSPs then
PSPs

were

provide

study (3 weeks)?

selected

some

PSPs

leader

for the

and to

with
a

Church

a

study by completing

core

last names,

a

invited to

the

was

to

support the study.

sign-in

question:

participants

were

some

of communication in

Are you

willing

to

participant

of each PSP

one

of four

way

training sessions;

Tait, Liberian photography trainer Amos Wonta,
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as a

in

congregation

not able to attend any of the sessions and

research team included: researcher Gabriel

Liberia),

of the local pastors and the SBMS

then invited to

informant the Rev. William Boen.

sheet.

identify their church membership,

face. The final list of participants from each local

consultation with

speak

then made. After

SBMS research

"yes." A photograph was taken

expressed that they were

89 The

was

congregations during their Sunday and/or

encouraged the congregants

answer

All checked

following

research team.

of the churches and

telephone number (a preferred means

gender,

a name

or

the

one

potential study participants (PSPs)

print their first and

their cellular

to correlate

was

registered

asked to

age, ethnic group,

the

service at all but

were

and cultural

removed from the PSP list. The final list of research

who attended the first information session in their
session

was

held in

participants

their desire to talk about the

Some PSPs met the first to
In

research team,

a

explained the objectives

based

wanting to participate

cases

individuals wanted to

to be

a

PSPs'

willingness

the first

fr)mial research
of the

to

selected.

participant in the
participate.

to dedicate to the research.

training

session. I introduced the

research, and shared the
a

training

were

and their time to

SBMS

three-fold criteria evaluation

participants: 1) Determining

in the

the level of motivation of

study and their willingness

participate because they knew

effects not

and able to

only

on

the

participant but

explain their photographs

SBMS research team; i.e., their

ability to

to take

photos.

In

some

else who also wanted

someone

and

the LCC and local pastors

trustworthy;
a

local church will be

90 The Buchanan

session

training

was

from the

Rev. William Boen to

explain what was behind

interested in

He said the

leaming

community

about them

wanted to

(the

Bassa

a

unique.

large

see

the

a manner

if 1

study. 2)

that could be understood

a manner

good standing

cameras versus a

Buchanan is Liberia's second
session but had

number of persons
was

The PSP had to be

no

coming

largest city,

desire to

with their church

to

the

meeting,

authentic in my research. He also

people).
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nominal

but it has

participate.
but

by the

that could be

emphasized that a participant who

to retum the

commimity attended the training

Nearly twenty people

study?

apt

more

in

on

The PSP had to be in

and transcribed.

3)

also

express themselves in

clearly recorded

in the

drawn from PSPs

part of the study. Church leaders believed that this motivation would have

negative

within

on

The research team used

process to select the final SBMS

willing

example,

criteria, but did not have the time

methodology with the PSPs.

the PSP

For

photographs they take,

two the PSPs attended

step

area.

was

Buchanan, Liberia, where six PSPs attended and two

The research team selected

study,

participants

a

having

said, they wanted

participant

small town feel.

After the
no

is active

meeting,

intent

on

to know

I asked

participating

why

I

was

in church activities. After the final list of participants
and written consent from each

gained verbal
In

complete

step three, the research
a

was

agreed upon,

participant.

team asked the selected SBMS

demographic questionnaire

and

the research team

in

participate

a

participants

semi-structured

to

qualitative

interview. I recorded the data in audio and written formats. This data aided in the

development of an understanding

of each

cultural

demographics, religious affiliation,
In

Each

was

four

and

dynamics,

primary categories: family

photographic^^ knowledge.

step four, I reviewed the objectives and theme of the study for the participants.
then

provided an

sessions. I also addressed

photographer,

study manual I prepared for the training

SBMS research

important safety

Digital cameras were then distributed to

native

terminology.

about

earlier

meeting

As the

and ethical issues involved with the

the

Amos Wonta, conducted the

utilizing
an

participant in

for

participants
training

participants

on

the

looked

I had with Amos when I

was

training.

A Liberian

operation of the

over

the

new

study.

camera

cameras, I

interviewing him

thought

for the research

team.

Amos Wonta

was a

Liberian

photographer who

worked the mission school circuit.

He made money to support his children in the local mission schools

and

shooting video

events. I

was

of graduations,

weddings, funerals,

portraits,

comfortable with Wonta because I had worked with him

assignments

in Liberia. Yet, I still wanted to test his

used for this

study.

91 None of the

prior knowledge

school

by photographing

participants

of how to operate the

were

professional photographers.

camera

and had taken

photographs
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knowledge

Amos P. Korzawu and

for others.

and mission

on

about the

Ignatius

T.

several other
cameras

Choloply

being

did have

some

During one meeting I explained to Amos
Liberia

through the photographs they produce.

participants would be using.
said, "This is

a

Somewhat

surprised,

explained,

"In

camera

I asked

fixed focus

camera as a

"pohit and

�

participants

in

participants

could

by "fixed focused"

way that

was

an

'fixed focus'

off." I told Amos in the United States

instmctor like Amos who

familiar to them.

understand, they were

we

would

more

By using words
apt

was

able to teach

and the local concepts the

to embrace the

study

as a

cross-cultural

step five, participants reviewed the study manual. Included in the manual

welcome letter, bio of the researcher,

theme of the

study,

consent

form,

an

a

daily program format, goals

an

oath of understanding,

key photographic terms,

section

on

photography ethics,

SBMS

interview schedule,

Participants
mind while

were

why they made
We

provided a note pad to

taking photos.

ran

certain
into

a

The note

pads

a

photographic log,

important dates calendar,

an

also

an

was

of the research,

agreement form acknowledging publication rights of

SBMS,

manual.

as a

camera? He

tool.

In

a

a

and

participants,

shoot." This innocent interaction revealed what I had

^the team needed

always suspected

leaming

meant

Liberia, photographers refer to this type of camera
come

cameras

Can I have one?" We both smiled.

camera.

Amos, what he

because the lens does not

refer to the

Then I showed Amos the

Amos examined the camera, just like the

expensive

very

my desire to leam from Liberians about

and

an

a camera

record any

were

diagram

a

a

SBMS individual

log

thoughts

used to jog

of the camera,

check-in sheet.

or

ideas that

participant's

came

memory

to

as

to

photographs.

problem with the parental photo

Participants expressed

concem

during
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the

release form minors included in the

training

session about

asking parents

to

sign

release form for their minor

a

Liberian civil conflict.
were

children, noting

a

with NGOs and missionaries

conflict because Liberian parents, many unable to read,
away

on

consent forms

As

(IRIN 2006).

with the recommendation of participants that

a

consented, they would take

Through these

Four
to

digital

time

(not necessarily

take

as

and

identity.

of the

consecutive

photographs

as

days)

any

photographs

photographs during the

participants

the

research team

opportunity

was

previous

92 One

accommodated the

digital

Photovoice

camera was

The Raw

of the

image

[PV]

outsiders leam about their culture

established.

Participants

photographs during
some

photographs

Participants

were

case one

informed

were

of the

also

agreed

they would be

By allowing

the second

and collaborative action

withheld from the rotation just in

asked to

SBMS

interview, the

deleted and

why

others

were

[CA] studies, participants

cameras was

damaged or stolen.

Four rotations

participants.

93 One version of the

highest quality

why

realized.

were

participants.^^ Cameras were set

second interview session.

to delete

able to leam

taken.

about

verbally

photographs. Participants were

was

agreed

participant scheduled their seven days'

they believed would help

able to omit

In

to take

the

photographs would

no

of the PAR model

frame. Each

No set number of photographs

they would not delete

kept.

key aspects

same

If the parents

children. If not,

circulated among the

cameras were

the research team

compromise,

they would speak with the parents

photograph of the

interactions

produce two formats^^

many

a

following

accused of signing their

were

photographing their children before photographing them.

be taken.

following the

Many parents in the country (especially in rural communities)

unwittingly involved in adoption battles

rights

historical dilemma

photographic

digital image. Jpeg,

allows for

a

larger image.

on

frame is Raw- CR2 and the other,

the other hand, is

There is

no

a

a

Jpeg.

Raw is considered

a

digital negative

with the

photographic method of compressing the digital photographic image.

difference is in the actual content of the
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photograph.

were

limited in the number of photographs

participants
research

the space to

they were

visually explore an3^hing they believed spoke to

take to

inform

the outsider about you and your

participants then produced photographs
In

step

six

A second

photographs.

The cameras,

log sheets,

meeting with participants

All interviews

was

scheduled and

were

participant retuming their camera.
completed the

represented their identity

participants completed additional reflection

photographic experience log.
cataloged.

that

This

was a

first steps, the research team

made with

were

with the

participants.

were

seven

multiple

participant.
the proper

their cultural
collected and

after

in

some

weeks of each

of the

maintaining
the

taking

participants

contact. Several

photographs.

Several

research team to confirm interview schedules

supplies,

such

as

note

pads

and

participants.

consists of the research team

contact sheets for all of the

establish

community.

equipment were

After

persistent

On several occasions additional

carried to the

Step

participants by the

The

scheduled to discuss their

tricky step.

was

what

community?

and

completed within two

participants thought they had completed the study
contacts

and

on

give

the broad

question: If someone were coming from outside ofyour community,

photographs would you

pens

allowed to take. I wanted to

search

images.

protocols.

The team focused

on

This step

archiving, processing,

helped maintain

the

The research team created

making

sure

the

participant (fig. 27).
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images

a

and

printing

integrity of the

data and

separate folder for each

in each folder

were

assigned

to

Name

Uberia3BMS_092ill_Ught Seekers.Raw
Tait

yberia_SBMS_092111_GabrielB.Taii005JPG
Liberfa_SBMS_092111_GabrieiB.Tait004.JPG
Liberia_SBMS_092111_Gabriel8.Tait003JK]
Libena3BMS^092111^GabriefB.Tatt002JPG
Liberia_SBMS^092111^GabrielBTait001jrc
yberia_S8MS_092 1 1 l_CabrielBTait006 JKI

Figure

27. This is

an

example of how I archived the digital files produced.

I asked the

participants

to

adopt

similar

a

format.

Using

a

coding utility from Photo Mechanic,^"^ the digital photo

files

were

given

slug.^^ The slug featured the country of origin, name of the study, date the images were
archived,

the frill

of the

name

participant,

order, and the quality of the image

Liberia_SBMS_10071 l
image has

not been

images were

then

region where

the

94 Dennis

Amos P.

raw or

the

photos

a

of the

Korzawu_RAW0096.CR2).
its

workflow, coding,

processing

in

a

sequential

Raw format

original digital

means

were

taken. Additional metadata fields

of over 750

photographs.

For

more

the

data structure. The

general caption that featured the day, date, city, country,

Walker, Founder and President of Camera Bits donated Photo Mechanic software
and

image

compressed (see:

compressed and contains

given

generation

were

completed

to assist SBMS with

information about Photo Mechanic

or

its

and

to

digital photo

Dennis Walker

see:

http://www.camerabits.com/
95 A

slug

is

a

Photographers

unique

short

name

and researchers

(Photo) journalists give

can use

the

slug format

to

to a

photo

file

assist them in
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or news

story

to

quickly identify

identifying searched files.

what the story is about.

a

maintain

a

coding protocol (see: Figure 28).

images were placed in a folder identifying

Figure

28. A

research team to

was

then

verify that the

the contact sheet

printed

formatting was complete,

all

participant who made the images.

sample of the caption format and coding utilized

A contact sheet

on

the

When group

in the

of all the

ingest step

photographs.

number of photos archived

(fig. 29.).
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of archiving

was

participants

data.

This step allowed the
the

same as

the number

Figure 29. A contact sheet of Amos Korzawu's photographs is seen. Note how each photograph corresponds with its
slug. The slug line shows that the digital file is both a raw and jpg. The contact sheet also shows that the participant
made 63 photographs.

Each
number

photograph was

proof is

a

low-resolution

information and content of the

prints.

printed

as a

3 !/4

corresponding with the image slug was

96 A

4x6

then

image (lo res)

of a

photograph before printing

In Liberia each 4x6

print

X

then

2 Vi inch

would cost .35 cents. 5x7

image.

prints
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were

30).^^

A

placed on the back of each image.

particular photograph.

the final

proof (fig.

Proofs

In this case,

printed

are

proofs

for the

made to review the

were

made to

larger focus

caption

conserve cost

group discussions.

of printing

0082
Figure 30. The front of the image shows the photograph. The back of the image
image number. For this photograph the image would read #0082.
In

inch

step eight participants

photo proofs

on a

hard surface.

the research assistants assisted

the

images.

camera.

This

photographs
their

engaging

was

since

thoughts

The

photos

were

their

organize

Depending
with

on

corresponding with

all of their 3 YaxIVi

the number of photos,

spreading the proofs.

one

of

As the

I recorded their initial interactions and responses

the first time

retuming

asked to

participants

participants aligned their photos,
about the

were

shows the number

arranged

participants

cameras.

and reflections about the

in conversations with the

in the

sequential

had the

participants

I

as

were

eager to share

generally refrained

about

taken in

view their

opportunity to

Many participants

images.

order

from

specific photographs.

I

listened, made notes, and affirmed the participants.
In

step nine, the photographs

I discussed the

photographs

were

with each

displayed

in front of each

participant in a
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participant.

semi-stmctured

qualitative

The mtent of this debrief was two-fold:

debrief format.

about the SBMS process, and
reflect

on

the

how

they visually

we

see

they give meaning to
I

begin the

purpose of the

our

This is

culture and

learn about the people

one

opportunity to

the

of the most

and

important stages

hear from the

of

participants,

gain knowledge

about

photographs they have produced.
asking participants

I then ask them to

study.

overarching theme

an

participants analyze, organize,

themselves and their world, and

paraphrase

participants were

taking photographs

were

about

had

debrief session by

theme. Ten out of eleven
"We

to have the

photographs they made.

the SBMS method. Here
leam how

2)

for them to leam

1)

to

the

able to tell

show outsiders what

if they remember the

overarching research

me

was

in their
most

did say that he

"

The

was

one

participant who

supposed

to take

words,

important to

identity and the study was designed to help
of Liberia.

own

us

missionaries

could not tell

photographs

me

the

about

Liberia.
After

participants

shared their

conversation to the initial research

ways

can we

and

2)

(SBMS participants)
talkative about their
in the

what
use

was

of the

study I

directed the

questions by asking the following: I) In

learn about Liberian culture and

photography?

challenges

understanding

identity through

the response from the

ofphotography

experiences. They

in Liberia?

the

use

what

of

community regarding their

Participants were

very

shared stories of navigating various

community and the joy

97 Local missionaries with whom SBMS worked

of leaming how to take

were

pictures.

invited to observe the SBMS process. Cameroonian

Velma Tim offered her endorsement of the SBMS debrief process. Tim has served in Liberia since 2008. Her parents
missionaries in Cameroon.
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missionary

are career

The second part of the debrief session
Bruce

information

participant observation to

to

not asked the

were

participants

meanings

designed to

they wanted to
required to

take any

remove

photographs,

the

any

from

find out if the

photographs

in front of them. Until this

were

most

photographs.

or even

on

out of the

the

I asked them if

photographs,
I clarified

study.

I also told them should

they

they were

decide to

not

remove

any

would not be included in their top group, but would be

maintained in their overall take.
One

pictures

participant,

Olenson Peters,

was

strongly

insistent that

be removed. Peters threatened to discontinue the

any of his 27

photographs.

opportunity

to take out any

After

coaxing

some

98

Photographs

from

I

explained to

did not feel

cultural informant, Peters

excluded will remain in the

study

meeting

none

of his

if we removed

Peters that I wanted him to have the

photograph that he

our

I

I also had

to them

important

point,

photographs.

participants placed

photographs

photos

data-collection

if they wanted to omit any

photos.

descriptive

create

participants.^^ At the beginning of this step, I

associated with the

To refine the value

photographs.

be classified under the rubric of

participants what photographs

the

the

snapshot of Liberian culture

participants organize their photographs

had not asked the

what

a

This step of the research is

important (the value)

were

had the

can

on

study we used photography, interviews,

construct

Liberians. All of these methods

"ethnography."

captured by various

In this

technologies" (Berg 2007, 227).

taken

focused

Berg rightly suggests, "The overall effort will be to

accounts based on the

and

was

for further
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analysis.

spoke

was

to the

study.

able to understand

my

providing the option.

for

reasoning

Because of Peters'

leam that he

was

vested in the SBMS method. I

photographs

had

some

value to him.

Leaming

was

from

passion,

also able to

participants

I

was

able to

that all the

see

is the purpose of

SBMS.

Other
the

participants

participants removed one

was

if a

The

following were

a

were

photo(s) was

similar situation

excited to

or more

selected for
of the

some

the

or

trying to

show.

themselves

as

participants

The

chosen: there

referred to this
out of focus,

not the "best"

Through this process

active

photographs.

reasons

(some participants

photo was

images

from the

study.

Half of

only prerequisite I had

removal, the participant had to explain why.

photos were technically inferior (e.g.
subject);

remove

was more

as a

blurry,

"double
or

participants

of the SBMS process.

one

snap");

photo
the

situation
were

They had

they were

able to

see

choices in how

they were being represented.
Step

ten had the

participants

select their top twenty

their overall cache of photos. This step
What

points: 1)
did the

photos

were

photographs help

outsiders?
themes?

4)

did these

3)

were

the

participant's

photographs

understand four

culture and

the narratives that

were

identity

into the

identity?

183

shared about the

from

major

In what ways

participant? 2)

participant categorize the photographs

descriptions provide insights

Liberian culture and

designed to

important to

define the

How did the

What

most

was

of

not of the intended

representation of the

of omission,

than

into

for

particular

photos

participant and the

and how

group about

I

their

was

own

able to record how
This

culture.

to take

the

photographs

participants,

of the

and then

participants

had

each

speak on

a

preconceived idea that they were going

photograph.

though the research team

even

and understood

also the step where I had the most tension. The tension

was

developed because most

participants organized their thoughts

This

shared that

was a

we were

consistent

Clarence

Cole,

an

caught off guard when I
photographs

his take. Now

Cole

meaning.
by what

James

and

(by

or

a

subject,

forced to select the most

removing

and

now

some

photographs

looked at the

researchers

participant),

eight,

hard surface. Cole had

so

tables and the floor. He

placing

them

window to get
from his 224

talk about every

but often

are

important
he

by what

is not

thought important.

as

photographs

able to get at

a

on

I asked

many

was

participants

to

records of

as

meaning

data of
not just

(McCurdy,

spread their photographs

photographs we had to spread them out

extremely proud

of his

photographs.

the table. Sometunes he would hold the

on

on a

two

He smiled

photos

close to the

better look at them. So when I asked him to select his top twenty

photos

he had

a

difficult time

narrowing

184

taken

photograph in

Shandy 2005, 57-66).

Earlier in step

while

were

was

images. Cole had taken 224

starting to get beyond the photographs

Spradley suggests

is selected

Spradley

like Cole

we were

particular time, place,

categories.

community. This was the highest number of photos

expressed that he was expecting to

participants,

At this stage,
a

asked him to select his top twenty

This meant he would be

photographs.

into

assistant pastor of Clay Ashland United Methodist Church,

in and around his

by a participant.

for the most

looking

important photos. They did not anticipate having to organize the images

thought by

his take. Coles' debrief

meeting

lasted almost five hours, while the others lasted about two and

a

half

hours.

Figure

31. SBMS

participant Clarence

Cole looks

over

his 224

photographs during reflections

time. Photo

by:

B. Tait�

Another

challenge

SBMS method would be

photos

and

memories

sharing their

photographs.

you don't

as

involved.

(ten)

was

They

really

They

said

think about

why

highlight

participants

Some

said, "When

places

and

important value
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a

reading

bring back

expressed being

you take

other than this is

an

did not expect the

also did not expect that

they were not used to thinking

Prince Mulbah

Mulbah 's sentiments

that

stories would take them to

they had not thought of for years.

the selection process.
made

in this step

exhausted

about

picture

why they

you just take

something worth taking."
for SBMS in

by

missiological

it,

Gabriel

circles. When

participants

the intellectual space

asked to

are

organize their ideas, they must be given

allowing them to process the meanings

and

categories

on

their terms.
In this

phase participants were starting to

photographs. They were starting to
and tQ

the

see a

participants
For

the

little

differently about

on

ask

move

questions

beyond just looking at the

about their

own

photographs

SBMS process. The next step would

challenge

another level.

step eleven I used

participants (Spradley,

narratives and themes

a

The

version of James

Ethnographic

Spradley' s piling method with

Interview

through their photos. Others,

2005), have used the free pile

sort

method to

1979)

to draw out cultural

like John Brim

develop taxonomic

(Bernard

classifications in

their social science studies.
At this stage

participants

were

asked to

organize

their top twenty

photographs^^ into piles. Piling was a difficult concept for more than half of the
participants. They were not

develop
based

their

on

own

their

sure

categories.

own

I

if I had preset

Some of the

times I asked if they wanted to take

days

or

requested that they develop

understandings.

continued this step three

categories

a

later. This

was

their

participants

break. One

if I wanted them to

own

were

participant did.

the most

categories

stuck. Several
He got sick and

time-consuming part of the

debrief interviews.
To

used the

help the participants conceptualize

analogy

99 Some

of school. Just

participants

did not take

as

more

what I

was

asking them to do,

they study different subjects

than twenty

photographs.

186

in

school,

so

I

different

"subjects"

lay the photos
about his

life.

related to the

in front of him and

Organizing the photos,

a

one

participant,

I asked him to

imagine he was telling a missionary a story

puzzle he was putting together.
Wearing

For

photos.

He smiled because he had attended

people.

the mid-1960s.
of a

are

a

Catholic mission school in

he talked about each

The

picture being a part

only difference was

this

long, white, beautifully decorated robe with a

his neck, he said, "I got it! This is my

He

story."

puzzle was

silver

cross

organized the photos

his

around

into five

piles.
One

by one the participants

meaningful piles.
the

photos

were

After

attention back

pile by what was

ready to

take

a

short break with

a

on

the

most

important.

break before

a

snack and

participants having

participant if they were ready to

around the

table,

gestures, and

comments

by taking notes

selected

Most of the time the

to say, what? "This is

respond.

a

a

exhausting stage,

discussing their images.

share their stories.

they hovered

group?

into

I refocused the

control of the process. I then asked each

start the conversation about his

they

After this

something to drink,

participant to

interviews. As

organized the photographs

To further isolate levels of importance, I asked them to order

in each

participants

sorted and

or

I invited each

They were!

her

photos by selecting

a

pile.

As

I recorded their hand movements, eye movements,

pile,

and video

I ask them what

participants

picture

recording segments

looked at

of a tree,"

one

"What is the group name, do these

continued. "I don't understand, you ask

me

me

the title

with

participant

images
to take

187

was

tell

a

a

or

of the

theme for the

contorted

said.

face,

"Okay,"

as

if

I would

story about you?" I

photos,

then you ask

me

to

put

into groups, and then you ask

the

pictures

me

to tell you what the group

"Yes, you
water the

are

participant

name

is?!"

me

one

to tell you about

frustrated participant said.

correct," I responded. Taking
looked

over

"This is life in Buzzie

the table

Quarters!

a

deep breath and a

All of these

photos [in this pile]

Quarters, this is

church in my

community and the people need a church here,"

Mulbah. After

a

drink of

again.

life in Buzzie

the

them, then you ask

place where I live

and

few minutes of anxiety and tension he

they

deal with

still do not have

a

exclaimed Prince

provided a trove

of

information.

Figure

As
For

woman packs fishes to take
by: Prince Mulbah/SBMS �

32. A Liberian

dried fishes. Photo

we

example,

photograph?"

walked

through this

after each

to the market. These

a

are

placed

on

drier to turn them into

group of images the process seemed to flow.

participant picked up

I then took

fishes

key work

or

a

photograph I asked,

"What is this

concept from their explanation and asked

188

a

key question based on the response the participant offered. During the

follow up

interview about the

photographs,

threatening questions.

I had to listen

their statements back into

bringing

participants

cultural insider's
and how it

or

for further discussion. I refrained from

cultural definitions into this discussion.

shared

key insights

perspective. Participants

spoke to the theme.

broad, non-directive, and non-

well, take what the participant said and turn

questions

any extemal biases

this process the

I started with

This

was

and "codes" of the

then described each

hours to

last individual interview with

the research team to coordinate

During the meeting,
also established

participants

meeting

date

a

I led

a

date for

a

group

a

stmctured and

average about two and half

all of the

I worked with

participants.

group discussion with the team to evaluate SBMS. We

our

final research discussion focus groups with all of

and discuss the need for any additional volunteers. The group

was

to be

no

later than two weeks

meeting, participants

stories with

participants,

meeting with

post photography interview. The meeting
In the

from

complete.

Following the

the

on

photos

photo's meaning

accomplished through

semi-stmctured interviews. These sessions lasted

Through

have the

was

following

the last

participant's

scheduled for November 5, 201 1

opportunity to

share their

photographs

missionaries, religious, and community liaisons hoping

understanding

of the SBMS process

through observing the

189

to

discussion.

gain

and
an

.

Additionally,

the group

can

Figure 33. Gabriel B. Tait works with volunteers
presentation for SBMS in November 201 1.
In

were

the

Mark

Deyugar, Sanjue

D.

Paye, and Velma E.

Tim

photographs, pile

the

photographs

community representatives
of the

categorizing

photos during

photographs,

and

In

as

general

building

answer

observers and

researcher's

research

was

the final

to discuss

questions.

provided insight

The

into the

discussion.

on

themes the

participants offered, coding the

transcribing notes identifying major themes

photographs using the
and

into groups, and

served

the

thirteen involved my

Step

seven

on

step twelve all participants participated in the group meeting during which they

divided into two focus groups. The purpose of the group discussion

invited

culture.

gain new knowledge about each participant's

perspective.

These themes

from interviews and
are

presented

in

chapters

eight.
step fourteen the research

participants

and

participants

as

community

well

as

team

presented certificates

leaders. This step

acknowledges

the

provides

important role

190

an

of appreciation to SBMS

educational credential for

each

played

in the

study.

I

learned from the research team that in Liberia the certificate adds
research and

study

on

community.

their

One

legitimacy to the

participant even expressed that they would include

the

resume.

Summary
In this

methodology,
about
next

some

chapter, I presented the

fourteen steps that

shape

SBMS

which I created and tested in Liberia. Each step is focused

on

leaming

part of the Liberian culture and how this culture reveals one's identity. In the

chapter I will present the photographs

the

process.
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participants

made and the selection

CHAPTER SEVEN:

THE PHOTOGRAPHS

Introduction

The SBMS research team

driving was

in

and decided

we

in

a

beautiful

the dress.

a

was

rut in mud. In the

could push

our

stuck, Hterally. The Mitsubishi

rainy

way

through.
I

yellow dress, walking.

mud is

As

everywhere!

looked for the

we

bus, and continued

on our

way.

from the passenger seat and shared the

boy was

in the forest. He

was

We unloaded the bus

path,

stopped and asked the team to

They acknowledged her and returned to pushing the bus.

loaded the

A

season

L300 bus I

I noticed

observe the

Then

we

a

lady

lady in

made

a

path,

Shortly thereafter Pastor Boen turned to me

following story:

searching for a crying baby squirrel. As
he went from person to person asking did they hear the faint cries, they did
not. He searched tree after tree. The sound was consistent, but faint. After
some time the boy comes upon a tree and finds the
baby squirrel, its
mother is dead. The baby is hungry. The boy takes the squirrel home and
cares for it; eventually releasing it back to the wild. Amazed with the
boy's dedication and skills, the villagers asked, "Why weren't we able to
hear the squirrel's cries?" The boy replied, "I was trained to listen keenly
was

amidst all the other sounds."
Boen then

said, "Gabriel, back

have been here in the
the mud. Likewise,
Humbled

on

the road you noticed the

forest, but it took you

we

pray that your

to

point

out the

study will help

by Pastor Boen's observation,

I continued

chapter,

we

turn

particular and important part

our

of the

attention in

more

in the

driving to
care

dress. We

pretty sight in the middle of

our

first

God had

sights."

training

site in

placed me.

detail than in the last

Sight Beyond My Sight process
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yellow

Liberians show these

Buchanan, Liberia, thankftil for these people in whose
In this

lady

�

chapter to

a

the selection of

photographs by the participants.
interpretation;
certain

we

will

photographs

insights

into the

In

explore the

doing this,

choices and

by highlighting

begin moving more

selection of

Through this process we gain critical

about their culture and

four

into the realm of

reasoning behind participants'

and the omission of others.

participants' thinking

context. I conclude

we

overarching themes

identity in a Liberian

raised from this

study.

Selection of Photographs
Once the

participants

finished their

delivered their camera, notes, and

log

seven

days

of taking

sheets to the researcher. Olenson Peters

first to retum his materials. Peters' is the Faith

Baptist

He joined the

teaching

Peters made

had

some

study because he

is interested in

challenges,

retumed his materials the

participants

a common

following day,

took

over

750

was

school administrator and

more

teacher.

photos but

problem with lithium batteries. Janje

which included 104

photographs (fig. 34).
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a

the

outsiders about his Bassa culture.

twenty-seven photographs. He said he would have taken

technical

the eleven

photographs, they then

photographs.

All

David

together,

Percentage of Photos by SBMS
Participants
Olive

Olenson Peters

Beyan

Prince Mulbah s. iseclia Taweh
2%
2%
I
Adama S.

7%

4%

Fayiah

2%
.Amos P.
Korzawu

Janje David

11%

14%

lames Saysay
1%

Christopher
Bropleh

Ignatius
Choloply

20%

7%
Clarence Cole
30%

Figure

34.

Percentage of photographs taken by

After the materials

were

cataloged

SBMS

and

participants.

prints

were

made,

I met with each

participant

and

they selected their photographs.
Now I present in

discussed in the last

more

chapter.

detail the

I asked the

general

process of photo selection that I

participant

to

identify the top twenty

photographs they believed most accurately represented their culture
each

participant's

existed

they wanted to

(and here
more

connection with their

than

I

use

one

inadvertently

the

remove.

photographs by asking

Some did. The

participants' terminology)

time),

to

reasons

"double

for
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and

identity.

them if any

removing photos

photo),

where the
to the

I tested

images
varied from

snaps" (i.e., photographs

"decapitation" (i.e., photographs

cut off the head of the person in the

briefly

taken

photographer

"ftizziness" of pictures

that

were

severely out of focus.

most of the

photos

were

A

general consensus

removed for technical

The initial selection process

They approached the study as
talk about every

struggled to
for the

photograph.

show-and-tell program where

images.

one.

it

was a

we are

not

in

and then reflect

his

He

"take").

essence

stmggle with removing

any

as

more

well

photographs

said, "The navel string is buried

photographs were

removing part

study was structured
about his/her
as

for the

participants.

"In Liberia

201

1).

on

your

from those he had

homeland," by which

of his homeland and if he removed any of them

of himself.

culture. I

they not important too?" (Peters

photos.

they wanted to

challenged to think like this."

important, they talk about my

photos

participants.

it, reflecting the difficulty of this stage of the process,

he meant that all of his
was

that

.one,"^^^ said Olenson Peters as he

for the research team

leaming process

Peters continued to

(i.e.,

.

I reminded Peters that the

participant to reflect, show, select, tell,

As Prince Mulbah put

he

were a

was

reasons.

difficult stage for many of the

"Let's put them

select his top twenty

photographs;

taken

if it

was a

among the research team

was

Embarrassed, Peters added, "They

wondering why

were

should I take them out,

It took three hours to pare down his

all

are

twenty-seven

into the top twenty. I asked Peters about the process after the final selection of
He

brothers"

said, "It's okay, you and myself we

(Peters

201

connectedness the

1). Peters' experience provides

participants

Peters illustrates Aristotle's

(Aristotle

and Bames

were

have with the

point that

having
a

a

conversation just like

baseline to understand the level of

photographs they produced.

"The soul

never

thinks without

an

In his

passion,

image"

1984, 685). The photographic expression was manifested through

100 Peters said, "One. .one" which
.

mean one

by

one.
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the ideas and concepts the

participants

had of their culture and

testing was complete�participants were clearly invested in the
directed

our

conversation to the top twenty

The first stage of

identity.

SBMS process. We

photographs.

Top Twenty Photos
After

participants

accomplishment was
ready.

evident.

isolating their top twenty images

They were ready to

I still needed them to rank their top twenty

This stage would

photographs
know is
that

finished

help

me

and the

and their level of importance.

have

organized

knowledge" (Spradley, Ethnography and Culture 1980, 131).

eleven groups. I knew he

was

very interested to watch him

from

one

pile

days

to

complete his sorting because

articulate, engaging, and

as

grabbed his

he worked

head in

break?" He said, "No, I want to

organize your photos,"

you want to take

a

break,

ate crackers and

he became sick

session. Prince organized his eighteen photographs into

through the

to another over the course of fifteen

decision. When he

we

of the

Spradley notes, "Finding out what people

important, [but equally as] important is discovering how people

after the first session. In his first

to

almost

was

and put them into groups.

participants understand the categories

Prince Mulbah took several

a

share their narratives. I

photographs

of

a sense

an

intelligent young

process. Prince moved

minutes,

frustration,

I

never

settling

asked, "Prince, do

keep going." "Prince,

there is

no

on

sipped

something to

I

was

photos

his final

right or wrong way
again,

"Do

drink?" This time he said yes.

fruit juice he continued to examine the
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so

you want to take

I told him to try to build his confidence. I asked
may I get you

man,

photographs.

As

Figure

35. SBMS

session. Photo

participant Prince Mulbah
by: Gabriel B. Tait �

We continued the

said the

another way,

so

puzzle pieces.

I used the school

Thinking

of the different

piles

Prince

he removed the

pictures

"This

as

photo

goes here

.

.

.

this

of photos

was

different about this

as

goes

piles

process?

the computer

was

screen

during his first piling

having problems.

I discussed in the

existing

previous chapter.

groups and

again

sense

to

started the process.

there," Prince said with confidence. Within
down to five and

finished. I asked

was

Was it difficult for

you?"

him,

He offered this

reflection,
difficult, because my mind was not open. So when you
in
a group, I thought I should just spread them [on the
put
But it wasn't until you really made it simple that my mind opened

[The process]
asked

table].
up. I

me

was

point to

was

to

able to look at the

one

goal.

and say this. .this. .and this, they all
I said if this man is about election and this lady is about

photos

.

.

the election, then all should go into one group. When I realized these
photos should have the same explanation I said these should all be in
group.

They

fit

He

approach the piling process

distinct classes seemed to make

from their

photo

on

I realized I had to

subjects analogy

minutes he had whittled the eleven
"What

photographs

I asked where he

sorting process.

looked like

pictures

discusses his

together! (Mulbah,

Second Interview 201 1)
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one

ten

Princes' reflection

highlights the

Liberian culture and
reflect

on

the

meaning

with the other ten
and the

identity
and

categories

in each

goal

of my

study using

from Liberians. SBMS also

participants.

photographs

desired

After

of their

own

cares

compiled a list of the fifty-three pile

about

having Liberians

culture. A similar process occurred

sorting the piles

the

participants then rank the piles

level of importance. Based

pile by

SBMS~to leam about

on

labels from their top twenty

their

pile sorting,

photographic

I

selections

(in table 6).
The

Way

We Live

Cotton Tree

Worship

Hunting

for

a

Living/Hunter

on

the Fann

Communication in the African

The

Way of Life

Household

Drawing water
Liberians Preparing for

Need of Food -Sustenance

From baby to great grand
(How girls grow up in the
community
Physical Future (What you can
see from my community)
Conducting Elections

Context

Food
School

From School
a

leader

Living

Eating

condition of Buzzie

The researcher who

Fishermen of Slayway

View of Executive Mansion of

In service

Students

exchange, negotiators,
Community Dwellers

Grave site of the late Bai T. Moore

The Late Bai T. Moore residence

The Future of the Bush

worship

Self-help

Political activities

Church

School
Aladura

Obedience

^^^^

business

Sick

Group
Farming
Church Compound

Classroom activities

working

Domestic affairs

Rule of Law

Electoral process

The interior

Table 6. A list of 53 labels

Look far to

Life

Conversation
Church

�

Liberia

community
Campaigners
Love Tree Group Prosperity
Family Grave site

provided

from

brought

about my community
Business
Fish sellers, money

Quarters

participants top twenty photos grouping.
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patient

see

something

demonic

possession
Fishing
The Act of Worship
Special place
Teaching
Traditional wedding
Educational system

participant provided titles

Each

labels for the

for their piles

of images. The labels also offered

larger body

participants organized ideas concerning
Amos Korzawu, of Providence

a

number of photos varied in each

University of Liberia says
He

people

Part la 201

1).

From his

sellers, (2)

money

clothes
have

he took the

are

involved with in

businesses?" He looked at
your side

comes

in

figure

photo.

This

2 the top

image

102 I will

perspective

in the

on

student at the

due to the businesses in his

one

business, but different^^^

community" (Korzawu,

scratch card

(6)

Second Interview

(1)

fish

sellers, (3) tailors, (4) used

street vendors. Korzaw says these groups

session I asked Amos, "How does this group of photos

use

me

why

in his

should

photo

sizes

shows

only

extended

Educational

an

outsider know about these different

cool, laid back posture and said, "If someone for

[about the levels of selling] they will

photographs presented in each pile presentations

Korzawu and his look at business,
her

piling

to Liberia and don't know

101 The size of the

center

marketing

identified six different business types:

and

The

grouping (fig. 36).
a

on

roles in the business world.

you and your culture? And

speak to

our

exchanger and (telephone)

In the middle of the

example,

photographs

sellers, (5) rice and grain sellers,

specific

in this

photographs

not have just

grouping he

about how the

particular topic they wanted to represent.

participant's pile. Korzawu,

said, "Liberia does

businesses that

insights

as

Baptist Church focused his most important pile

the theme Business. He included thirteen

community.

of photos. These titles served

more

information

larger.

varied in this dissertation

quotations to
Janje David,

Systems.

illustrate the

has

The two vertical

no

on

a

their level of importance. For

images were better suited

on

the sides of the top

presentation.

thinking behind the development of three SBMS participant piles:

and his observations about Cotton Tree

Each of the three

bearing

waste

piles

and the individual

Worship,

photographs

and

finally,

S. Iseclia

Amos

Taweh, offers

could represent themes to other

piles

study.

103 Times

repeat the word

to add

occur

when the

emphasis.

same

I will

word appears twice. When Liberians

keep both

are

words in the sentence to reflect this.
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excited

or

trying

to make their

point they

will

part of Liberian culture." He added, "If a missionary could

lot of money.

Selling

is

help

build

booth it would be

201

someone

1).

Korzawu's

a

a

grouping

diversity of business

offers

an

a

great help" (Korzawu, Second Interview Part la

important perspective

in Liberia.

200

on

grasping the

idea and

Figure

36. Thirteen

photos

Janje David,
Cotton Tree

were

included in

of Faith

Worship,

pile

Baptist

1 Business. Photos

in River

by:

Amos Korzawu / SBMS�

Cess, named his fourth

which consisted of three

201

photos (fig. 37).

most

important pile,

He says each

photo

represents

aspect of traditional worship in the River Cess communities. For

some

example, photograph #119

at this tree.

people" worship
the

indigenous people

belief and my

shows

and Christians, he

understanding

at the cotton tree"

in the

(David,

David

continues, "If you

worshipping this
the tree

adding,

principles

tree." David

gods before me.

'

are a

David recalls the

as a

too, but because of my

the cotton tree.

area

there

Despite

Christians

1). David's great

around the tree. He remembers

child.

true believer you wouldn't have any interest in

passionate

was

me

Second Interview Part 1 201

one

in

talking

about the

people worshipping

at

who believes in Jesus Christ and follows biblical

according to scriptures.

The tree is

worship

and is buried in the

"A true believer is

and lives

said, "That could be

community many of the professmg

great-grandfather taking him there

indigenous

why he made the distinction between

of scripture, I cannot

grandfather worshiped at the tree
his

of a cotton tree. David says "the

picture

When I asked David

being two [mainline] churches
worship

a

...

says 'Thou shalt have

Scripture

no

other

part of our traditional society and it is highly demonic."

a

following story.

This year or last year children started getting fainting in that area (where
the cotton tree was), so, a group said let's get some pastors in Monrovia to
come and pray. The other people (from the village) said while you going

people we are going to clean around the
they went and carried sacrifice
of chicken eggs and all those things. They prayed and they talked to the
ancestors. They told the ancestors that they wanted them to stop the
fainting problem with the children in the town. The fainting problem
stopped after some time. (But the community was divided.) The people
worshiping the tree said the ancestors stopped the fainting. The Christians
in the community said the fainting stopped because they sought
to Monrovia in search of praying
cotton tree and talk to

our

forefathers. So

intervention from the Monrovia pastors.
For David the

give

me

photos bring back difficult but necessary

hard time! This is my

history,

the

pictures
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tell

memories. He

a

laughs,

"Gabe you

story about my people.

.

..

I

didn't

even

remember

meeting ends,
grouping

some

David continues to

of the cotton tree

done in this

study.

lot about his

of them

[i.e., stories]

until I looked at the

flip through the photo printouts

worship photographs

While he focuses

on

the

are

photographs."

The

of his take. David's

related to many of the other

religious aspect of the tree,

we

piles

stand to leam

culture, his identity, his village, and the values they hold close.

COTTON TREE WORSHIP
PILE 4

Figure

37. Three

photos

Iseclia

University

make up

Janje

David's cotton tree

worship pile.

Taweh, of The Empowerment Temple

of Liberia, put three

photos

Photos

David/ SBMS�

A.M.E. Church and

in her second most
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by: Janje

important pile.

a

student at the

Educational

a

Systems (fig. 38), which draws attention to the educational challenges in Liberia. Iseclia
asserts.
lot of illiterate

When you have

a

important to

because it is where

people, you find out that Liberia, or a
will
not
move
forward, because we need literate people
particular country
to help to move the country forward, so the educational system is
we

me

will know what to do

society. (S.I.

degree from and it is
in making meaningful contributions to our
we

get

our

Taweh 2011)

Iseclia shifts the conversation to talk about the need for
and the

by the

university.

looking

monument],
their

She

students and the

observes

but

at

the

to

picture.

an

example

of the

"I

am

of a

a

unity between

red, white, and blue

university.

happy about it [i.e.,

or

the

monument erected

the country colors

don't respect it. Liberia and America have the

only the flag

students

"This is of our country colors," Iseclia

Iseclia asks. "But the difference is the star,

should be restricted to
ask her if there is

points

president

people

flag, right?"

where

important things

so

same

on

the

colors

I think these colors

that would show Liberia." I

correlation between Liberia and America?

She says,

I think so,

they are friends, they help us financially and socially, they help
us. The founding of Liberia, America was a part of it, we all look to
America (and) we copy your culture. The way you dance on that side,
you find that we left our own culture. But since the '60s people started
traveling to America frequently and Americans coming down and we as
Liberians borrow the American's way of speaking. So a Liberian man
takes that style of speaking, "Oh, what's up, oh, yeah!" Liberians borrow
their way of speaking. We make it part of us. We abandon our own
culture and our own way of speaking.
Iseclia concludes her observations about her Educational

Looking

at our educational

systems it is

fact that the students don't have

Systems pile noting.

rotten like the

equipment they blame

justice system.
it

on

the

war.

The
The

students don't want to leam. The few that want to leam, once you are in
society those, the people who are below you, they make witch [i.e.,

witchcraft],
you

are

because

able to think

we are

Afiican, and people

critically

envy each other. Once
rational
and make
decisions they go against

you.
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on

Iseclias'

pile

of photographs raises

a

lot of questions, not just about the

educational system she labeled, but also about the outside cultural influences these
institutions have

on

Liberian

participants three points: 1)
interpretation is
be able to

identity.

their

The

piling process

photographs

in the hands of the local

are

is

designed to

subject to interpretation, 2)

photographer (not outsiders),

clearly articulate their interpretations

to

Educational

show SBMS

and

the

3) they need to

others, especially outsiders.

System

Pile 2
Figure

38. Three

photos

make up Iseclias' educational systems

205

pile.

Photos

by:

S. Iseclia Taweh / SBMS�

List of Tliemes
Name of

Participant

Developed

Number of

from

Participants Top Twenty

Themes and

Religious Group

number of photos

photographs
Taken

Olenson Peters

Piles

in each group

27

AIC

-

FB Buchanan

4^�^-

Church group

(5)^'^ Fishing (6),
School

(2), and
Farming (7)

Janje

David

104

AIC

FB River

-

Cess

4- The way we live
(7), communication

in the African

(4), Hunting
living-hunting
on the farm (6),
cotton tree worship
(3)
4- Church Working
Group (6),

context

for

Ignatius Choloply

56

AIC

-

CLA

a

Classroom activities

(2), Traditional
Wedding (5),
Domestic Affairs

Christopher
Bropleh

151

AIC

-

CLA

(6)

7- The Act of

Worship (3),
Aladura Church

Compound (3),
Special Place (3),
Conversations (3),
Obedience (3), Life
(4), Teaching (1)
James

AIC

Saysay

-

CLA

5 -Look far to

something (1), In
worship (2),
self-help business
(1), sick patient
demonic possession
(1), political activity
(2)
4-Business (13),
Campaigner (3),
Students (2),
Community
Dwellers (2)
service

Amos P. Korzawu

1 04 The number of piles created

ML

87

by each participant.

105 The number of photos included in each

piling

group.
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-

PBC

see

Adama S.

Fayiah

ML

18

PBC

-

5 -Love Tree group-

Prosperity (3),
Gravesite of the late
Bai T. Moore

(6),

Late Bai T. Moore

residence

(2),

Family (3),

The

Future of the Bush

(1)
Prince Mulbah

18

ML

-

5- Liberians

IPC

Preparing for a
leader (5), The
living conditions in
Buzzie Quarters
Community (5), The
Researcher (1),
Fishermen in the

Slayway Community
(3), View of the
Executive Mansion
Clarence Cole

224

ML

-

STP

(3)
Physical Future
(4), From baby to
great grad how
girls/children grow
up in the community
(4), Need of food
sustenance (5), The
way of Life (6)
4- Rule of Law (4),
Educational Systems
(3), Electoral
4-

�

S. Iseclia Taweh

13

ML

-

TEMAMEC

(1), The
Interior (4)
7- Food (3),
Household (5),
Conducting
Elections (3), School
(4), Drawing Water
(2), From School
(2), Eating (2)
Process

OUve

Beyan

53

ML

-

TEMAMEC
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Top

The next

phase has

the

Three Photos

select their top three

participants

images

from their top

twenty (in table 6). From the participant categorization and interpretations of these photos
we were

and

able to discover four

community:

Who

we are

overarching themes,

(and

are

not).

How

all of which deal with

we

identity, culture,

live. What we eat, and What we

believe. These themes reveal the interconnectedness of how Liberians interview their
belief systems with their
I

identity.;

able to confirm the themes

was

photographic

data. We will

see

in

by reviewing the interviews, caption sheets,

chapter

possibly have been placed in other themes
SBMS was/is concemed with
remained

as

leaming

seven a

number of photographs that could

had outsiders been

analyzing the

data. Since

about the culture from the local context the

suggested by the participants.
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and

images

List of Top Tliree Labels from SBMS

Label #2

Label #1

Name of

Participants
Label #3

Participant

Clarence Cole

Christopher
Bropleh
Janje David

i

Baboon

Campaigns

} Healing
Hunter

The

Way

of Life

Mother and Child

Life

Art of Worship

Talking Drum

Village

Life /

Cotton Tree

Worship
Amos Korzawu

Fish is
Life

a

way of

Coconut Vendor

Palava Hut

Rice Farm

|

(Business)

Olenson Peters

The Church Pastor

James

Little Rose

Saysay

Street Seller

(Demon
Girl)

Lakpor

Self-help

Church Leaders

|

Possessed

Business

in Service

|

Woman

Kernels

Love Tree

Traditional Bush

Palm

Eating with Hand

Cassava

Help them Self
Selling

S. Iseclia Taweh

Educational

Justice

Prince Mulbah

Liberia for

Adama S.
Olive

Fayiah

Beyan

System

Change

Making

System

The Interior

Fisherman of

Fish from the

Liberia

Duke River /
"Issue"

Ignatius
Choloply
Table 6. SBMS

Traditional

Old Man

Wedding

Washes Clothes

participant's top

three labels.
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Church Mother

|

Summary
In this

chapter I revealed the

of the choices and

identity

thinking

in

a

represented

complexities

and how

that arise when

study.

In the next

selection process. I noted
some

chapter we will analyze
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and

critical

some

omitting

insights

lenses of their culture and

by presenting the

from these four themes.

photographs

participants provide

they reconcile their dualistic

Liberian context. I concluded

raised from this

photographic

reasoning behind participants selecting

others. I showed the
into their

SBMS

four

some

overarching themes
of photographs

CHAPTER EIGHT:

THE MEANING OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS

DATA ANALYSIS OF THE SBMS STUDY

Introduction

Clarence had spent the last five hours

organizing them
insights

into

into Liberian culture and

with the task when I

their

differently
the local

identity.

(i.e., outsiders) images?

community have had?
Would

were now

Would

"What's

deep

I asked. "It's

conditions outsiders put

on us.

Clarence

still

saw

that I

he had taken of a

was

how

and

doing

of what he

Chimpanzee sitting

Clarence's temperament

change,

on

I knew

was

are

we were

his final group of photographs.
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current task.

get comfortable with

comfortable with

saying,

the back of a

Gospel? Suddenly

on our

or

so

he

a

acceptance."

pointed to

bicycle (fig. 39).

about to have

input would

they were

to the Christian

embrace and accept

have evolved

What

discussing?

cared about how

They [i.e., Liberians]

unsure

provided

indigenous interpretative

attention refocused

we

way that

participatory practice

they have been more receptive
Deep!" My

a

response of Liberians in the

had asked for

they have

in

both exhausted and almost finished

were

Would this

Clarence blurted out, "This is

deep?"

We

anthropologists

for what Clarence and I

represented?

discussing the meanings

wondered, what would have been the

late 1 800s if missionaries and

input to

and

categories,

sorting through over 200 photographs,

deep

a

photograph

As I watched

conversation about

Figure

39. "Baboon

Campaigns" captures

the

spirit

of the Liberia elections

on

its final

day of campaigning.

Photo

by:

Clarence Cole / SBMS �

Up
My Sight

to this

as a

examined the

point I

have

viable research

mainly

methodology

in

on

laying

a

missiology

foundation for

and the omission of the host

anthropology. Second, I explored the

previous participatory studies

as a

literature

as

it

method of hearing subaltem voices. Third, I

showed the steps necessary to include host communities in the
reflective process. Fourth, I demonstrated how to

catalog the

Sight Beyond

and the social sciences. First, I

problem between photographic representation

cultures' voices in missions and
related to

focused

collected data. Now my task is to

implement

analyze
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a

photographic
SBMS

the data in

study,

and

code and

cooperation with

the

participants

as

they relate to

the

problems

participants' photographs, caption
video

and

of this

study.

log sheets,

The data considered will be the

transcribed notes from their audio and

interviews, and the participants' observable interactions

brief reiteration of the main social science

the different motives individuals had for

participating

structured around the four themes identified in the

observes, "Photos

can

writing

'[T]hey

cannot.

...

achieve

I

approaches

am

in this

study,

an enormous

gain clarity

of pictures and how

and

the

on

a

discussion of

analysis

will be

rightly

speech and

amount of information in

they shape

a

After

Gillian Rose

previous chapter.

something that methods relying only

encode

community.

utilizing,

representation'" (Rose 2007, 238). The task of this chapter is
and to

in the

a

to decode the

single

photographs

and construct Liberian culture and

identity.
Social Scientific

This

Revisited

Approaches

study draws upon Worth and Adair's

model of analysis

(Worth

and Adair

1974, 132-141) that is grounded in the disciplines of anthropology and communications.
Worth and Adair used

filmmaking

as a

data collection method to understand how

Navajo community viewed their cultural. They
and used the visual and audio

also

recording equipment to

However, SBMS goes beyond their model, serving

meanings

that

can

missionaries and
the

be

explored how the community

applied to

missiologists

as a

tool to understand contextual

meanings

going to effectively speak to

are

vital if

the existential needs of

people.
Clifford Geertz'

symbols, meanings,

Interpretive Theory of Culture attempts

and values

presented by indigenes
213

learned

communicate with others.

missional contexts. These

are

one

to understand the

about their

own

culture(s),

recognizing that

such

understandings by outsiders (as
While

interpretive theorists

incomplete

and

criteria for

evaluating their theories,"

changing.

accomplish the following:
appreciation,

In

some

.

.production

do not have

a

and

(Griffin 2006, 370). Chapter two

exchange

of meanings

(or at least

provide

fertile

ground

missiological approach

that

.

^between the members of a

should

are

".

covered Hall's

�

Missionaries

a

set of

aesthetic
The

analysis

of these concepts.

of meanings" from the

that

always

"five-point

society" (Griffin 2006, 44).

categorizing the "exchange

relationships

are

understanding, identify values, inspire

1997, 2). SBMS participants' analyses of their photographs

exists for

insiders)

communications, Stuart Hall's Theory ofRepresentation,

semiotics leaves off
".

"create

as

Em Griffm notes that such theories should

stimulate agreement, and reform

below will utilize

well

be)

for the
can

are

indigenes

incorporate

up where

concem

with the

society" (Hall

aimed at

decoding

and

to outsiders.

concemed with

propagation

.picks

establishing partnering

of the

gospel.

the current

The need

anthropological

concepts of culture, identity, urbanization, diasporas, and society (see Rynkiewich 201 1).
This

study,

chapter explores

what the

photographer was trying

and therefore deals with how these various elements

"Others'"

point of view.

I examine if the voices of the

can

to

accomplish

in the

be understood from the

participants were heard,

then

present the cluster themes developed from the participants' photographs, and finally,

expound on

some

of the themes.

What Was the

Photographer Trying

214

to

AccompUsh?

When I started this

of the number of levels of analysis that

study I was not aware

exist/occur/develop.

I know each individual goes

choose to

photograph and not another.

"snap"

photograph the
SBMS

one

and

object

same

it

reasons

they wanted to

leam about

research

and

I also know several

participants

What I did not know

differently.

topic,

the

for joining the

photography,

What

study varied:

came

was

came

Each culture

speaks

words, rituals, behaviors,

meaning systems

these encoded

symbols.

or

what the

After three

they were interested in the

"Sight Beyond

out of my interviews was that the main

do with the

opportunity to explore

In

language unique

Unfortunately,

Michael

develop,

as

to its

people.

The
are

language
keys

a

cross-culture context,

anthropologists,

trying to decipher these

Rynkiewich emphasizes,

subjects

but

may be with

to the "cultural

symbols" (including language) (Spradley 1980, 99).

reify the concept

depersonalize people

Typologies

visual artifacts. These elements

the front lines,

on

culture. .tended to

of

outsider is the need to commit himself/herself to

traditionally been
as

a

encoded in

requirement for an

continued to

could

through the photographs they made.

Development

.

they

participated because

aboard because the title

participants engaged in the study had to

their culture

some

others joined because

number of participants

a

My Sight" piqued their interest.

first

selection process when

photographer was trying to accomplish by participating in the study.

months I realized that the

reason

see

through a

of culture

of study"

missiology

as a

The

understanding

and missionaries have

codes of culture.

"The 1960s model of

causative agent, and tended to

(Rynkiewich 201 1, 8). Anthropology has

is still in
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a

catch-up

mode

(8).

Liberian Cultural Themes
In the last

culture and

identity.

photographs,
photographs

identified four

chapter I
The

serve as a

came

from the eleven

photographs.

The two wildcard

participants were unable

we

that

participants top three photographs

photographs were
photographs

to settle

allow the two wildcard

themes^^^

obvious. The top

key to begin looking beyond the

The top three

four

that I believe reflect Liberian

themes, developed by SBMS participants' top thirty-five

photographs.

agreed to

key themes

on a

selected from the

came

a

group

SBMS

meeting

As discussed in the

study were:

who

they

define and

we are

throughout the

understood

themes, "who

things

analysis. [I'm

(and are not)

we are

"

how

connected

identity discussed

and ''how

Robbins established his framework

they arel And,

insight into

are never as

106 The

the

we

simple

categories

live

can

"

have the

be better

Richard Robbins' concept of the cultural construction of identity

(Robbins 2009, 205-42).

Ybarrola offers

the group

(and are not),

are

of photographs, with eleven each. These two themes

by exploring

determine who

case

SBMS research.

The first two

largest number

of Liberian culture and

verify key aspects

in which the

previous chapter,

live, what we eat, and what we believe. These four main themes

because

and two wildcard

participants' top twenty

top three photographs. In each

photographs.

emerged from the

from

thirty-five

will be

how do

these

as

they communicate

questions noting,

they may

first

presented and illustrated

not sure what this note means.

This is

by asking,

who

"When it

they are

comes

appear" (Ybarrola 2009,

in this section, but will not be

Chapter 7].
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how do people
to

others? Steven

to issues of

11

1).

To

identity

untangle

analyzed. Chapter eight presents

the data

the

of identity Robbins suggests each person has

complexities

(211).

We

several statuses in life

understand these

glimpse

of in the

allow the

identities

negotiate multiple
over

time"

participant to provide

analysis based

on

a

multiplicity

his

or

her

participants

of contexts is v^hat

v^e

gain

a

photograph and then

At the end of each section I offer

analysis.

participant observation, interviews,

my

Hov^ the

In the next section I present the

photographs.

"identity toolbox"

keeping in mind that "every person occupies

(Rynkiew^ich 201 1, 68).

identities in

multiple

an

and

experience

an

as a

photojoumalist.

Who We Are

Baboon
At the

and

me

had

snapped

beginning

regarding the
of a

of this

SBMS

Democratic Change CDC
I love this

'Monkey

picture!"

still

fun of the CDC

as

t-shirt

a

was a

was

disgrace

on

discussion between Clarence Cole

a

a

the 201 1

let Baboon wait small' became

CDC

a

while

Cole exclaimed. "This is

an

identity that

popular.

picture

elections the

presidential
This

most serious

people.
came
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while

he

and Congress for

"This

bicycle.

short bit and then

photograph,

toward the Liberian

photograph (fig. 39.)

parable

was

they [Liberians] accepted [the label].

t-shirt, cap, and jeans. The

adamant that this

a

camouflage hat,

the back of a

"During

They will only complain for a

Clarence

CDC,

political

Not)

We talked about

dressed in blue jeans,

Baboon and after

why the baboon has
Liberians.

chapter I referenced

Clarence reflects.

working

Are

Campaigns

methodology.

chimpanzee

(and

thing

is

deep.

saying,

making
This is

is fun to

they will forget."

laughable

for supporters of the

"Liberians will just accept any label,"

from that side

over

in

America,

or

somewhere, and the people here have just made it their own!" Clarence's struggles
issues related to Liberian

captured

of the

identity moved him to

argue the

chimpanzee was not the identity he wants

over

photographic representation he
his

people

to

adopt.

Rice Farm

Figure

40. Rice farm in Grand Bassa

County

Olenson Peters made

agriculture

accounts for

of their

would go
was

on a

staying,

day.

photograph

(Olukoju 2006),

Mrs. Kebee

walk, and

as

(a

or

Peters / SBMS �

of a Bassa

local

lady cutting rice.

GDP. Rice is

who have at least

vendor)

one

illustrates this

one

meat for the

preparing

nearly

a

point.

of the main

Each

staple

during

the

moming

I

compound where

meal that included rice and

fifteen construction workers.
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The estimate is

meal of rice

I exited the gates to the United Methodist

Mrs. Kebee would be

stew, soup, fish,

by: Olenson

roughly sixty percent of the

foods for most Liberians
course

a

Photo

some

type of

I

Peters included the

photo

of the Bassa

category, because he says the Bassa people

woman

are

cutting rice

in the who

we are

rice farmers. He says many rice farms

in the Buchanan and River Cess communities. Also various methods exist for
rice. "You

can

plant the

shoot

or

you

can

notes. Rice grows over a four -five month

chunk the rice

period in the

[i.e.,

being American parboiled rice,

planting

by hand]," Peters

countries of tropical climate.

Interestingly enough many Liberians buy the imported rice,
brands

toss it

are

one

of the

more

popular

which sells for between $35-50 U.S. for

a

50-

pound bag.
Fishermen of Liberia

Figure

41. Fishermen

mending nets

Prince Mulbah

farmer, the fishermen

in the

Slayway community. Photo by: Prince

photographed

are a

fishermen in the

sub-category

Slayway community.

of who Liberians
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Mulbah / SBMS�

are.

Like the rice

Here the fishermen

are

mending

their nets.

They must wash their nets

with fresh water after each

expedition. They build their boats by hand and paint the boat with various
in

bright colors.

is when he is

on

Mulbah says, "The fisherman's boat is how others

are

cultural themes

identify with who he

the water." The fishermen divide their catch and sell their fish to local

merchants who then sell the
in Liberia

fishing

Ghanaian

product to

the

consumer

immigrants. They have

in markets.

Many

of the fishermen

lived in the country since the

early

1900s.

How We Live

Janje Davids' photo illustrates
live category

one

of the eleven that

were

placed in the How we

(fig. 42).
Hunter

Figure

42. The hunter is the most

important person

in the

village community.
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Photo

by: Janje David / SBMS

�

"The hunter is the most
started

our

questions:

important person

session

analyzing his photographs.

Who is

a

hunter? What does

important person in the village?
gun

following the

community needs

civil
a

a

in the

as one

Why is

of the few

people

protector they call the hunter. When they need
a

tribal

man

Fish is

Preparing

me

to

David
ask the

the hunter the most

and most

allowed to carry

fish to sell in the market. Photo

a

by:

Way

of Life

Amos P. Korzawu / SBMS�
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to collect meat

a

they

important part of my community,

(River Cess)," Janje concludes.

43.

Janje

conflict, is responsible for protecting the community. "When the

get the hunter. The hunter is

Figure

is how

His observations moved

hunter do?

The hunter,

village!"

In the urban area, Amos Korzawu made

market. Different than the
on

the coast. Korzawu's

was

placed

fish in

a

in the how

society.

"In

price

shows

a

food the

selling:

one

of the ways

lady preparing to

of fish varies

cost between 50 and 75

ways to prepare fish for

days

largely on the

people

live category because Korzawu focuses

photograph

for many Liberians. The

Snapper may

focused

Liberia, selling [goods] is

Korzawu states. This

number of photographs from the

hunter, the market seller collects their product from fishermen

photos

we

a

by

season

on

we

sell

sell. The

the transaction of

make

money,"

fish, another food staple

and/or type of fish. A Red

LD, which is about $1.00-$ 1.25. There

dried and

The fish

raw.

photo

drying process

can

are

two

take several

complete.

to

What We Eat

Liberian

food, like its culture, is

a

mixture of traditional and southem American
three types of cuisine exist: the

influences.

Ayodeji Olukoju notes,

indigenous

of the various ethnic groups in the country, the

in Liberia

generally,

hybrid

cuisines of the

Americo-Liberians, and foreign imports. Helene Cooper describes the food

cooking with

a

coastal African twist"

determines the food

one

eats

(Cooper 2010, 1).

(Olukoju 2006, 80).

Liberia since the late 1800s and represent the
have

a

great influence

1 07 Lebanese

companies,

own or

and textile factories.

on

the food.

are not

Social class and status

(largely)

The Lebanese, who have been in

largest number of non-Liberian merchants,

1 07

manage most of the

They

as, "Creole

major businesses including grocery

permitted citizenship

or
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allowed to

own

stores,

shopping markets,

construction

property because of Liberia's constitution.

Palm Kernels

Figure

44. Palm Nuts

eat. Photo

by:

"In the

S.

Fayiah

lay in the dirt after falling
Fayiah/ SBMS �

says

interior, everything plays
as

she selects

they produce play
used to

an

rice and fufii, fermented

along with rice

and

a

a

photograph

important role

produce various oils,

she shows

from the Palm Tree. This

photo

is

placed

into the category -What

we

Adama S.

soups

significant role
from her take.

within the
The

a

palm nuts sitting

palm nuts

Adama

and the kernels

in the diet of Liberians. The nut and the kernels

(a general

term used for stews and sauces served

cassava) (LiberianForum.com 2012),

fish, is

[palm] tree,"

dietary staple

and snacks. Palm

for many Liberians. In

at the base of an oil

interior.
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palm tree,

are

over

oil,

Fayiah' s photograph

which grow wild in the

Fayiah explains

vegetable.
softened
into

a

Then you v^ash it. After

palm nut

pulp.

of making

the process

First you harvest the

you boil it. Then you bust the

washing the nut,

and extract the kernel. After

Then you boil the

palm oil.

taking the kernel you beat it (in a mortar)

pulp (which is oil-laden)

and the oil

then separate the oil fi"om the water. The oil is used to make red
flavor many of the stews and soups of Liberian dishes. As

be used for food,
rub if you

are

vegetable),
The
which is

they put in cassava leaf and potato

burned"

pepper,

(Fayiah 201 1). Many meals

fish, and

over

108

importance

greens, and you

as a

way to

of an insider

providing

can even use

in Liberia contain oil

can

be made into

a

photograph

could have

highlight an important staple

Fayiah's description

"Red oil

can

it for

(either red

a

or

pasty

sauce

called

palm butter,

generally mixed with

fish

or

rice with pepper.

The value of Fayiah's

photograph

top. You

oil, which is used to

Fayiah explains,

of the national dishes of Liberia. Palm butter is

meats and is served

to the

cassava.

byproduct of the nuts

one

comes

is not meant to outline the

details about

a

cooking

easily

in the Liberian food.

complete process

process with

Liberian culture.
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palm

been missed. She used the

of making red oil but instead, is

nuts.

Outsiders may miss the role

meant to

palm

nuts

show the

play

in the

"Issue"

Figure

45. An unidentified

Food is

enjoyed

BBQs "Issue" in the Buzzie Quarters community. Photo by: Prince Mulbah / SBMS�

culturally

defined. What is taboo in

one

culture is often

accepted

and

in another. One of the ways Liberians make distinctions between groups, areas,

food, and

their cultures is

Prince Mulbah
for

man

eating

by saying

"this side"

presented photographs

or

"that side." Such

of an individual

and commercial purposes. Mulbah

displayed,

because he

heritage..

He

thought it was important

case

when

the man, who is

a

a

dog"

friend,

having the roasting practice

for outsiders to know about his cultural

adds, "The people that moved fi-om the rural
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the

"burning (i.e., barbecuing)

expressed how

did not want to have his face shown, but consented to

was

areas

of Lofa

County

to

the

Buzzie

Quarters (a Loma ethnic

Executive Mansion

the

near

group

diaspora community),

city center of Monrovia are

When the Loma people moved to Monrovia
and traditions. "On this
shares. "Issue" is the

given

for cooked

dog.

'urban dwellers.'"

they brought with them their culture

side,^^^ we eat dog!" (Mulbah,

name

located behind the

He

Second Interview 201

1)

Mulbah

continues.

The

dog you see here was bought by him [i.e., the man in the photograph],
how
just
you see other dogs where people raise dogs in the yard as pets
and as friends, but some people they raise their dogs and at the end of the
day they take their dog to sell. When they are stranded [i.e., have no
money] at times and some just do it as business [i.e., sell their dog for
food]. They have people who just specialize in buying dog, preparing it for
business, and for food. The only dog they don't cook is a puppy. They say
the dog is not full, that means it is still a puppy. (Mulbah, Second
Interview 2011)
The Loma

people

other ethnic groups view

dog? Dog
attitude
down

is

a

pet!

their

eating

Man is not,

emerged during

on

of the few ethnic groups in Liberia to eat "issue." Some of the

are one

"issue"

as

taboo.

supposed to

eat

They

say,

"Why, why, why

dog, why must you

the group consultation. Mulbah frowns

eating habits.

on

eat your

eating

of dog in the

pet?"

This

outsiders who look

He recalls the first time he had "issue" and the

discussions that followed. He justifies the

do you eat

numerous

following way:

Dog is an animal, just like the other animals. But dog chose to live in the
city with members. It doesn't make a difference from other animals.
Haven't you bought a chicken, you raise the chicken, and eat the chicken?
You buy rice for the chicken, you waste rice for the chicken, and the
chicken eats the rice. You call the chicken with a sound like (click, click),
and the chicken come running to you. And when the chicken is fiill you
grab it, slaughter it, and put it in a pot and eat it! Now why can't you eat
dog? Dog is an animal, chicken is an animal. Chicken live with you in the
house, chicken go out all day, and at night it come and sleep [he's smiling]
...

109 The concept of "sides"

differences. In

a

[i.e

"this side", "that side", "other

westem context the same idea would be "this is how
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we

side"]
do

.

.

."

is

one

or

that Liberians make to

"this is how

we

have

distinguish between

always

done ..."

moming when you are hungry you take it and put it in the pot.
What much different then a dog?
and in the

Mulbah' s cultural assessments of "issue" reveal many
Liberian

He also sheds

society.

light on Carole

identity boundary markers within

Counihan and

Penny Van Esterik' s

assertion in the introduction of Food and Culture: A Reader that, 'Tood touches

everything.

...

Food marks social differences, boundaries, bonds and contradictions"

(Counihan and Van Esterik 1997, vii). Mary Douglas,
on

the

"The

study

of the

leading anthropologists

of food, summarizes the intersection between food and

meaning

something

one

of a meal is found in

of the

meaning

stmctures others in its

a

system of repeated analogies. Each carries

of the other

own

identity presenting,

meals; each meal is

a

stmctured social event which

image" (Douglas 1997, 44).
What We Believe

The idea of what

magic, spirits, religion,
and

religious identity.

one

and

abstract concept. Liberians believe in love,

topics that

the theme what

study,

of their

centered around their

an

number of other

For this

participants' descriptions
largely

a

believes is

photographs.

religious

What

we

we

member of a Main Line Church took the ninth

an

a

village.

In Africa in

amalgamation

general,

social, cultural

believe evolved from the

believe for the

participants

is

belief systems. In this cluster of photographs

members of the African Instituted Churches contributed

tree in

influence their

and

image,

traditionally

eight

which

was

images.

of a traditional

influenced churches

of religious and cultural beliefs abound
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of the nine

(Ray 2000, xii).

A

worship

specifically,

Healing

Figure

46.

"Healing"

is

a

photo placed

into the category -What

The Church of the Lord
in

to

(Aladura) (CLA)

Liberia, in late August during the rainy

John B. Kroma. We

study the

perceived culture

and

nearly ten-foot blue
observed in the
did not

speak.

decide if I

Archbishop.

was now on

steel

security

foyer a man lying

in any

No

one

a

believe. Photo

was one

I

as

if he

danger.

I

was

by: Christopher Bropleh /

of my first visits after

going to

year earlier when I

visit the

SBMS �

arriving

Archbishop,

sought his permission

his campus to leam about the CLA and how

identity through photography.

He stared

were

season.

developed a friendship

church. I

we

they

As I crossed the threshold of the

fence and removed my shoes to enter the sanctuary, I
on

were

was

soiled

bedding

in soiled and disheveled clothes. He

in another world. 1 looked at him and tried to
not. I

slowly walked by the

answered. Minutes later two ladies
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man

and called for the

approached me,

"Hi

Rev,

are

you

looking

for the

passed the man,

I told

Archbishop?"

Gabriel,"

to Liberia!" I

covered
that

boy's

1 asked

mother

I

Archbishop

ago."

arms

in his

I would

for

see

residence. As

my

As

we

boy who
a

sat on the second-floor

was

in the

casual

over

foyer. "Yes,
"He

manner.

my three months

yes,

came

visiting

headquarters.
was

pseudonym]

surprised

was a

several months later, when I
While

various items. He

healing.

community.

At

was

poisoned

His mother

night,

getting better because

prayer he is

1). "The

after

Robert used to

In the last month he

Interview 201

the

same

young

Bropleh explained the photo
place.

someone

brought Robert to

under the main steps because he
Robert is

saw

man

was

moved to

kept defecating

"Three years ago, 'Robert,'

getting better," Bropleh

added.

gave him tainted soft

on

isolated

area

himself.

always pray

According

over

to

drink,"

He

healing?"

believes in Jesus Chrisf

Second Interview 201

responded,
1).

Bropleh,

(Bropleh,

Second

him, for healing,

Intrigued by his observations,
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family by

out of the church and

and God's Power"

"What does the CLA believe about

(Bropleh,

[a

the church several months ago to

an

Mercy

Pastors and Reverends

a

in the church with other members of the

sleep

of "God's

in

many of the

student and street seller. He used to make money for his

Bropleh explained.
receive

sanctuary,

baritone voice. "Welcome back

boy sporadically

1 had wondered about started to fall into

selling

out of the

Archbishop's

he said in

healing,"

the

deep

family.

Kroma about the

photograph by Christopher Bropleh.
pieces

They led me

Archbishop opened it and greeted me. "Hello,

and asked about his

brought him here

about three weeks
the CLA

the

Kroma said with open

hugged him

patio,

was.

and up two vertical levels of steps to the

they readied to knock on the door,
brother

I

them,

"The first

I asked

thing,

so,

by

Bropleh,

the CLA

He continues with

a

story,

Jesus

bom and he grew up and then started teaching and he began
people, he healed the sick and raised the dead, yeah, so that this

was

heaUng
why the CLA,

believes in

the steps of Jesus Christ.
Interview 2011)
He

a

concludes, "Since I have been in Aladura,

problem

praying

and goes with that

personal
CLA

effects

waiting

experience.

with the

Bropleh

one

refers to

you

are a

a

of the

a

patient^

has

never come

and

sitting isolated amidst his bedding, mattress, pots,

and

for his total

But he believes in

(Bropleh,

Second Interview 201

healing reveals

a

healing

a

helplessness

member of the CLA

and in

1).

and

hopefulness

brought Robert to

The process has been slow and transformational

core

to Aladura with

fasting

problem.

that faith in Jesus would

hope

of prayer is

of Robert,

Robert's mother,

compound for healing.

spiritually

same

and the minsters of healing"

Bropleh' s photo

1 10

healing, because they are following to format,
So they believe in healuig. (Bropleh, Second

bring

about

a

testimony.

as

the

they expected

This belief in the power

values of the CLA and its followers.

person that is sick

as a

patient.

He says the

same

patient.
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way you have

a

of the

patient in

the

hospital,

in the church

The Love Tree

Figure 47. Liberians stand under the
Fayiah / SBMS �

In Jesus' Sermon

Love Tree

on

near

the Mount

the late Bai T. Moore cultural

(Matthew 5-7)

array of teachings about their moral and ethical
ways

they

analogy to
7:16).
will

identify

make his

come

responsibilities

so-called false teachers and

only

a

producer of fruit,

this to

our

prophets.

as a

(Seaklon 2012).
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Adama S.

a

vast

follower of him, and

He draws

a

on an

them"

agricultural

(Matthew

Liberian cultural historian and

attention when he reminds Liberians,

like trees without roots"

by:

but also the lifeline from which other fruit

forth. The Late Peter "Flomo" Ballah,

brings

Photo

he offers every believer

point saying, "By their fruit you will recognize

The tree is not

advocate
are

can

grounds.

"People

without culture

In

one

and cultural
late Bai T.

of Adama S.

significance

she

Fayiah's top three photographs

of the "The Love Tree"

(fig. 47).

explains

the traditional

"I traveled to the

Moore,^^^ because it represents my culture," reflects Fayiah.

village

of the

She continues.

When I got to the town, one of the elders (an older lady) took me to the
tree. When we got to the tree, I noticed two trees hugging another. So I
asked her the

meaning of the tree. The lady told me it was a "Love Tree."
palm tree hugging another tree. Then the lady said, "If
you are looking for a child, or you want to be married, or a job, or want
better education, you can go to this tree. Anything that you ask of this tree
it will be given." (Fayiah, Second Interview 201 1)
She said it

The tree is
cutless

a

was a

vital mediator for married

[i.e., machete]

on

it. All

couples. Fayiah adds,

"This tree, you can't put

throughout the war the tree was

still

standing,

no one

touched it."
When asked how this tree represents her culture,
In those

Fayiah

says.

traditional times 40-50 years ago], our
forefathers believed in certain things like the "Love Tree". In different

days [referring to

historical

settings, people used to go and live by them [i.e., the trees], but
now these days, due to the war people are no longer living up to those
values. Their culture has been wiped away. But yet there are still some
villages within our country that still live up to that culture. During those
days the tree played a significant role in the town, for the dwellers.

Pay

attention to

figured

it

as

above, changed

best I could.

1 1 1 The late Bai T. Moore

village

has become

a

(Bai

.

.

some

indents

-

not

sure

if way you want

-

.

Tamia Johnson

Moore)

was

cultural artifact.
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bom in the Gola

village

of Dimeh, in Bomi

County.

The

a

Traditional

Figure 48. Traditional wedding
Ignatius Choloply / SBMS �

In

cultures

at one

symbols

the

case

with

moments

a

sense.

life into

Kurten, Liberia. Photo by:

following point,

harmony with

often marked with

question

bed sheet surrounded
comes

insider of this traditional Grebo
makes

are

bring

m

signposts

faith"

The

lady

to

and

mind, why is the lady covered in

wedding

officiated

covered is part of an

is meant to test the grooms

by her assistant

knowledge

"All

(Zahniser

and traditions.

Ignatius Choloply' s photograph of a "Traditional Wedding."

bride, covered with

the outsider the

(Aladura) branches

Mathias Zahniser makes the

and ceremonies to

1997, 2). The important
is the

of the Church of the Lord

Symbol and Ceremony,

use

Wedding

Such

Pictured is

family members.
a

To

bed sheet? For the

by a pastor of the CLA,

the

image

elaborate, sometimes playful, ceremony that

of his wife-to-be. The ritual
233

interpreted by

the

members of the CLA is
Bible

29:15- Genesis

(Genesis
In

an

be

a

parallel to

Jacob, Rachel, and Leah narrative foimd in the

30:24). Choloply explains.

African traditional

test for you. This

the

wedding,^

lady

you

as a

traditional husband to

will be covered with

a

sheet and the

be, there will

lady will be

brought before you. And the people there [at the weddmg] will say, "Can you
your wife, if this is your wife?" Then if you uncover her and you take off
the sheet, you say, "oh, lord this is not my wife" [i.e., you have failed the test].
(Choloply 2011)

uncover

What

Choloply highlights

is that the ceremony is meant to test the man's

knowledge

of

his wife-to-be. He continues,

[The other women] will appear two to three times. In our tradition they
bring more than one lady covered up, before they will bring out the

will

your wife, because you have been in
contact with her for some time, and you know her because the two of you
have been discussing, and have been dating, and you know her well, you

real

woman.

should

As

soon as

you

see

recognize her covering. (Choloply 201 1)

The ceremony is also

a

fun way for the husband and wife-to-be to make

Choloply notes, "They get money out
at your

wife, before you

remove

do pay the

the

and

asked

Choloply why the presentation

"It looks like
In the

a

money" (Choloply,

some

money! They

wedding]. They
say

some

say look

funny, ftmny

Second Interview part 2 201 1). When I

of the bride

was

like

a

game?

He smiled and

Jacob, Rachel, and Leah narrative the story shares how

wife, only

then works another

seven

to find out the

he is

continent of Africa in its

speaking

moming

years to marry his

112 African traditional

wedding"

attendees of the

little money.

said,

game, but it is tradition. It is biblical also."

years to marry his

traditional

[the

veil, put

things

we

of us

a

weddings

do not have

original

a

a man

bride. The traditional ritual is meant

a

ceremony. When

fi-om his Grebo traditional context. His context needs to be taken into
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seven

after that he has been tricked. He

uniform format for

diversity.

works

Choloply

says, "African

consideration,

not the whole

to show the

she

[i.e., the bride]

given

of knowing your bride-to-be.

couple the importance
is selected she

was

brought out to

instruction from members of the

sit with

family on how to

take

Choloply

says, "After

family members.
care

She is

of herself when she

gets home" (Choloply, Second Interview part 2 20 11). His observations show the

importance

of community in their

differences between

a

Traditional Grebo

religious

traditional Grebo

Wedding in

tradition. Here

wedding

and

CLA

certificate

witnesses to

(no

Clergy

a

officiates the ceremony
a church

quarters)

Lots of amenities
Sermon is

preached
Rings exchanged

sermon

rings exchanged
A wedding that imitates the traditions
of the group (ethnic generally)
Gifts are presented
The Bride payment is important
The Groom pays dowry to the family
of the Bride ($40 dowry was paid for
the above wedding)
Traditionally, the money is kept to
dowry the children of the married
couple. (The money rotates).
Pay cash for a goat for food ($10 U.S.)

as

indicated

by

a

few differences between

SBMS

(in table 7).

Wedding

No

Table 7. This table notes

few

Lots of money

(living

No

wedding

in the West

a

Marriage certificate (must have
witness sign)

need for

house

shares

Performed in

sign)

Groom has to have

wedding

Westem

Clergy officiates the ceremony
Performed at the home of the bride
Marriage

a

Choloply

a

traditional Grebo

participant Ignatius Choloply.
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wedding

in the CLA and

a

so-called Westem

List of Top Four Clusters

What We BeUeve

Who We Are

from SBMS

(Themes)

Participants

What We Eat

How We Live

(not)
1

.

Baboon

1

Traditional

.

Campaigns
2.

Coconut

1

Fish from the

.

Wedding
Healing

2.

The

1.

Way

2.

of Life

*

Duke River
Issue

Mother and

2.

Vendor

Child

*

3.

3.

Talking Drum
The Interior

4.

Art of Worship

4.

Palm Kernels

3.

Cotton Tree

4.

Cassava

3.
4.

Making

Hunter

Village

*

*

Life

Worship
5.

Help them Self
Selling

5.

Street Seller

6.

6.

The Church

Fish is

5.

Pastor

Life

Little Rose

6.

Lakpor (Demon
Possessed
7.

7.

Self-help

a

way of

(Business)

*

Educational

j

System

|

Palava Hut

)

Girl)

Love Tree

7.

i

Business
Woman
8.

*

Traditional

8.

Church Leaders in

Bush
9.

8.

Eating

*

Service

Old Man

9.

Church Mother

9.

Washes Clothes

1

These

were

10. Justice

System

*

11. Rice Farm

*

Liberia for

Change

10. Fisherman of

Liberia

with Hand

*

11. Life*

with the category what we eat. However, they
not included in that category due to the participant's reflection about the images.

photographs

Table 7. On

glance

a

could

easily overlap

number of photographs may have

placed

different category.

m a

The Data

After

seeing

these four different themes and

hearing

them, important to observe is how they work together to
culture and
as

many

identity.

photographs

When

as

we

started the SBMS

they desired.
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create a

study we

This process

was

how Liberians described

holistic view of Liberian

asked the

participants

meant for the

to

participants

take

to

explore with the
was

that many

cameras

and

participants

gather visual

did not have

them. In line with Mark 8:22-25, their
Once

had the visual data

we

choose their top twenty

we

photographs.

a

twenty photographs,
cultural

categories.

clear perspective

used

a

able to

as

What

we

somewhat

The selection process allowed
level of importance

see

identity.

how each

quickly realized

to what was

as

important to

fiizzy and unclear.

selection process to have

of their culture and

we were

study.

perspectives were

participants rate their photographs by the
participants' understandings

data for the

us

participants
to have the

they related to

After the selection of their top

participant prioritized his

We verified their selections with their

the

caption

or

her

information and semi-

structured interviews.
The final selection of the
process and

an

integrity

check. We

were

photographs

that had not been

photographs

from their top twenty. This

what
one

was

image

previously

personally most important.

photograph

over

three

participants' top

another. The

searching to
selected

or

photographs was

see

deciding

cases

factor

they did not want to

said

important to

them. Table 8

provides

remove

a

any

diagram
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participant added

the

was

forced the

participants

participant to
labored

on

select

selecting

often their connection with the

and how well it told the story about their culture and

participants

refining

if they selected their top three

refining process

In many

if the

a

identity.

photographs,

of the SBMS

Almost all of the

because

filtering

they were

process.

all

SBMS

Photograph Filtering

UKUrvtlfeed wurvtber
LlLusfera.fee

of pkotograpks
cullure <kwck tcieKHt�-|

ho

Selection of top 20 photos
(level of importance is measured)

\

Top 3 photos
(most important)

Cultural

Representation

Visualized

Illustration

Table 8. SBMS

Filtering

After the

(Table 9)
for

sixty

as

who

Gabriel B. Tait 2013�

Process

filtering
we are

and cluster processes

we

discovered the top two

and how

we

live. These two

(and are not)

three percent of the top

photographs.

by:

The MLC had

thirty-five photographs.

one more

participant
238

categories

categories

accounted

Each category had eleven

than the

AIC, which

may have

accounted for the elevated numbers in the who
not think this made

believe and what

interesting

a

we

we are

significant impact on the study.

eat, accounted for

observations

came

and how

we

live

The other two

categories.

categories,

I do

what we

thirty-seven percent of the photos. Several

from the data.
SBMS Liberian

Identity

List of Top Four Cluster Total
Photo Clusters

Who We Are

AIC

MLC

Total

Total % for

photos

35

(not)
4

7

11

31.43%

8

1

9

25.71%

0

4

4

11.43%

4

7

11

31.43%

Total

16

19

35 Photos

(5-part)

(6-part)

What We Believe

What We Eat

How We Live

Table 9. The top four

identity

100%

cluster total.

What We Eat Data
A closer look at Table 9

important

of the four

categories.

initially
It

appears to

garnered just
239

show, what we

four of the top

eat

is the least

thirty-five photographs

or

eleven percent. The labels

on

these

photographs mention food specifically (fish, issue,

and cassava). These labels

palm kernels,

are

the titles the

gave to their

participants

photographs.
However when

have been
of the

of the food

or

placed next to
In the how

Village Life,

eat

or

preparing

a

ten

photograph

category, but were assigned

mentioned food in the

to other themes. Some

title, but placed emphasis

type of food.

labels that could

on

the cultural aspect

photographs speak of the process

To account for this

overlap

an

of

asterisk

these labels.
we

Fish is

a

live category six of the eleven labels
way of Life,

distributed within other

categories.

Eating with Hand,
For

community members eating with their
category (fig. 49) had Beyan focused
concentrated

we see

its function within the culture. Other

growing, catching,
was

refer back to Table 7,

the what we

assigned to

photographs

we

mainly

on

the

example,

they were eating

or even

team

agreed the photo

was

on

the food that
a

how the meal

best

Olive

Life)

could have been

Beyan' s photograph

hands would have been

community as

food

and

(The Way of Life, Hunter,

placed

was

placed in the

prepared,

how
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we

in the what

they were eating.

collective group and not
the

of

Because

specifically

participant and the

live category.

we

eat

Beyan
on

the

SBMS

Figure

49. Olive

Beyan describes how

Clarence Cole's The

many Liberians eat with their hands. Photo

Way of Life photograph (fig. 50) is

cross-topical emphasis.

The

photo

a

little

boy carrying

shrimp/crayfish baskets

on a

green bamboo

pole.

In Cole's

process of catching the

remained and been
The
on

clothes).

River, relies

From these

photographs

Due to the

how

on

Olive

Beyan /

another

a

SBMS�

example

of this

number of

description he emphasizes

the

He also draws out how the traditional way of life has

Clay Ashland,

the river for its

generations. Furthermore,
a

former settler

Cole's title

community,

food, transportation, and

which rests

water

(to wash

examples, clearly, although only eleven percent of the top thirty-

were

overlap

shows

down to the younger

Way ofLife, highlights

the St. Paul

five

crayfish.

passed

by:

assigned to

the category of what

of categories, what

we

eat

is

241

a

we

eat, this is

significant part

a

bit

misleading.

of how Liberians in this

study

defined their cultural

Figure

50. Clarence Cole

baskets in

Clay Ashland.

emphasizes the process of catching crayfish
by: Clarence Cole / SBMS�

no

regarding the

comparison of photographs
photographs

are

what

When

young

her

boys

arm

of the

we

around

boys

is

the St. Paul River with these hand

woven

category is exposed when

between the AIC and MLC

from the AIC in this category.

Taking

place

no

(

table

10).

we

The data shows

the data at face value

emphasis

on

inspect

what

they

one

may

eat. But

incorrect observation.

an

and

eat

we

draw the conclusion that members of the AIC
this would be

on

Photo

One final aspect
the

identity.

a

analyze Christopher Bropleh's Life photograph (fig. 51)
girl sitting

around and

of the

and is

one

holding

boys

holding

food. Still another

from pots and

eating

boy

a

is
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plate

peelings.

we

notice two

The little

girl

has

of food that is almost empty. One

presumably eating

from the pot. A

lady

to the left of the

person holds

than
he

a

of plantains.

bag

direct

likely

outsider to

an

placed the photograph,
Further

verbal

the

in how

no one

we

image

live,

not what

photo

is about

In his

husband. The first

live hand to mouth"

product

eat

lady does, noting,

about ten

cents)

unidentified

"She is

category.
written

her

caption

living by selling

description Bropleh
I think of

and

lady

to the students at the school

on

says, "The old

sells

the

lady

make 300
a

is

in Africa and West

He then shifts to

slashing plantain to

cooked food

[about the photograph]

mostly poverty

The

Bropleh,

living within the Aladura compound

(Bropleh 201 1).

doing 'petty business'" (Bropleh 201 1).

(roughly

we

thing

has to live like this. There is

people

about what the

a

an

in the food category. But for

this

lady within this photograph who get(s)

left] does not have

Africa. Most

She is

place

plantain chips" (Bropleh 201 1).

the poverty,

right,

Therefore, the symbols in this photograph would more

He notes, "This

descriptions.

stuff like

To the far

insight is gained when we take notice of Bropleh's

in Liberia. This

[to

photograph is cutting something.

bag

a

bags

description
of chips.

of chips for 5 LD

compound.

If she sells her

she will gross about $15.

To

analyze Bropleh's

streams of thought

Then he notes the cultural and
then addresses poverty in his
to compare

sociological

further, he first focuses

conditions of living

community. Bropleh expands

his

on

the

on

his church.

compound.

description

even

poverty in Liberia, West Africa, and the continent of Africa. He says

exists between AfricaAVest Africa and the Westem World.
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He

further

a

divide

Figure

51. Life in the Church of the Lord-Aladura

outsider not

Bropleh /

knowing

many of the details would

compound is the major emphasis drawn out in this images. An
probably place this image the food category. Photo by: Christopher

SBMS�

I have discussed three

examples

other

categories. They v^ere

areas

other than food. This does not

not

moved, because SBMS participants placed emphasis
mean

AICs, but may however mean that the
their

specific

or even

their

important to

context is less

that food is not

way AICs

important than

religious belief systems.

perceive

important to

food and its function within

issues related to

community, living conditions,

consider is that other existential factors influence the
as

it relates to SBMS

beliefs.
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on

members of the

As food relates to Liberian culture and

food. The next section presents the data

spiritual

of photographs that could have been included in

identity

participant's

view of

participants' religious

or

What We Believe Data
In

chapter four,

missionaries and settlers, founded Liberia

Population
are

Housing

living in the country.

Even

a

and

though the

LISGIS data is

is

been the

impact of the Church

examination of the

questioned,
as

on

effect of this

were

participants

assigned to

1820"

The

said any

one

highlights

"Liberia has
This

(Kulah 2010, 11).

churches. What has

What type of images would show

These two

questions

provided

were

some

spur

a

further

unexpected results (table 10).

produced by AIC

Nine of the top

members and

thirty-five photographs,

this category, and AIC members took

photograph that

theme would fall in the what

more

widely accepted that

photographs.

produced by MLC participants.

This

as

identity?

history?

high number of photographs

percent,

The Liberian

roughly ninety-three percent Christian.

the view is

far back

Liberian

The SBMS data in this category
a

principles.

largely attributed to the missional legacy of the mainline

impact and lasting

First,

their Christian

This would make Liberia

strong Christian heritage that dates

the

on

(LISGIS 2009), suggests nearly three million Christians

Census

heritage

turned

emancipated Afiican American slaves

I noted how

we

point,

or

or

low number

twenty-six

eight of those.

has

a

religious

SBMS

or

spiritual

believe category.

photograph taken by
my second

is taken in the church

a

an

MLC member

was

of a traditional

the MLC member who described the

worship

photograph spoke

about traditional values and culture than did about Christian values. The

affirmed his/her Christian beliefs, but

spoke

tree.

participant

of the cultural values and ethos of traditional

life.
Almost all of the

participants

who took
245

photographs

included in what

we

believe

provided

description concerning culture, worship, leadership,

some

reference to healing

(spiritual

or

emotional).

George W. Karblee

This observation is

at Faith

photograph of the

Rev.

The church is

of the older churches in the Faith

one

prayer, and/or

seen

some

in Olenson Peters'

Baptist Church in Buchanan (fig 52).
Independent Baptist Association

(FIBA).
This

image

photograph was

after I asked him if the

identity.

He

follower

today!

man

our

So I have to

doing,

savior.

to

move

It is

Peters'

one

original top

three. He added the

photograph and added the

that teaches us, the

then talks about his church

worship

ui

culture and

photographs (before us) best represented his

explained that he removed

because, "This is the

evil

not included

explain

noting,

good to

community,

about him!"

"It is

go to

a

from all your bad bad

so

of his pastor

to know Christ and be

a

(Peters, Second Interview 201 1).

place where

church,

one

you go and

that you

ways" (Peters,

can

be

worship
changed.

the

in the

Second Interview 201

1).

community,

things.

...

If you

are

and you live in the community is not good. So it is not good for you to live
in the community and do bad bad things in the community.
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to

To resist all

you understand what the bible is telling you
in the community you will not do those
all
Because
those things harm the community when you are rogue

are

from Exodus 20.

He

Lord,

continues.
If you

Christ

He

Figure

52 Olenson Peters describes "The Church Pastor" Rev.

George

W. Karblee. Photo

by: Olenson Peters/

Peters' reflections about his pastor and the church's role in the

the

impact

of AICs

on

following question.
The AIC

plays quite

their

members, which focuses

What role does my
a

significant role

belief have

to

AIC members' attention

on

stress

the

define my identity? (Pachuau 2013).

in its members' identities.
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community

SBMS�

CHAPTER NINE:

ANTHROPOLOGICAL AND MISSIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF SBMS

Introduction

When I started this dissertation I
Liberian culture and
both

anthropology

omitted

identity. Reflecting

and

missiology,

to this

tool that

intentional in

was

problem was to
leaming

conversation after

opening

SBMS

training

to

from the

about the

session. The

honest reflections set the tempo for the

a

clearer

a

community's

photographic
a

people

"Who is

of men

(fig 53).

gain

picture

the power of photography and its

create and test

watching a group

streets of downtown Monrovia

quest

I realized that the local

began this study by trying to understand

the

on

(intentionally or unintentionally)

My response

a

was on a

uses

in

was

and reflective processes.

missiologically
from the

voice

about

relevant research

people.

Liberian?" The

In

chapter one,

participants

we

initiated

wearing white paint walk through the

If you

recall,

participants

study.
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a

lively

were

discussion ensued

during

vulnerable. Their open and

Figure

53. Conversation starter in

In this final

What

new

chapter

chapter I will

knowledge was

the

To

answer

findings.

new

address two

refer back to the three research

question number two

Did SBMS work? and

identity?

questions

In

study was guided by three

that

guided this

analysis chapter and review

participant-action model

introduces

1) What can we
photography?

One: Did It Work?

research

questions:

learn about Liberian culture and
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2)

answering

for the field of missiology.

Question
The

I will draw from the

I will then suggest how this

approach

key questions: 1)

learned about Liberian culture and

question number one we will

study.

one.

identity through

the

use

of

a

valuable

The

�

study

shows

The

photography.
how

we

When

a

lot about these

through the use

of

overarching themes {who

identified four

participants

areas

are

we

are,

important to

identity.

we

break down the SBMS data

leam that the

identity

leam

live, what we eat, and what we believe), all of which

Liberian
�

we can

on

participants

their mainline

(Table 1) between AICs and MLCs

from Mam Line Churches do not focus their

religious

we

religious

belief systems. In contrast, African

Independent Churches receive the majority of their religious identity from their
communities'
MLC

�

religious

practices.

look for all types of cultural

participants

broader Liberian culture.

They do not tend to

religious beliefs

identity.

for their

religious community
AIC churches

�

beliefs and

seem

factors from within their

look toward their communities'

participants, identifying with their

is much stronger.

to be able to

identity that the MLCs
List of

For AIC

identity

give people

a sense

of a Christian Liberian

do not.

Top

Three

Identity

Cluster

Comparison

AIC and Mainline Churches

Photo Clusters

AIC

MLC

Total

AIC

MLC

photos

Total % of

Total % of

Photos

Photos

Who We Are

(and

Are

Not)

4

7

11

36.4%

63.6%

8

1

9

88.9%

11.1%

0

4

4

0%

100%

4

7

11

36.4%

63.6%

16

19

What We
Believe
What We Eat

How We Live

Total

Participants
Figure

54.

Top-three identity

5
cluster

6
comparison between

the AICs and MLCs
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As to the issue of methodology, I refer back to the

work? After
on

the

gain

and

conducting

analyzing the

data from this

general question:
research,

I

does SBMS

answer

yes. Based

data, rich is the evidence that illustrates how the method works and that

all types of revealing

insights

from within and outside of the culture about

through this process. Community access,
transformative

cultural

for educational programs

platform

one can

understandings,
were

and

opportunities

a

identity

potentially

realized.

2) What is the response from the community regarding "Sight Beyond My Sight" (SBMS)
participants and their use ofphotography in Liberia?
�

The

�

Four

participants

can

participants

be

grouped by the number of photographs

took under 20

about one's culture and

photographs.

identity,

some

If SBMS is focused

implementing the research,

number of occasions. I

passion

for the

study.

leaming

tweaking will need to happen to

proximity with the organization and participants
While

on

(Table 7).

address

SBMS administrators must work in close

participants' photographic output.

�

taken

involved with the research.

I did not realize the value of following up

thought the participants' output would be reflected
I underestimated the

community dynamics

on a

in their

in the Liberian

cultural context.

�

The

study

ministry
with

administrator must work in

to encourage

participants

participants by following up

should be able to increase the

to

conjunction with

an

organization

explore. By maintaining

with

relationships

them, then administrators and facilitators

photographic output.
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close

or

Grouping of SBMS Participants by
Photographs Taken

^

Over 75

�

Between 20-74

photos taken

Under 20

Table 10. The number of photographers in groups

what ways can the SBMS
research method?

3) In

�

�

We have

seen

for

reasons.

that SBMS has

photographs taken

the number of photographs taken.

methodology contribute as

great deal

a

missiologically relevant

to offer as a tool for

missiological work
First,
engaging people on an emic
level their categories and agenda become paramount in establishing questions and
answers regarding culture and identity. Second, by implication, the researcher
approaches the community as a leamer and avoids the pitfalls of colonial and
neocolonial photographic representation. But more work needs to go into
developing SBMS and making it more effective in cross-cultural contexts.
a

few

a

because the researcher is

leaming. While the
researcher is there clearly to leam from the participants, the participants also leam
about themselves and their own culture(s) as they reflect on the photos they have
SBMS is also

an

effective

means

contextualization (Hiebert
developed fiuther.
If we wish to

use

of promoting mutual

effective tool in the process of critical
1985). This is another aspect of SBMS that needs to be

taken. In this way it could be

�

by

photos taken

an

SBMS, it needs

to be tested in

more

cross-cultural contexts

some contexts, while there is great value to be gained from the method,
be
there may
particular challenges given community-specific dynamics. For
example, in many African American communities, while churches and ministries

because in
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could

gain much from this approach, people walking around with cameras might

be viewed

as

"snitches."

This research, using SBMS, raises awareness for the need to develop more
methods that seek to leam from the host culture visually, orally, and in writing.

�

Question 2:

What New

SBMS is

identity

from its

beliefs:

1)

a

photographic research

participants.

If participants

photographs; 2)

tool that seeks to leam about culture and

When I started the

were

If participants

study,

I had the

actively trained in the use
were

photographs would reveal them;
the control in

of the

photographs.

properly presented the study's

and

onto

participants

Prince Mulbah

What I did not

as

3)

If the

they would take

themes their

participants were encouraged that they had
share the

anticipate were the challenges

they worked through the meanings

talking

following obvious

camera

defining their own community they would openly

their

Culture and

Knowledge Was Gained Regarding Liberian
Identity?

of their

meaning

and stresses

own

images

of

brought

and notes.

about the reflective process of photography says.

explain to someone about my culture I was very very blind. I
sight, I never had the idea, I never even have the knowledge
that one day I could explain anything about a photograph to convince
somebody or make somebody to know about my culture or my community.
(Mulbah, Second Interview 201 1)

Having
never

to

had the

As Prince and the others worked

insights
I

some

into Liberian culture and

provide

very

a

helpfiil

through

was

able to

gain

I could not have

gained

otherwise.

the SBMS process, I

identity, insights

brief description in Table 8. The entry
informants. The informants
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helped the

point

critical

for SBMS started with

team travel to their

training

in

locations, presented the study

pitfalls.^

During the training

presenting this question many
was

important to

culturally relevant manor,

a

sessions the team
of the

and avoided

some

presented the research theme.

participants expressed that they had ideas

them about their culture and

how to show them. This non-verbalized

identity,

but

In

of what
about

they had never thought

interpretation of their culture

is what SBMS

was

trying to capture.
After
the

camera

participants went through the training
At

appeared.

our

first

training session,
take

study participants (PSPs) trying to
normal orientation. It

Principles

of Visual

was a

said

my

own

town

able to

a sense

of power

people requested that I

(David, Second Interview
SBMS

participants

the

on

take

I had to ask

cases

participants
narratives

1 1 3 One

stipend.

I had not

$20 U.S. stipend

budgeted

for

shared had

stipends.

Hockings'

photos. They would

a

comfortable with the

say,

camera.

David

Some

reflects, "In

"Hey Janje

nothing to

met with the research team after their

participants

potential pitfall was

of Paul

do

say about

for

one

you"

1).

to

hold off on the

started reflection about their

participants

twisted from his

using the

about you, I have

potential

camera

cover

ease

confidence with

of the

taking pictures. Janje

Participants eagerly anticipated sharing their thoughts
many

one

participants became

felt while

explain

Part 2 201

developing

I remembered

the culture with

was

me.!" I would say, "No, what do I

that

Once the

explore

a

photograph with the

image to

Anthropology.

technology they were
participants

similar

a

session

images,

personal

transportation

fee. I

The SBMS team

and ideas about their

descriptions.

descriptions

connections with the

was not aware

agreed

for those in the rural counties. We would also

the

we

would
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a

for each

600LD

were

In

When the

were

thick. The

subjects they were

a

transportation

stipend for participants

training

taken.

pictures.

that many of the NGOs allowed for

provide

provide meals

photographs

session.

in the

city

and

a

photographing.

One

inside of them. The

system

participant said they were telling

caption

to the

participants'

After

participants

information served

as a

stories

second and third level verification

stories and notes.

talked about their

photographs,

the SBMS team and the

participants themselves noticed that they would share, reflect,
Amos Wonton

observation
time the

it

said,

was

like the

looked at the

photographs were

image,

debated and

participants

and then share

participants were "feeding"

meant to illustrate the

participants

group sessions

was

they did not realize were

a

explorations

new

on

the

some more.

His

photos.

trove of information. Each

offered

In

insights.

more

argued their points, ultimately agreeing

on a

final

list of themes.
At the

point where

invited to share their

convergence and

insights

"mind's eye started to work"

explaining j;owr mind's

(Mulbah,

talking although you weren't there,

imagine

it. You will start to

but your mind will open

1). Tite Tienou, speaking

"Photographs

are a

shared

participants

of the idea

of knowledge

-

see

things

up" (Mulbah,

about "mind's

eye"

that

He

we are

~

suggests,
and when

continues.

Assuming that photographs are knowledge, (then) the primary thing about
knowledge is that all knowledge creation has an intuitive base and
intuition begins with perception in the mind. "Minds eye" relates to the
beginnings of "knowledge-making." Intuitively you kind of see things
before you actually express them. And the expressions are how you
capture (it). And the "capture" can be with words, or pictures, or art. all
of these are just outward expressions of the mind. (Tienou 2012)
.
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was

Second

making (beyond the family setting)

they are communicating something" (Tienou 2012).

were

said, his

Second Interview 201 1). He added, "As I

Interview 201

they are

occurred SBMS

with outsiders. At this juncture Prince Mulbah

eye started to

product

consensus

.

What Tienou expresses is the process of conception and reflection that Prince and
of the other members of the SBMS team

bridge

to the outside culture. What

were

Then

experiencing.

they were mtuiting

as core

some

insights served as

to their

a

identity was

emergent through the process of using photos and conversation among themselves, and
with the

outsider(s). Through

outsider is able to

cross

this

transaction of knowledge

additional conversations and the review of photographs the

bridge

occurs

of knowledge

leaming

(Schreiter 2007)

that

about the host culture. A

helps

both the outsider and insider

leam.
The final step in this model is the intemal

change

the

participant has

in

understanding his/her own

culture and

evident.

Participants

swayed in their thinking by listening to

insights.

The transaction of knowledge between members of similar cultural

were

is constitutive of discovery,

core

take process that allows cultural

investigated by those
the

privilege

of being

with the
a

identity. During the

to the vital

knowledge

"right"

dynamic
about

group session this became

others share their

of what SBMS is. It is

things

such

as

"Liberian

community
a

give

and

Identity"

to reflect upon themselves. And the researcher

participant observer of the
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process.

to be

gets

Missiological Implications
In Paul's letter to the Church in

transformation and

they

are a nev^

possibilities

hope

in Christ. He encourages the

creation and have

new

ethnographers

believers, because in him

image. Through this study v^e

a nev^

SBMS offers to leam and

While SBMS is administered
become

Rome, he reminds believers of their

project the

new

images

through imperfect participants,

of their

own

culture.

see

the

of host cultures.

the

participants

They establish their community in a

way, their way.

The

hope

of this

study is that missionaries, anthropologists,

of host cultures will look at SBMS

projection
"And

we

of their

new

image.

know that in all

who have been called

as a

co-constmcted tool of leaming and

With this

things

according

approach Paul's

God works for the
to his purpose
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and members

good

words

are

embraced,

of those who love

(Romans 8:28).

him,

APPENDIXES

Letter of Introduction To The CLA

April 21,

2011

Gabriel B. Tait
204 N.

Lexington Avenue

Wilmore, KY 40390
USA

John B. Kroma

Archbishop,

The Church of the Lord

(Aladura)

Provincial Head-office, Province of Liberia
52, Center Street
Box

467, Monrovia

LIBERIA

RE:

Request for your assistance for my doctoral studies

The Most Rev.

Archbishop

John B. Kroma,

I greet you in the name of our Lord & Savior Jesus Christ! I also want to thank you for
conversation on Tuesday, March 22, 201 1.

our

during our meeting at the Church of the Lord (Aladura) (CLA) headquarters in
Liberia, you shared with me several stories about your experiences while serving as leader of the
Salala branch. 1 know that some years have passed since your time there but, I was intrigued by
the way in which your church was seemingly able to bridge many divides (e.g. ethnic, religious,
and cultural) during the fourteen-year civil war. As your country is moving forward in growth
and development, I was hoping to work on my PhD research about your church and the people in
the community.
Last year,

background, I am pursuing my PhD in Intercultural Studies at Asbury Theological Seminary.
My concentrations are centered on leadership development, anthropology, and mission
mobilization. It is my desire to educate this next generation of leaders in a global context.
As

formally request your permission to spend several months with your Salala
During this time, I will research how members of the church understand issues
surrounding culture and identity. Additionally, I am hoping to use photography, to look at gain
how members of the CLA view their community. If you remember I used photography to look at
I
your worship service at the headquarters in Monrovia. Did you receive the photo sent?
I would like to

branch.

project will be a win/win opportunity for us both. By the CLA participating
not just in Liberia but around the United States, will leam about
study
divides. This may serve as a model for other
your vision and commitment to bridge community
I think this research

in this

other

churches,
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churches wrestling with important issues. I will also supply the church with various photographs
from my research. For me, 1 am granted the privilege of leaming about the CLA and its
commitment to developing Christian disciples and meet the needs of its followers.

Pending your approval of my visit, I will be writing background history on the CLA in Liberia.
My time schedule is to arrive in early August and through November. I will spend time in
numerous locations talking with members of the church, the community in Salala and various
communities in Monrovia. This is an opportunity that 1 am excited about! Upon receiving your
conformation, I will email you a more detailed outline regarding my research.
Thank you again for time and consideration. 1 look forward to hearing from you in the coming
weeks. My best email address is Gabriel.Tait@asburyseminary.edu. If you have any questions
please give me a call.

Blessings you,

the

family,

and the

community!

Sincerely,

Rev. Gabriel B. Tait
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1. Letter of introduction to the Church of the Lord

�

Aladura
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Letter of Acceptance from CLA

Liberia

�

THE CHURCH OF THE LORD
Provinciai Headquarters

(ALADURA)

52 Center St

September 1.20!!

Bro Gabnel B. Trait
Pfc.D. Candidase
MssKKi

Vistcais

Asb�rj' Theologies SaRiaary
204 N,

Lexington Avenue

WitaKW. KY 40390

Ref: Leifw of AcceptajKs f� Doca�aI
Suxfy
Dear Bro. Traic

CaJvar>- greeting from <m Lord and Savior Jesus Christ
! tave the

lord

pleasure to tofiwti you that yoor tow has been scknowtedge by

dw. church of the

(Aladura) Liberia Province.

YosB- desire

Church

to broaden yoiaki�w!edgc through the Word of God. and the stud) of the
through photogn>j*y. especially the Qasrd^ of Lord (Aladura) Wmid-�idc shows

great love and

coiKem

for as.

In light of this, you are hereby
granted divine approval to study, toquiie and ask questions
about the doctrine aorf stjaoncm of faith of the church of she Loti Aladura.
You ar� also
welcome to worship with us at any time.

Thank you for >t>ur

Sincerely

twolherly

love and

s?>iritt>al cooperation.

yours.

Am^/'
IK Kriittst,

Srdj^Siop

it^ii

Sr.

I^vincii! Hcaid. Liberia Pnivince

CC;

CLA File

may rg) yahoo

Appendix
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of the Lord-Aladura.
2. Letter of acceptance from the Church
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a

September 3,

201 1

Rev. Gabriel B. Tait
204 N.

Lexington Avenue
Wilmore, KY 40390
Rev. Dr. Samuel Reeves
Senior Pastor,
Providence

Baptist

Church

Broad, Center & Ashmun Streets
Monrovia, Liberia
Hi Rev.

Reeves,
It

test

a

was

great seeing you and talking with you last month. As
research method 1 have

missiological

(SBMS).

SBMS is

blind

receives

man

clearer

a

method that is based

sight

then goes

picture (both literally

contexts, make

sense

by

and

soraething beyond

see

main

goals

1.

To

limited cultural

through

sight development

they

and Jesus

are

I

am

here in Liberia to

"Sight Beyond My Sight"
8:22-25, in which

process. This method aims to

people,

way

live in. There

categories,

what

a

discussed,

the biblical narrative found in Mark

figuratively) of the

of the worid

defined

our

and

developed.
on

we

The method is called

in their different

ways of looking

at

experiences

the world that

are

points this out, asking the commimity to

they have been seeing

�

thus, sight beyond

my

sight.

There

gain

a

a

and

solely

not

look
are

again

three

of this research strategy:

educate, empower, and encourage Liberians
through photography.

to reflect

on

their

personal

and

community

concems

2.

To foster

3.

To

a dialog and to gain
knowledge and information about personal
through discussions about photographs among participants.

and

community

issues

gain a clearer picture (both literally and figuratively) of the way Liberians, in their different
experiences and contexts, make sense of the world they live and to educate outsiders about these

worlds.

Sincerely yours.

Gabriel B. Tait

Appendix

3. A letter of introduction delivered to Providence

addressed

to

Baptist

them.
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Church in Monrovia, Liberia. Each church received

a

letter

CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS:
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDY

Who: Liberians

What:

�

1 8 years

or

older

Missiological Photographic Study
Call for four participants

When:

September 20-21

Where:

Grand Bassa & River Cess Counties,

Liberia

-

West Africa

About the research: This study is
research

focusing

on

the

use

Photo equipment is will be

To

of

to

further doctoral

photography

in missions.

supplied.

participate in this study please

contact

Gabriel Tait

at

0880698462.

Thank you for your consideration

Appendix 4. Call for Participants flyers distributed at six different churches. Each flyer was tailored to the specific congregation.
This flyer features Eleanor Bestman, a student at the Lott Carey Mission School in Brewerville, Liberia. Bestman is a student I
have been training in photography for the last two years.
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SBMS Instructors

Training

Monrovia, Liberia
October 2011

V 1.02

Appendix

5. SBMS Instructors

Training Manual

pp. 5-22.
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Manual

WELCOME LETTER

Dear

Participant,

You made it! Thank you for

Sight (SBMS)

research.

volunteering your time and participating in the Sight Beyond My
I believe you are doing an important work in teaching others about your

communities and cultures. The purpose of SBMS in Liberia is
Liberians through the use of photography.

to leam about Liberia from

The SBMS concept was developed from a photovoice model, after the researcher noticed that the
local community (indigenous) voice was often missing from missionary photographs presented
in mission

magazines, books,

and/or journals.

Thus, SBMS has

a

biblical

origin (Mark

8: 22-

25). Part of this passage notes, "... his eyes were opened, his sight was restored, and he saw
everything clearly." Thus, it is our desire that through you and this research that outsiders will
have their

"eyes opened"

and leam about Liberia in

Over the next

a new

way.

couple of days, you will be working closely with the research leader, team
assistants, other participants and the community to explore and visually capture all that is
Liberia. As a participant, there are some important concepts, mles, and other items you should be
familiar with as you progress through the study. Enclosed in this packet are several documents
you should read and review frequently. If at any time you have a question about this research,
please feel free to contact any member of the research team.
We pray that in addition to teaching others, this will be a fim leaming experience for you. The
SBMS team is excited about this research and hopes you will be too.
Peace and

blessings.

Gabriel B. Tait
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BIO OF THE RESEARCHER

Gabriel B. Tait

Gabriel B. Tait of Pittsburgh,

transforming how people
Studies PhD candidate,
World Missions and

is

Pennsylvania,

look at the world.

spending his

Currently he

adjunct instructor at the

E.

is

life
an

Intercultural

Stanley Jones

School of

Evangelism at Asbury Theological Seminary in

Wilmore, Kentucky, and Missions Pastor with Total Grace Baptist Church
in

Lexington, Kentucky.

(City Of Peace)

-

explore

identities.

on

the

Specifically,

identity.

ordained in 2010, Rev. Dr. F. James Clark, Shalom Church

impact of photography in

and understand how
he is

He earned

a

photography

looking

history of African Americans
one's

was

(American Baptist).

Tait's research focuses
to

Tait

in

at the

is used in

peoples

cross-cultural missions. His

constructing

representing

and cultures of Liberia, West

seeks

cultural

Africa, the

missions, and how the study of visual representation shapes

M.A. in Intercultural Studies at

B.A. in Communication with

and

study

emphasis

on

photojournalism

Asbury Theological Seminary

at

Slippery Rock University

and

a

of

Pennsylvania.

"Transformation of the blind to
says Gabriel Tait. Prior to

newspaper

see

attending seminary,

photojoumalist covering

for several of the

(i.e. sight beyond my sight)

country's top

events in

is what

he served 20 years

as a

Iraq, Kosovo, Egypt,

is all

about,"

national and intemational

and

newspapers. Tait is married with two
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ministry

numerous

sons.

other countries

DAILY PROGRAM FORMAT
With the

exception of the

basic format. The
half session

following daily

first and last

schedule

session,

provides

every session should follow the

basic

a

template

for how each hour and

might look:

participants! Prayer, Introduction of team. (Gabe,
Boen, Amos, Pastor Marc)
Background on each person
(45 min.) Introductions, consent forms, outline the purpose and goals of
the research, and SBMS Methodology-Gabe / Pastor Boen

(30 min.)

Welcome
Pastor

Introduce the theme for the

study -Leaming

from the inside

out -Pastor Marc / Gabe

(40 min.)

Talk about the

general

and

camera

key terms (Teams

of two)-

Amos/Gabe

(25 min.)

Ethics, and being safe in the community Gabe/Pastor Boen/
Amos

(10 min.)

Distribute

materials, pens, log sheets�

(40 min.)

Student

(30 min.)

Select final

photography time

participants

-

in the

take

(10 min.)

-

-

(40 min.)

important dates.
participation schedule

Review
Photo

Individual interview schedule
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Team

community -Participants-

photographs

LUNCH

same

a

GOALS OF RESEARCH

To

photography and the photographs collected from the SBMS methodology as
for
Liberians to express to outsiders, their cultural categories and the meanings
way
to
these
give
categories.
use

To encourage Liberians to reflect

on

their personal and

a

they

community concems through

photography.
To foster

dialog and to gain knowledge about personal and community issues
individual and group discussions about photographs among
participants.
To

a

through

gain a clearer picture (both literally and figuratively) of the way Liberians, in their
experiences and contexts, make sense of the world they live and to educate

different

outsiders about these worlds.
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THEME OF STUDY

Learning

Lesson: Meet the
team as is

appropriate. Ask,

thinks you

can

tell

going to try and
that

participants

a

at

about cultures from those within

designated time

and place. Introduce

"Who here likes stories? What kind of stories do you like? Who here

story with pictures?" Explain that

show

a

part of who they

through this photography study, they

leaving the community!

through photographs.

In

yourself and your research

To do

taking

are

can

photos

the next three sessions,

and what their lives
also

are

like

they are

using photos. Explain

begin to explore new worlds without ever

this, they simply show
these

over

the world

they live

in and tell

outsiders will leam about your

a

story

community

from you.

Guiding questions:
1

What

.

can we

leam about Liberian culture and

identity formation through the use

of

photography?
2.

What is the response of participants
context?

regarding the

use

of photography in

a

Liberian

"Sight Beyond My Sight" Methodology Have to Contribute as a
Missiologically Relevant Research Method?
Question:
1
If someone were coming from the outside, what photos would you take that would be
important for him or her to know about you and your community?
3.

What Does

.
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CONSENT FORM AND AGREEMENT OF STUDY
"PUBLICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS"

I,

agree to

will take

both

an

for the

photographs

participate

in the Ph.D. research of Gabriel B. Tait. I also consent that I

Sight Beyond My Sight (SBMS)

individual interview and group discussions about

SBMS maintains all

rights thereof,

I agree that SBMS has my

individual conversations
materials may appear in

to

during this
printed or

the purpose of furthering the

without

will retain the

copyright ownership

acknowledgement
of the

photograph(s).

responsibility

Printed

KY USA

name

Signature:

of participant:

Contact

telephone

Physical

address:

number:

Pastor's Name and

study.

Telephone #:

270

ia

I agree that

by

.

recording equipment

for group and

that the research

an

the

intemational audience for

use or

reproduction

of

assignees

I understand and agree that if I wish to withdraw

to inform SBMS no later than

study:

Date:

in

participate

and without entitlement to payment. SBMS and/or its

Sight Beyond My Sight

Today's

I agree to

acknowledge

mission. I authorize

ATTN: Gabriel B. Tait

Wilmore,

and video

research process. I

study's

this authorization, it will be my

audiotape

taken

electronic form and may be available to

photograph(s)

the research

use

study.

photographs produced

reproduce photograph(s)

permission to

research

one

week after

completion

of

OATH OF UNDERSTANDING

agree to

I,

As part of this
1

.

participate

commitment, I understand and

Maintain the

highest ethical

in the Ph.D. research of Gabriel B. Tait.

agree that I will:

standard in

taking photographs.

2.

Ask

permission of the people I photograph.

3.

Represent my community, church, and

4.

Handle all

photographic equipment with care.

5.

Retum all

photographic equipment in the

that I will be

Physical

responsible

for any

self-well.

damages

same

or

condition received; with

an

understanding

replacement of the equipment.

address:

Cell Number:

Pastor's Cell Number:

Special Instructions:
card.

Copies

All

participants

must have

an

official

photo

ID and/or their election

of your identification will be made for verification and
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recordkeeping.

PHOTOGRAPHY KEY TERMS

Photography -the
Composition
arranged into
Emphasis

-

art of making

attention is drawn to

from

one

Pattern

center of interest in

first, it tends

-

refers to

-

a

refers to the way
area to the next.

Movement

a

a

or

commercial purposes.

photograph are visually

photograph;

where the viewer's

to stand out in some way.

viewer's eye is drawn

throughout a photograph

regular or geometric repetition of a shape.

placement of multiple shapes
of a photograph

Position

for fine art

the way the elements and principles of a
a harmonious and unified whole.

refers to

-

photographs

-

or

objects (left and right, top

and

bottom)

.

Shape

-

Texture

Unity

-

an

-

element of art,

geometric (circle,

refers to the visual

quality

triangle, etc.)

or

organic.

of a surface.

refers to all of the elements and

well-balanced

square,

photograph.
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principles working together to

create

a

THE CAMERA

View fitidcr

BACK

Shutter releuse
Power bimon

Auio focus

Vievviiiij-

screen
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PHOTOGRAPHY ETHICS
Ethics is considered

standard of behefs, morals and

reasoning that people maintain as a
integrity
dignity
respective participants.
Photography ethics is a set of principles that guide photographers in the way that they take
photographs. This process aids participants in developing appropriate responses to issues of crisis
and in goveming themselves accordingly.
As

be

aware

a

and

way to preserve the

participants

of their research and

in this SBMS research there

are

several ethical considerations you must

of and remember:
1

.

As SBMS photographers

we

will honor all posted signs around government

we

will seek to understand the culture and gain the

buildings.
2.

As SBMS photographers
'

subjects consent before taking photographs.
information for photograph captions.
3.

As SBMS photographers

community
4.

we are

we

will

This includes

gathering detailed

appreciate the privilege ofbeing a part of the

photographing.

As SBMS photographers

the SBMS researcher

we

understand we

nor we as

are

(showoffs).
exploit our

not paparazzi

SBMS photographers will

Neither

photographs of subjects.
5.

As SBMS photographers

we

will

not

manipulate

6.

As SBMS photographers

we

will

not

misrepresent this study

7.

Special

As SBMS photographers

we

will

return

or

alter

our

photographs.
or

ourselves.

all items used during this

study.

note:

From the researcher's

perspective,

1 believe it is of special

importance

to

acknowledge:

right to discontinue the study for medical or other
(all equipment must be retumed).
the
have
right to remove photos as specified in the methods
2) Participants
section (see method section).
3) Participants will be provided copies of the photographs, if requested.
4) The photographs will be used, including but not limited to: the researcher's
dissertation, books, joumals, newspaper publications, websites, training
seminars, and photo exhibits.
1) Participants

have the

unforeseen circumstances

SMBS

Participant

Date
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PARENTAL PHOTO RELEASE FOR MINORS (13 AND UNDER)

Participant's Name:
I hereby give to
Sight Beyond My Sight (SBMS) the absolute and irrevocable
and
right
permission to the photographs that he/she has taken of my mmor child in which
he/she may be included with others:

To

copyright the
select;

same

in the

photographer's name

or

any other

name

that he/she may

To use, re-use, publish and
re-publish the same in whole or in part, separately or in
conjunction with other photographs, in any medium now or hereafter known, and for any
purpose whatsoever, including (but not by way of limitation) illustration, promotion,
advertising and trade, and;
To

use

my

name or

my child's

name

in connection therewith if he/she

so

decides.

I

hereby release and discharge photographer from all and any claims and demands
ensuing from or in connection with the use of the photographs, including any and all
claims for libel and invasion of privacy.
This authorization and release shall inure to the benefit of the legal representatives,
licensees and assigns of the photographer as well as the person(s) for whom he/she took

the

photographs.

I have read the

foregoing and fiilly understand the contents hereof I represent that
parent/guardian of the above named participant/model. I hereby consent to the
foregoing on his/her behalf

the

Date:

Minor's Name:
Parent

or

Signature

Guardian Name:

or

Parent/Guardian:

Address:

City:

State/Zip:

Phone:
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I

am

SBMS PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG WORKSHEET
Name
Uate

Age

Camera #:
Please fill in the table below

as you are
taking pictures. On the "Subject" line, describe the subject of your
photograph (what you are taking a picture of). On the "Explanation" line, explaui why you are taking the photo.
For mstance, describe what you would like to mform outsiders about. These notes will
help you in remembering
why you took the photograph.

FRAME #

SUBJECT

EXPLANATION
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SBMS PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG WORKSHEET CONT.
Name
Date

Age

Camera #
Please fill in the table below

'

taking pictures. On tiie "Subjecf line, describe the subject of your
photograph (what you are taking a picture of). On the "Explanation" line, explam why you are taking the photo.
For instance, describe what you would like to mform outsiders about. These notes will
help you m remembering
why you took the photograph.
FRAME #

as

SUBJECT

you

are

EXPLANATION
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SBMS INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW SCHEDULE*

Name

Cell

Individual

Phone

Meeting

Number

Date

Time

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

�

Please allow time for

a

two-hour individual

278

meeting

IMPORTANT DATES

What

When

Where

SBMS

September 20-21,

Faith

To

Training

2011

Independent
Baptist Church

familiarize

Session

Buchanan,

Letters

September 30,
2011

Various locations

-

Travel

participants
with

-9:00am-

SBMS

1pm
(Lunch will be
served)
Day
assignment

Liberia

dehvered to

Time

Purpose

Inform

participants

SBMS

participants
Monrovia

in

area

Cameras, log
sheets, a notes

September 30,

Monrovia

2011

Collect
materials

must be

from

retumed from

Buchanan

Buchanan team

team

SBMS

October 1,2011

Training

Providence

Baptist

Church

To

familiarize

Day
assignment

10:00

am-

1

pm

Session

participants

Monrovia,

SBMS

(Lunch will be
served)

To

6:15pm-9

familiarize

pm

with
Liberia
SPECIAL

October 5,

SBMS

Empowerment
Temple A.M.E

final group
of

Training
Session

participants

(Light
will be

snack

served)

with

Monrovia,

SBMS

Liberia

Individual

By October 7,

Interviews

2011

Various locations

Individual
interviews

Several

day
assignment

complete w/
Buchanan

participants
Individual

By November 5,

Interviews

2011

complete

TBA

Individual

interviews

w/

Monrovia

participants
Group meeting

TBA� in

To leam

for all SBMS

Monrovia,

from

participants

Liberia

SBMS

November 12

group
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TBA

PARTICIPANT'S EVALUATION FORM

Agre Disag
1.

Participating

in this research

was

enjoyable.
2.

The

workshop objectives

were

clear to

me.

3.

The activities of the SBMS
gave

me

sufficient

practice

training
and

feedback.
4.

The

equipment provided was

easy to

use.

5.

The

training

I received

helped me

understanding how to work the
6.

7.
8.
9.

I will

with

camera.

photography as a way to
express myself in the future.
The research team was knowledgeable
The researcher was knowledgeable.
Others will leam about my community
use

because of this research.
10.

free to express my
the individual sessions.

thoughts during

11

free to express my
the group sessions.

thoughts during

12

If this

I

I

was

was

study were conducted again, I
would help train others about SBMS.

Additional comments:
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Not Sure

Who We Are

Baboon

Help

Campaigns

them Self

Self-help

Clarence Cole SBMS31

Selling

Olive

Coconut Vendor Amos Korzawu SBMS1 6

Old Man Washes Clothes Ignatius

Beyan SBMS25

Business Woman James

Saysay SBMS13

Traditional Bush Adama 8.

Page:

6.

Photographs

from who

Choloply

SBMS19

Street Seller Amos Korzawu SBMS17

The Interior S. Iseclia Taweh SBMS22

Appendix

(Not)

we are

(not) category.
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1

Fayiah SBMS7

Fisherman of Liberia Prince Mulbah SBMS28

RiCG Farm OlSnSOn PetGrS SBMS1

Talking

Drum

Janje

David SBMS3

How We Live

Eating

with Hand Olive

Educational

Beyan SBMS26

Systems S. iseclia Taweh SBMS23

Fish is

a

Way

of Life Amos Korzawu SBMS18

�

,

�1
Hunter

Janje

Justice

David SBMS10

Life

Christopher Bropleh SBMS35

The

Way of Life Clarence Cole SBMS12

System

S. iseclia Taweh SBMS20

Mother and Child Clarence Cole SBMS1 1

Villiage Life Janje

David SBMS4

Page:

Appendix

7.

Photographs

from how

we

live category.
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1

Liberia for

Change

Prince Mulbah SBMS27

Palava Hut Olenson Peters SBMS5

What We Eat

ML
Palm Kernels Adama S.

Fayiah SBMS8

Page:

Appendix

8.

Photographs

from what

we eat

category.
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1

What We Believe

Art of

Worhsip Christopher Bropleh SBMS33

Church Leaders in Service James

Cotton Tree Worship Janje David SBMS36 tree

Love Tree Adama S.

Healing Christopher Bropleh

9.

Photographs

from what

SBMS32

The Church Pastor Olenson Peters SBMS2

Fayialr SBMS9

Page:

Appendix

Saysay SBMS14

we

believe category.
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1

Church Mother

Little Rose

Traditional

Ignatius Choloply SBMS6

Lakpor James Saysay SBtVlSIS

Wedding Ignatius Choloply SBMS21

Name: Prince Mulbah

THE TOP THREE

Date: October 1 6, 20 1 1

(FOUR)

IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR
CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

1

.

Liberia for

Change

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE NUMBER

114

How

we

select

2

.

Fisherman of Liberia

107

(Liberia Fishermen)

a

exercise

our

power to

leader.

Fishermen

making nets.

is skillful work

we

This

do in

Liberia.

3.

Fish from the Duke River

3A. "Issue"

Appendix

106

Lady preparing to dry

103

Barbequing "Issue"
Bussi Quarters.

10. Prince Mulbah

285

fish.

in the

Name:

Date: 11/05/11

Christopher Bropleh

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

1.

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE NUMBER

TITLE OF IMAGE

0553

Healing

A sick boy
area

sitting in

an

isolated

of the church waiting in the

corner

for

healing.

Eric

the Church of the Lord

-

came to

Aladura

healing. Anyone can come to
the church compound for healing.
for

2.

0486

Life

Lady preparing to sell Plantain to
during lunch.

students

3.

Art of Worship

0551

Assistant Minister in

preaching in the
Lord-Aladura.

Appendix

11

.

Christopher Bropleh top-three

rniage

descriptions.
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Charge is

Church of the

Name: Olive Beyan

Date: October

26, 201 1

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

1

TITLE OF IMAGE

IMAGE NUMBER

Eating with hand

252

.

DESCRIPTION

It shows

people about our

culture.

Appendix

2.

Cassava

3.

Help them self selling

12. Olive

Making

second standard food.

267

It is

265

Market in front of house.

Beyan top-three image descriptions.

287

our

Name:

Date: 10/10/11

Amos Korzawu

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

1

.

Fish is

a

way of Life

IMAGE NUMBER

45

(Business woman)

DESCRIPTION

How

people buy and sell their
Important

fish and sell them.

to know about my culture

because your food without fish
in it, it won't taste good. In our

community and culture people
are use to eating fish. We are
not used to buying can food.
People buy fish everyday.
There

2.

Street Seller

59

two types of fish:
Dry and Fresh
How people stand in the street
are

and sell various items. That is

something that is often in our
society.

3.

Coconut Vendor

74

The way that our communities
get food out of the tree.

Getting food is
You have to

use

a process.
the "cutless"

in order to get your fruit.

Appendix

13. Amos Korzavra

top-three image descriptions.
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Name:

Olenson Peters

Date: 10/06/1 1

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

1.

IMAGE NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

157

The pastor to the community. "My
Spiritual Father!" This is the man

The Church Pastor

that teaches

the

community
being a Christ
follower today.
us

about Christ and

2.

Palava Hut

142

Community gathering. It is the
center meeting place for the
community. It is what we do in our
culture! We need to have a place to
have

3.

Rice Farm

151

In

our

our

culture

farm. The Bassa

farming.

programs.

we

love

as a

Most of our

do company work,

Appendix

14. Olenson Peters

top-three image descriptions.
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making

whole,

we

do

people don't

we

do farm.

Name:

Adama S.

Fayiah

Date: 10/29/11

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

1.

Love Tree

IMAGE NUMBER

199

DESCRIPTION

Two trees have grown together
they embrace one another.

where

If a married couple is having
problems they can go to the tree
and make and offering and their
marriage will get better

Traditional Bush

2.

206

The traditional bush relates to

where I

come

from in Lofa

County.

When I got to the town, I felt good.
I could understand similar things
to this

community (created by the

late Bai T. Moore, born of a native
Gola family in what later became
Bomi

3.

Palm Kernels

200

a major role in
(the rural) setting and
mine (the city). It has a lot of uses
in culture and in food. Prayer
groups use palm oil.

Palm Kernels have

both the

Appendix

15. Adama S.

Fayiah top-three image descriptions.
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County].

Name: Ignatius

Choloply

Date: October

13, 201 1

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

IMAGE NUMBER

1. Traditional Weeding
(Blmdfolded Traditional Lady)

181

DESCRIPTION

Traditional

lady being escorted
Developed

to her husband.

from the Rachael and Leah

marriage to Jacob narrative.

2.

Old Man washes

212

clothes

Photo of elderly

man

caters to himself by

clothes. This

man

who

washing
has

no

children and is not married.

(A paradox

3.

Church Mother

172

for

a

Kruman)

Church Mother

giving

instruction to Church of the

Lord-Aladura women is very
The mother's teach

important.
the

women

the ways of the

church, how to care for their
homes, and their families.

Appendix

16.

Ignatius Choloply top-three image descriptions.
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Name: S. Iseclia Taweli

Date: November

3, 20 1 1

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

1.

Educational System

IMAGE NUMBER

0062

DESCRIPTION

Student

conducting research

program at the University of
Liberia.

2.

Justice

System

0070

The words represent the way
justice should be done in
Liberia.

3.

Appendix

The Interior

17. S. Iscelia Taweh

0065

top-three image descriptions.
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Family preparing

food to eat.

Name: Clarence Cole

Date: October 22, 201 1

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE NUMBER

picture is deep. I love this
picture!" During the 201 1
presidential elections the
saying, "Monkey still working

"This
1.

Baboon

campaigns (A
parable between a
Monkey and Baboon)

560

let Baboon wait small" became

popular. This parable was
making fiin of the CDC as a
Baboon and after a while they
accepted it (the label). This is
why the baboon has a CDC tshirt, cap, jeans. The most
serious thing is fun to
Liberians. They will only
complain for a short bit and
then they will forget.

Carrying fish baskets for
2.

The

Way

of Life

478

crawfish in the St. Paul River in

Clay

3.

Mother and Child

527

Ashland.

1 am proud of the lady to abide
by the recommendation to feed

her child with breast milk.

Appendix

18. Clarence Cole

top-three image descriptions.
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Name:

Janje

Davie

Date: 9/29/11

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

1.

IMAGE NUMBER

Hunter

127

DESCRIPTION

Must

respected person in the
village
Finds meat.

For your farm to survive the
hunter works hard- protector

2.

Talking Drum

103

Drum informs

people

in the

^tells you when its
time to go to work.

villages

�

Important for communication
in Time Past

3.

Village

4. Cotton Tree

Life

Worship

104

119

People in the village are
beating rice the Children in the
village are doing the work

Traditional

Worship-

Grandfather

Appendix

19.

Janje David top-three image descriptions.
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was

leader

Name: James

Saysay

Date: October

19, 201 1

THE TOP THREE IMAGES THAT DEFINE YOU AND YOUR CULTURE

TITLE OF IMAGE

1

.

Little Rose

DESCRIPTION

IMAGE NUMBER

Lakpor

0052

Demon Possessed

The Uttle

girl was gi\'en food
a lady

in her dream from
connected with

Society.

In my

a

Demonic

culture, the

witch has power. The witch I
minimized but it still exists.

2.

Self-help business

0055

My neighbor is preparing fish.
As

woman

a

business she cooks food

and sells it.

People are in the
community to work, they
decide to self-help. Some pay
for school from selling.

3.

Church leaders in

0054

The minister in

charge

and the

church secretary are
conversing. The church

service

uniform is the white garment
with colored bound. Different
colors tell about the position of
the leader.

Appendix

20. James

Saysay top-three image descriptions.
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Sample Liberia

Interview Rubric

Interview Rubric 1
1.

Personal Information: Name? What year were you bora? Gender? Marital Status?
Children?

2.

Study Entrance:

Siblings? Birth place/county?

Current residence? Formal Education?

Religious Background: African Traditional Religion? African Independent Church?
Christian? Muslim? No
were

reHgious background?

you converted? Where

Do you read

were

reUgious text?

a

Other? When

were

you converted? How

you converted? Have you interacted with missionaries?

If so, what? Does that inform your

imderstandmg of

Liberia?
3.

Cultural Background: Where do you live? How
What is your best

Who in this

image of community? What would you like to

What do you

community?

hope

Photographic Knowledge:
Do you

never

own a

you taken

a

Have you

ever

Have you

ever

photograph?
had

were

in

describe yomr country in

community?

What is the

pictures

me

Have you

the

21. Interview rubrics.

296

a

Who is

a

Liberian?
three

name

photographic study before?

the fu-st

picture you've

Do you still have the
ever seen

they

as

seen? Have

photograph?

photographs

photographed subjects

what would

photographs?

changed in your

(Camera phone, disposable,

many?

point of a photograph?

true? Do you find meanmg in

Appendix

identity

community?

in common?

(do)

Can you tell

photography?

you able to

community?

participated in

When? Of what? How

training

see

in this

true Liberian? Will you

camera? If so, what type of camera?

Liberians? How
to

a

in your

all Liberians share

digital)?Have you seen a photograph?

were

changes

society would you consider to be

things/practices that you think
4.

long have you lived

of

Liberians? If you

show? How do you define

What does it

mean

for

What stereotypes have you

a

picture to be

seen

in

pictures?

Appendix
research

22. A

sample

of the SBMS

participant's certificate

of participation and

team.
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completion

awarded

by

the SBMS
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